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Introduction

Materials containing magnetic single-domain particles, referred to as particulate media
in this thesis, are object of thorough studies for several reasons. In the first place, they
are interesting from a fundamental point of view as they can be used as model systems in
the study of magnetic particle interactions. In the second place, particulate media have
many applications and therefore a large commercial value. The main applications are as
audio and video recording tapes and as ferrofluids. Ferrofluids are stabilized suspensions
of magnetic single-domain particles in a carrier fluid. Most of their applications are based
upon the possibility of controlling the fluid position by means of magnetic field gradients
(e.g. high-vacuum seals around rotating shafts). In order to improve the properties of par-
ticulate media, knowledge about the micro-magnetic state is important. Bulk methods to
study the micro-magnetic state of particulate media are magnetization, susceptibility and
noise measurements.

This thesis deals with the application of neutron depolarization and to a lesser extent
of small-angle neutron scattering to study the micro-magnetic state of particulate media.
In the next paragraphs neutron depolarization and small-angle neutron scattering are in-
troduced, the scope of the thesis is described in more detail and the different chapters are
indicated.

The three-dimensional neutron depolarization (ND) technique is a powerful method to
study static and dynamic properties of magnetic structures in the micron and submicron
range (e.g. [l]-[7]). In a ND experiment the polarization vector of a polarized neutron
beam is analyzed after transmission through a magnetic medium. During transmission the
polarization vector is affected by the local magnetization of the medium. A mean mag-
netic induction results in a net precessional motion of the polarization vector around the
former, while magnetic inhomogeneities result in a shortening of the polarization vector,
called depolarization henceforth. A magnetic inhomogeneity is a part of the medium with
a mean magnetization different from that of the medium. A ND experiment in general
yields the mean size of the magnetic inhomogeneities along the neutron path (the ''mag-
netic correlation length'), the mean orientation of the magnetic inhomogeneities (magnetic
texture) and the mean magnetization. The range of magnetic correlation lengths which
can be measured covers 10 nm up to mm's, making ND to some extent complementary to
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS).



The origin of ND lies in a paper by Halpern and Holstein [8], in which they described
the polarization change of a polarized neutron beam upon transmission through a ferro-
magnetic material. The first one-dimensional ND experiment was performed some years
later (Burgy et al. [9]). Other highlights in the development of the ND technique were
the extension of one-dimensional to three-dimensional ND experiments (Rekveldt [10]),
the introduction of time-dependent ND measurements (van Schaik et al. [11, 12]) and the
combination of ND and small-angle neutron scattering (Okorokov et al. [13]). Concern-
ing the theoretical description of neutron depolarization, two approaches exist: a classical
and a quantum mechanical approach. The classical approach, initiated by Halpern and
Holstein [8] and extended by Rekveldt [10, 14], is based on the Larmor precession of the
polarization vector of a neutron beam in magnetic inhomogeneities. The quantum me-
chanical approach, formulated by Maleev and Ruban [15, 16] and extended for magnetized
media by Toperverg and Weniger [17, 18], is based on small-angle neutron scattering by
magnetic inhomogeneities. It takes into account the broadening of the neutron beam due
to magnetic scattering, which is neglected in the Larmor approach. A slightly different
quantum mechanical approach, though in essence the same, has been formulated by Sbit-
nev [19]. Authors using the scattering approach have claimed essential differences between
the scattering and the Larmor approach, due to the quantum mechanical character of the
former (e.g. [17, 18]). However, both approaches are generally equivalent, as will be shown
in chapter 2.

Originally ND was used mainly to study the static properties of domain structures in
ferromagnetic bulk material (e.g. [2, 4, 5|). The increase in neutron flux and the availability
of polarizers and analyzers with a higher transmission and a higher polarizing power allowed
the application of ND to media with smaller neutron transmission lengths (e.g. thin film
magnetic recording media [20, 21]) or with smaller magnetic inhomogeneities. Examples of
the latter are media containing magnetic single-domain particles (particulate media). The
typical size range of these particles is 10 nm up to /tin's.

In a SANS experiment, the broadening of a generally unpolarized neutron beam as a
result of scattering by nuclear and magnetic inhomogeneities is analyzed. Such an analysis
may yield the mean size, shape, orientation and density of the inhomogeneities. SANS is
widely used to study nuclear and magnetic inhomogeneities in the size range from 3 to
100 nm (e.g. [22j-(25]). As the inhomogeneities are large in comparison to the neutron
wavelength used (0.2-1.5 nm), the broadening of the neutron beam is relatively small
(typically 1 deg). The origin of SANS lies in small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), developed
by Guinier and Fournet [26]. SANS has a wider use than ND as its applicability is not
restricted to magnetic media. For example, various biological systems can be investigated
using SANS. In the application of SANS to magnetic media, the separation of magnetic
and nuclear scattering is not always possible, in particular when a unpolarized neutron
beam is used.

The thesis deals with the application of ND and SANS to study the micro-magnetic
state of particulate media. As mentioned in the foregoing, both neutron techniques yield
the size of magnetic, and in case of SANS also nuclear, inhomogeneities. This size can be
related to parameters describing the micro-magnetic state. The reason to use a combination
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of ND and SANS is that ND is more suitable to study relatively larger and SANS to
study relatively smaller inhomogeneities. Using both methods, magnetic inhomogeneities
between about 3 nm and mm's can be studied.

Although a few ND experiments on particulate media have been reported earlier (Ni
particles [27] and precipitates of Co in Cu [28]), the application of ND to study the micro-
magnetic state of particulate media is new, which has two consequences. In the first place,
in order to interpret the results of ND measurements on particulate media the general ND
theory has to be extended. The ND theory relates the polarization change of a polarized
neutron beam upon transmission through a magnetic medium to the micro-magnetic state
of that medium. Hence, a sizeable part of the thesis deals with the neutron depolarization
theory and its application to particulate media. Secondly, the ND experiments on particu-
late media are partially explorative. SANS has been used before in the study of ferrofluids
[29, 30, 31]. An interesting study to ordering effects of macromolecules in magnetized
ferrofluids using SANS has been reported recently [32].

Chapters 2 to 4 deal with the ND theory and its application to particulate media.
Thereafter, ND and SANS measurements on a variety of particulate media are presented
and discussed. Generally density variations, particle orientational correlations and the
effect of particle interactions on the local magnetization are object of study. The next
paragraphs summarize the content of the thesis in more detail.

Chapter 2 at first deals with the principles of a ND experiment and the ND instruments
used in the experiments. Thereafter, the general ND theory according to the Larmor and
the scattering approach is presented. It is shown that both approaches are fully equiva-
lent, provided that all scattered neutrons enter the analyzer and the Larmor approach is
extended such that the Maxwell law V-B(r) = 0 is taken into account. This equivalence
has been disputed for many years. Furthermore, the intrinsic anisotropy, which is the de-
polarization phenomenon that for magnetically isotropic media the depolarization is still
dependent on the orientation of the polarization vector with respect to the propagation
direction of the neutron beam, is explained. An experimental verification of the theory
concerning the intrinsic anisotropy is given.

The general ND theory formulated in chapter 2 is extended in view of its application
to particulate media in chapter 3. The relations between the correlation matrix ur, derived
from a neutron depolarization experiment, and parameters describing several features of
the micro-magnetic state of a particulate medium are derived and discussed extensively.
These features pertain to the individual particles, magnetic inhomogeneities as a result of
particle interactions, particle orientational correlations and density variations within the
medium and variations in the neutron transmission length over the cross-section of the
medium. It is shown that a ND experiment can yield detailed quantitative information
about the micro-magnetic state of particulate media.

Using the scattering approach ND theory in ensembles of anti-ferromagnetic particles
is discussed in chapter 4. It is shown that the broadening of the neutron beam as a result
of scattering is essential in the interpretation of ND measurements on anti-ferromagnetic
particles. The theory is applied to the results of ND measurements on compacts of hematite
and chromium particles.



Chapter 5 considers the results of ND measurements on a ferroxdure compact and a
slurry, several magnetic pigments and compacts of micron-size Ni and Fe particles. Fer-
roxdure is a hard magnetic material used in the manufacturing of permanent magnets.
Magnetic pigments are ensembles of magnetic single-domain particles, generally used in
the production of recording tapes. Magnetic interparticle correlations in the media in dif-
ferent remanent magnetic states are object of study. These correlations yield information
about the magnetic entities during demagnetizing, referred to as 'switching volumes', and
about the particle stacking.

Chapter 6 reviews the ND measurements on particulate recording tapes. The particle
stacking and the switching volumes are studied by determination of the depolarization
along several directions in tapes in different remanent magnetic states. Some ND results
are compared to the results of noise measurements.

Bulk Ni containing solid Kr precipitates is dealt with in chapter 7. The Kr precipitates
and their effect on the local magnetization in Ni is studied with both ND and SANS.

The results of a SANS study of interparticle correlations in sterically stabilized Fe ; l0,
ferrofluids are discussed in chapter 8. Information about particle aggregation and its
dependence on the particle volume fraction and the presence of an applied magnetic field
is obtained.

Some general conclusions and remarks are formulated in chapter 9.
The chapters are written in such a wa}', that they can be read independently of one

another. Therefore, chapters 5 to 7 contain a brief review of that part of the ND theory
which is necessary for a good understanding of the experiments described in these chapters.
Furthermore, a few of the symbols used have different meanings in different chapters.
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Neutron depolarization theory in the
Larmor and the scattering approach

The neutron depolarization theory in the Larmor and the scattering approach is presented. An
extension of the former is proposed with « a result that both approaches become fully equiv-
alent, provided that all scattered neutrons enter the analyzer. The intrinsic anisotropy, which
is the phenomenon that for magnetically isotropic media the depolarization is still dependent
on the orientation of the polarization vector with respect to the propagation direction of the
neutron beam, is discussed furthermore. It is shown that this phenomenon is caused by local de-
magnetization fields around magnetic inhomogeneities as well as possible correlations between the
shape of these inhomogeneities and the orientation of the local magnetization. The principles of a
ND experiment are discussed and an experimental verification of the intrinsic anisotropy is given.

2.1 Introduction

The three-dimensional neutron depolarization (ND) technique is a powerful method to
study static and dynamic properties of magnetic structures in the micron and submicron
region (e.g. [l]-[7]). In a ND experiment the polarization vector of a polarized neutron
beam is analyzed after transmission through a magnetic medium. During transmission
the polarization vector is affected by magnetic inhomogeneities in the medium: mean
magnetic induction results in a net rotation of the polarization vector around the former
while variations in the local magnetic induction result in an effective shortening of the
polarization vector, called depolarization henceforth. A ND experiment yields the magnetic
correlation length .Jong the neutron path of variations in the local magnetization, the mean
orientation of these variations (magnetic texture) and the mean magnetization in general.
The range of magnetic correlation lengths which can be measured covers 10 nm up to mm's,
making ND to some extent complementary to small-angle neutron scattering (SANS).

Concerning the theoretical description of neutron depolarization, two approaches exist:
a classical and quantum mechanical approach. The classical approach, initiated by Halpern
and Holstein [8] and extended by Rekveldt [9,10], is based on the Larmor precession of the



polarization vector of a polarized neutron beam around the local magnetic induction. The
quantum mechanical approach, formulated by Maleev and Ruban [11, 12] and extended
for magnetized media by Toperverg and Weniger [13, 14] is based on small-angle neutron
scattering by magnetic inhomogeneities. It takes into account the broadening of the neutron
beam due to magnetic scattering, which is neglected in the Larmor approach. A slightly
different quantum mechanical approach, though in essence the same, has been formulated
by Sbitnev [15]. Authors using the scattering approach have claimed essential differences
between the scattering and the Larmor approach, due to the quantum mechanical character
of the former (e.g. [13, 14]). However, both approaches generally yield identical results, as
will be shown in this chapter.

The intrinsic anisotropy is the depolarization phenomenon that for magnetically iso-
tropic media the depolarization is still dependent on the orientation of the polarization
vector with respect to the propagation direction of the neutron beam. In this chapter, the
intrinsic anisotropy A is defined as

with P® and Pr° the neutron polarization before and Pt
l and Pr' the neutron polarization

after transmission through a magnetically isotropic medium with a mean magnetization
equal to zero. The subscripts / and r refer to the orientation of the polarization vector
with respect to the propagation direction of the neutron beam (paralle/ and perpendicular,
respectively). Maleev and Ruban [11] derived that A should equal 2/3, which was confirmed
by ND measurements on compacts of Ni particles by Drabkin et al. [16]. The intrinsic
anisotropy is important not only from a theoretical but also from a practical point of view.
At first, in order to be able to deduce the mean orientation of the variations in the local
magnetization from a ND experiment it is necessary to take the intrinsic anisotropy into
account. Secondly, the intrinsic anisotropy influences the total anisotropy and therewith
the value of the magnetic correlation length derived from a ND experiment.

The origin of the intrinsic anisotropy has been poorly understood by most authors.
The intrinsic anisotropy is due to the Maxwell law V-B(r) = 0, which describes local
demagnetization fields around magnetic inhomogeneities (denoted shortly by demagneti-
zation fields further on), as well as possible correlations between the shape of the magnetic
inhomogeneities and the orientation of the local magnetization, as will be shown in this
chapter.

The chapter deals with the ND theory in the Larmor and the scattering approach. The
former approach will be extended by incorporating the consequences of V-B(r) = 0 in the
theory, with as a result that both approaches are generally equivalent. Furthermore, the
physical interpretation of the intrinsic anisotropy is discussed extensively. At first, the
principles of a ND experiment are dealt with (section 2.2). Thereafter, a derivation of
the ND formulas according to the two approaches is given (section 2.3) and the Larmor
approach is extended. Neutron depolarization by an ensemble of single-domain particles
is discussed in section 2.4. In section 2.5 the intrinsic anisotropy is dealt with and some



2.2. A ND EXPERIMENT

neutrons

Figure 2.1: Schematic outline of a ND instrument (P: polarizer, Mo: monitor, G: guide
field, T]; T2: polarization turners, SB: sample box, A: analyzer, M: monochromator, D:
detector).

experimental results are presented. Finally, the main conclusions are formulated in section
2.6.

2,2 A ND experiment

In a ND experiment the depolarization matrix D is determined. This matrix expresses the
relation between the polarization vector, P u , before and, P ' , after transmission through
the medium studied

P 1 = £>P° (2.2)

This section explains how D is determined experimentally.
Fig.2.1 gives a schematic outline of a typical ND instrument. The broad arrows in the

polarizer and analyzer give the polarizing and analyzing directions and the dashed line
the direction of the neutrons. The coordinate system is indicated at the sample position.
A white (i.e. containing a broad wavelength spectrum) neutron beam originating from a
nuclear reactor is polarized by the polarizer. The center of the instrument is a sample box
of (i—metal that screens the sample and the neutron beam from outer stray fields. The po-
larization of the incoming beam can be rotated along the x-,y— or a-direction by means
of polarization turner 7\. Any component of the outcoming polarization can be rotated
to the analyzing direction by means of polarization turner T2. Mostly a monochromatic
neutron beam is used in the experiments.

The ND experiments described in the different chapters have been performed on two
instruments, denoted 'SP' and 'JCP\ Both instruments are operated at the Delft 2MW
swimming pool reactor HOR. Instrument SP has CoFe mirrors magnetized to saturation
as polarizer and analyzer. Total reflection occurs for neutrons with a polarization vector
parallel to the magnetization direction of the polarizer (analyzer), and they pass the po-
larizer (analyzer) hence, as the critical angle for these neutrons unequals zero. Instrument
SP (fig.2.1) has a pyrolytic graphite crystal in Bragg (001) reflection as monochromator
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(generally A = 0.35 ± 0.03 nm) and a BF3 detector. Instrument KP has Cu2MnAl crystals
magnetized to saturation as polarizer and analyzer. Neutrons with a polarization vector
parallel to the magnetization direction of the polarizer (analyzer) and a specific wavelength
are reflected by the (lll)-plane as for these neutrons the nuclear and magnetic scattering
amplitudes add. The total scattering amplitude equals zero for the neutrons with a po-
larization vector anti-parallel to the magnetization direction. The wavelength used on KP
is A = 0.12 ± 0.01 nm or A = 0.16 ± 0.01 nm. Instrument KP has a 3He detector. Both
instruments use coils as polarization turners. Two coils at the position of the sample are
used in calibration measurements in order to find the optimal values of the dc-currents
through the coils (see [17] for a detailed description).

Generally the polarizing and analyzing directions are chosen to be anti-parallel. Then
the relations between the elements D,j of the depolarization matrix D and the neutron
intensity / are given by

D» = l~r12r1

Here, the subscripts i and j (i,j = x,y,z) refer to the analyzing and polarizing direction,
respectively, the shim intensity / , is the intensity of the fully depolarized neutron beam and
(1 — /o) is the polarizing power of the polarizer/analyzer combination. The latter, which
is typically between 0.85 and 0.95, can be determined in an empty beam experiment. In
order that fluctuations in the neutron flux of the incoming beam do not affect the value
of DtJ, the intensity / „ is determined by counting the number of neutrons that enter the
detector until a certain amount of monitor counts has been reached. The monitor counts
a fixed fraction of all passing neutrons. All elements D,j can be determined successively
by changing the adjustment of the polarization turners.

In the experiments described in this thesis, the shim intensity has been determined
using

/ . = ~ ^ ( 2 '4 )

Here, i is x, y or z and i is the negative i—direction. The shim intensity can also be deter-
mined by putting an iron sheet in the neutron beam, which depolarizes the beam almost
entirely due to the large domains and the relatively large spontaneous magnetization.

The time needed for the determination of a single depolarization matrix depends on dif-
ferent factors, such as the accuracy wanted, the depolarization effect, the shim intensity and
the cross-section of the neutron beam. The latter, which is determined by the diaphragm
used, is typically between 0.1 and 1 cm2. The shim intensity varies between about 200
s~'cm~2 and 2000 s^cm"2 for both instruments. The corresponding time needed for the
determination of a single depolarization matrix is typically between 2 and 10 minutes.
However, in case of a small depolarization effect and a low shim intensity, it may be as
much as a few hours (e.g. the ND experiments on recording tapes, chapter 6).

The thesis only discusses static ND measurements. On both instruments also dynamic
ND measurements can be performed. In the latter experiments a periodic signal (e.g. a
pulsed magnetic field) is applied to the medium studied. The period of the signal is divided
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into time-channels (resolution of 10 fts) and neutrons are sampled in these channels during
many periods. Dynamic measurements have been used e.g. to study the magnetization
reversal in a Fe(Si) single crystal [18, 19]. They can in principle also be used to study
time-dependent phenomena in participate media (e.g. relaxation in an applied magnetic
field).

2.3 Neutron depolarization formulas

The relation between the depolarization matrix D and the micro-magnetic state of the
medium in the Larmor (section 2.3.1) and the scattering (section 2.3.2) approach is de-
rived. The Larmor approach is extended by taking the Maxwell law V-B(r) = 0 into
account. It is shown that with this extension the Larmor and the scattering approach are
generally equivalent. In both approaches the formulas related to a magnetic medium with
a mean magnetization equal to zero are dealt with at first. Thereafter, the formulas for a
magnetized medium are derived.

2.3.1 The Larmor approach
In the Larmor approach, the time-dependence of the polarization vector P of a neutron
beam subjected to a magnetic induction B(<) is given by

(2.5)

with the gyromagnetic ratio 7=1.83xl08 s~'T~'. Eq.(2.5), representing the Larmor pre-
cession of P(t) around B(t), is exactly equivalent with the quantum mechanical description
of a neutron spin in a homogeneous magnetic field (see appendix A.I). It can easily be
solved by successive iteration yielding

P(*) = fit" fdt{i)--- f d(wh[P(O)xB((("))jx...xB(f<1))] (2.6)

The right-hand side of eq.(2.6) contains the summation of all nlh order contributions (n
from zero up to infinity) to P(t). Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6) are the basic equations in the Larmor
approach.

The polarization change of a monochromatic neutron beam due to transmission through
a magnetic medium with volume V, , thickness L, and a mean magnetic induction < B >
equal to zero will be derived. The propagation direction of the neutron beam is along the
z — direction. The relation between the incident, P , and outcoming, P ' , polarization of a
small part W of the medium positioned between z = zu and z = zu + L\y is considered at
first. It is assumed that I i r is large compared to the characteristic length of the magnetic
correlations but still small so that |P ' — P | «c |P | . Then, P ' may be approximated by the
sum of the the first three terms of eq.(2.6) only (second order solution). After averaging
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the expression for P ' over the cross-section of the neutron beam it follows that (the n = 1
term of eq.(2.6) equals zero for media with < B > = 0)

P ' =
W

/ d3r Pdz' \(B(z) • B(*'))P - (P • B(z'))B(z)} (2.7)

Here, 3(z) and B(z') are shorthand notations for 3(x,y,z) and 3(x,y, z') and c = 7*/u2

with v the neutron velocity. The elements of the matrix T) defined

P ' = I»P (2.8)

directly follow from eq.(2.7)

Vn = StJ(l - cLw?) + CLH-CZJ (2.9)

with

rr J \\ JZ(j

e - ix (2-ii)

Here, 6,j is the Kronecker delta and i,j refer to the laboratory axes x,y,z. In the above
as well as in the following, the superscript zero above a^ and £ refers to < B >= 0. The
elements a^ of the correlation matrix d describe the mean correlation along the neutron
path between B; and Bj. The correlation parameter £° is proportional to the correlation
length of B2 along the neutron path.

In case < B > = 0, the depolarization matrix D is given by

D = {i>)N (2.12)

with N = Lt/L\y. WD is non-diagonal, V has to be diagonalized in order to calculate D.
For reasons of simplicity only media for which V is diagonal (a^ = 0 for i / j) are dealt
with here. Then D is given by

Da = 6,je-^'^~^ (2.13)

Following from eo (2.13), the diagonal elements £>,, are influenced by the component of the
local magnetic induction perpendicular to P" only, which is in agreement with eq.(2.5).
The diagonal elements a", and the trace £° follow from Dij by

cL,

and
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Eq.(2.15) is generally also valid when T> is non-diagonal.
So far the depolarization in case < B > = 0 has been considered. If thf: mean magnetic

induction < B > of the medium unequals zero, it is useful to write the local induction as
B(r) — AB(r)+ < B >. The component < B > of the local magnetic induction results in
a rotation of the polarization vector around < B > , while the variations around the mean
magnetic induction, denoted AB(r), yield depolarization. The matrix i> can be written as

T> = R{If)T>'R{!f) (2.16)

with R(d) the rotation matrix describing the rotation of P due to transmission through the
medium over a distance d and Z?' the matrix describing the depolarization due to AB(r).

Analogous to eq.(2.9), the elements of V' are given by

% = StJ{l - cLn() + cL%vaX} (2.17)

with

*» = ^ffrfdz'&B^ABAz') (2.18)

t = £«-. (2-19)

If < B > is parallel to the y-axis and V is diagonal (a,j = 0 for i ^ j), V is given by

Vxx = cos(A0)X>+ + X>_

Vzz = cos{A(j>)V+ - 2?_

Vxz = -VXI = sin(A<6)P+

Vxy = Vyx = Vyz = Vzy = 0 (2.20)

with

and the mean rotation angle A<j> =<B> L\\y/c.
The depolarization matrix D is again given by eq.(2.12). Generally axx differs from

azz. Then a modulation in Dxx and Dzz as a function of < B > may be seen, the amplitude
of which is unaffected by the rotation angle. Under the approximation axx = azz = ^
(XL = 0), Da is given by

Dxz = Dzz=cos(f>e-cL'^-a"'>

= Dux = Dyz = D,V = 0 (2.21)
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with <j> =< B> L,y/c. The matrix elements a,} and the correlation parameter £ follow from
eqs.(2.14) and (2.15). The large value of c (c=2.7xlO"J m-2T~2 for A=0.35 nm) indicates
the high sensitivity of the polarization vector for the mean magnetic induction. Eqs.(2.14)
and (2.15) (for i = y) are also valid in case aIX / atz.

When deriving D from V, it is assumed that demagnetization fields outside W arising
from W are included in d" and d. In this way it is implicitly assumed that no overlap
exists between demagnetization fields arising from different parts of the medium W. As
this overlap is generally small the approximation is mostly valid.

When interpreting the depolarization matrix D in terms of a local magnetization dis-
tribution, a local magnetization proportional to the local magnetic induction (M(r) =
B(r)//t0) has been assumed in all papers using the Larmor approach up to now (e.g.
(5, 6, 7, 9, 10]), with the magnetic permeability fiu = 4JT X 10~7 (Vs)/(Am). This assump-
tion is not generally valid due to the occurrence of internal demagnetization fields. It is
valid for domain structures in ferromagnets only. However, following from the Maxwell
law V • B(r) = 0 correlations between magnetization orientations in neighbouring domains
always exist, which have been neglected by other authors (e.g. [9, 10]). Both these cor-
relations and demagnetization fields influence the depolarization (see section 2.5). In the
following it will be shown how these can be formally taken into account in the Larmor
approach.

The magnetic induction B(r) due to part W with local magnetization M(r) can be
written in its Fourier transform

B(r) = / B ( s ) e - - r d3s (2.22)

with

M " ( P , S ) = s x [ M ( r ) x s ]

Here, 8 is the reciprocal lattice vector, s — s/|s| and V is the reciprocal space. The
magnetic induction B(r) given in eq.(2.22) obeys V • B(r) = 0, which has resulted in a
B(s) obeying B(s) • s — 0. Note that the assumption B(r) = /x0M(r) corresponds to
eq.(2.22), in which M"(r,s) is replaced by M(r). The extension of the Larmor approach
consists of the substitution of eq.(2.22) in both eqs.(2.10) and (2.11) and in eqs.(2.18) and
(2.19). The former substitution results in

< = W /-/'I-JZ'I*3*7/g' ^ W ^ ^ " (2-23)
e=i? /°Vr r dz' f rfJs / dh'B(s) • B(8')e-(§'r#+0r) (2.24)

with p = (zty,z) and r* = (x,y,z'). Note that due to the large range of the demagneti-
zation fields r has in principal to be integrated over the whole space. By integrating over
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r and z' at first, using

dz' e'(8 * +*T) = 8ir46{sx + s'x)6(sy + s'y)S(3!)5(3\) (2.25)

and subsequently integrating over s and s', it follows that

?,(s)JB>(-s)<f2s (2.26)

Ks)-B(-s)d 2 s (2.27)

Here, 5 is the reciprocal xy—plane. In the same way it follows from the substitution of
eq.(2.22) in eqs.(2.18) and (2.13) that

«u = <]-
If<Bt><B3> (2.28)

* = (-*Y<B>i (2-29)

with atJ and £ the values of a,j and £ given by eqs.(2.26) and (2.27). The last terms on the
right-hand-side of eqs.(2.28) and (2.29) correct for the polarization change within W due
to < B > . This change, which is included in oi- and £', does not result in depolarization.
Note that only the component of M(r) perpendicular to s may yield depolarization, with
s in the reciprocal xy-plane.

To distinguish the Larmor approach in which demagnetization fields are neglected from
the Larmor approach in which these are taken into account, the latter will be referred to
as ''the extended Larmor approach'.

2.3.2 The scattering approach

In the scattering approach as described in [11]-[14], neutron depolarization is the result
of small-angle scattering of a polarized neutron beam by magnetic inhomogeneities. It is
assumed that the inhomogeneities are large such that scattering occurs only at small angles
and all neutrons enter the analyzer. The incoming beam can be separated in two subbeams,
one of which ie scattered and one of which is not. If a mean magnetic induction unequal
to zero is present in the magnetic medium the polarization vectors of both subbeams make
precessional motions around the mean magnetic induction, which can be described with
eq.(2.5) '. Below an expression for the depolarization matrix D in case of an unmagnetized
and a magnetized medium is derived successively.

The relation between P' and P for a medium with a mean magnetic induction equal to
zero averaged over the cross-section of the neutron beam is given by

P' = P + Ln jf [ P » - P]^(«)<«2 (2.30)

'The mcaa magnetic induction also result! in a small broadening of the neutron beam. This broadening
tfcoold be described with scattering or refraction theory, depending on the site of the medium.
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with the scattering vector K = ki - ku. ku and k| the wave vectors of the incoming
and the scattered neutron, respectively, P"(/e) the polarization vector of the neutrons
with scattering vector K, and fn dQ. the integral over all scattering angles smaller than the
aperture of the analyzer. The relation between the scattering vector K and the scattering
angle r is (see appendix A.2)

„ _ 2 ainf-r /0\ f9 11 "l
Iv — all l^/ I £i} ^z.oij

The aperture of the analyzer is small so that only neutrons scattered at angles r « l enter
the analyzer. Consequently, KZ % 0 and dil w ( ^ ) 2 dnx dny. Furthermore, the magnetic
inhomogeneities studied with ND are generally so large that all scattered neutrons enter the
analyzer. Then fu d£l = (^:)2 JTX d** f?L dny. In the scattering approach L\\ is assumed
to be larger than the magnetic correlation length but still small so that L\\ fi} j ^ («) dQ <C 1
(single scattering).

Using the Born approximation, the quantities ;̂ y(>«) and P " ( K ) ^ ( K ) are given by [20]

^ ( « ) = ±Tr[pvi(K)v(K)] (2.32)

1/vl 1 nil — 1 T\pV V\KIV\f\,U [Z.OOI

with p — j ( i + P • <T) the density matrix operator, 1 the unity matrix, by, (k = x,y,z)
the Pauli matrices, V(K) the Fourier transform of the interaction potential V'(r) between
incident neutron and magnetic medium and V*(K) the Hermitian conjugate value of V(K).
For magnetic scattering F(r) consists of two terms, one describing the dipole-dipole inter-
action between neutron and electron and the other the interaction between neutron and
electron due to the translational motion of the latter. In the dipole approximation V(K) is
given by [21]

V{K) = f [ft x (/»,(r)i|(r) x ft)] • &e'Kt <f:ir (2.34)

with k = K / | K | , ri(r) the unit vecior along the local magnetization and p,(r) = 7(r)p(r) the
scattering amplitude density, where Z(r) is the atomic density and p(r) the local magnetic
scattering amplitude. Note that i;i principle the integration over /o,(r)el's'r<f3r in eq.(2.34)
should be replaced by a summation over all magnetic atoms. However, the scattering by the
atomic structure generally occurs at angles much larger than the aperture of the analyzer
(see chapter 4). Furthermore, even if the aperture of the analyzer would be large such
that also neutrons scattered by the atomic structure enter the analyzer, the corresponding
contribution to the depolarization is negligibly small.

From eqs.(2.32)-(2.34) and from p,(r)T?(r) = £/I0M(T) it follows that

i P • (M"(ft,r') x M-(A,p))]ellc<r-r'» (2.35)
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M'(k, r')(M'(k,r) • P) + M"(K, r)(M"(«,r') • P) -
i(M'(k,r') x M-(/e,r))}e"'*-(l-r') (2.36)

with
M"(k, r) = K x (M(r) x «)

Substitution of eqs.(2.35) and (2.36) in eq.(2.30) results in

pl = f,p_lJ^ [ {K)dn (2.37)

with

q(«,) = j w <£3r /„• (£V [M"(«,r') x M"(>i,r) +

P{P • (M"(«,r ;) x M-(K,r))}]e''c( r- r ')

Here, V is given by eq.(2.9). Obviously, q(«) is anti-symmetric in K: q( — K) — —q(/c).
Therefore, the contribution of the second term on the right-hand side of eq.(2.37) vanishes
for any M(r) distribution in a neutron transmission experiment, i.e. after integration over
Q under the approximation that KZ = 0. This implies the full equivalence of the extended
Larmor and the scattering approach in case < B >= 0. Similar to the Larmor approach,
a mean magnetic induction < B > results in a precessional motion of the polarization
vector around < B > while the variations of the local magnetization around < B > yield
depolarization. As the description of the precessional motion in the scattering approach
(eq.(2.5), see [13, 15]) and the description of the depolarization are exactly the same (see
above), the extended Larmor and the scattering approach are fully equivalent also for
magnetized media. Note that the vectors s and K. used in the extended Larmor and in the
scattering approach, respectively, are identical except for their physical interpretation.

So far it has been assumed that all scattered neutrons enter the analyzer. In a few
(exceptional) cases this may not be true (see section 3.3 of chapter 3 and chapter 4). Then
the integration over KX and nv should be over those »e—vectors only which correspond to
scattering within the aperture of the analyzer. Obviously this results in a decrease of
the depolarization- In case of scattering outside the aperture of the analyzer, the Larmor
approach predicts a depolarization which is too large.

The phase change between a neutron which traverses through W and a neutron which
traverses through vacuum should be smaller than 1, in order that the scattering theory is
valid. This phase change is at most ps\L\y = /i,, < M(r) > L\y-^/c/2. This condition is
equivalent to the one made in the Larmor approach, i.e. |P — P ' | <C 1.

A final remark deals with an interesting relation between the correlation parameter
( derived from a ND experiment and the total cross-section fn ^(K)C[Q derived from a
SANS experiment. It follows from eqs.(2.27) and (2.35) that in case < M >- 0

N-ate that the neutron hraxn in the SANS experiment may be unpol&tized.
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2.4 ND by single-domain particles

As an example neutron depolarization by an ensemble of single-domain particles with a
mean magnetization equal to zero is discussed, using the Larmor and the scattering ap-
proach successively. The particles are assumed to posses a spontaneous local magnetization
M, = M.,n {M, constant) and a volume V. The particle volume fraction is denoted E. Con-
trary to most papers, possible correlations between n and the particle shape are taken into
account. In both approaches the matrix elements a',̂  will be written as

«"> = Pu + < (2-39)

with p"j describing the depolarization due to the individual particles and s\' the depolar-
ization due to correlations between particle magnetizations.

Following from eqs.(2.10) and (2.39), the expressions for p^ and af- in the Larmor
approach are given by

vdz'n,{z)nM') > (2.41)

In these equations, v is the particle size along the neutron path, V the value of v averaged
over the cross-section of the particle in the direction perpendicular to the neutron beam,
<> an average over all particles within W and n(z) and n(z') shorthand notations for
n(x,y,z) and n(x,y, z'). Eq.(2.40) can also be derived using rotation matrices, such that
the polarization change due to transmission through a single particle is described by a
rotation matrix DT given by (e.g. [9])

Dr
tJ = (1 - cos <j>)n,n} - et}knk s in <f> (2.42)

Here, <t> — /i,,M,y/c is the rotation angle and e'->k a quantity equal to 1 (-1) if i, j and
k are (are not) in cyclic order. The same expression for p'jj as given in eq.(2.40) follows
by approximating cos <j> by 1 — </>2/2, averaging eq.(2.42) over all particles and taking into
account that the probability of the passage of a neutron through a particle is proportional
to V/v.

From eqs.(2.26) and (2.39) it can be calculated that in the scattering and in the extended
Larmor approach p"j and s£ are given by

h *" K ( n > ( k ) I ^/,-.,• ^ n > { k > r > " ) > ( 2 . 4 4 )
with n"(K,r) = K x (n x A), n"(k) the value of n"(«,r) for r in V and the quantity
F[K) - f / , e'K*d3r the form factor of a single particle. The term between brackets
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neutrons

Figure 2.2: A schematic representation of single-domain particles 1, 2 and 3. The spon-
taneous magnetization in each particle is along the longitudinal direction (small arrows).
The propagation direction of the neutron beam is along the z —direction (large arrow).

on the right-hand side of eq.(2.44) strongly resembles the structure factor S(K) known in
scattering theory (see chapter 8). However, the former term may be positive as well as
negative.

Eqs.(2.40), (2.41), (2.43) and (2.44) show the possibilities but also the limitations of
ND. Knowledge of p"j yields the mean particle size and the mean orientation of the par-
ticle magnetization along the neutron path. Knowledge of s"j yields the mean magnetic
interpartide correlation along the neutron path for all components of n. This informa-
tion can not easily be obtained with other methods. A restriction of ND is that a single
measurement does not yield these quantities independently.

2.5 The intrinsic anisotropy

The physical origin of the intrinsic anisotropy, i.e. the effect on the depolarization of demag-
netization fields and possible correlations between the shape of magnetic inhomogeneities
and the orientation of the local magnetization (denoted shortly by 'shape effects' in this
section), is discussed in the (extended) Larmor and the scattering approach, successively.
In the discussion, the depolarization by an ensemble of identical, non-correlated, elongated
single-domain particles with a mean magnetization equal to zero is considered. The parti-
cles are assumed to be isotropically distributed and to have a spontaneous magnetization
M, parallel to their longitudinal direction and a volume V. Three particles representing
the total ensemble are schematically given in fig.2.2.

In the Larmor approach, polarization vectors applied parallel to the x-, y- or z-axis
(denoted P x , P y and P*, respectively)' aie influenced by particles 2 and 3, 1 and 3 and 1
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and 2, respectively (see eq.(2.40)). The contribution of each particle to the depolarization
is proportional to their size along the neutron path d^ (k = 1,2,3). As d$ exceeds dx and d2,
the depolarization of P* is smaller than that of P J and P y and an intrinsic anisotropy arises.
The influence of demagnetization fields on the intrinsic anisotropy can be understood best
by considering the difference between the spatial distribution of the local magnetization
and that of the local magnetic induction for spherical particles. While the distribution
of the magnetization is spherical, that of the magnetic induction is elongated along the
direction of the particle magnetization due to the demagnetization fields of the particle.
As the depolarization is dependent on the latter distribution, an intrinsic anisotropy is
expected (see above). Note that, though in a different way, the influence of shape effects
on the depolarization has been dealt with before in [9, 10].

Demagnetization fields as present in ensembles of single-domain particles do not exist
iu ferromagnetic domain structures. The correlations between magnetization orientations
of neighbouring domains arising from V • B(r) = 0, however, result in a magnetization
distribution elongated along the direction of the local magnetization. Therefore, shape
effects always exist in ferromagnetic domain structures.

In the scattering approach the relation between P ' and P due to depolarization by a
single particle out of the given ensemble is represented by eq.(2.30) with

P » - P = 2 ( M ; ( f t ) ^ ( * j : P - P) (2.45)

and M'(/e) the value of M5"(K,r) within the particle. Eq.(2.45) represents the polarization
change due to the spin-flip of the component of P perpendicular to MJ(«) . The probability
of a spin-flip is proportional to j§ («) . The fact that P " ( K ) as well as ^ ( « ) in eqs.(2.45)
and (2.46) are dependent on M ] | ( K ) instead of on M , accounts for the influence of demag-
netization fields on the depolarization. Possible shape effects are included in F2(K). It
follows from eqs.(2.45) and (2.46) that P J and P " are influenced by particles 1, 2 and 3,
while P* is influenced by particles 1 and 2 only. It can easily be calculated that the value
of ^ J ( K ) for particles 1 and 2 is smaller than that for particle 3 and furthermore that the
average polarization change of P* and P y as a result of a single scattering event due to
particle 3 is larger than or equals to the average polarization change of P* , P " and P* as
a result of a single scattering due to particle 1 and 2. Hence, the depolarization of P 2 is
smaller than that of P * and P " .

Veider et al. [22] argued that in ND experiments demagnetization fields around magnetic
inhomogeneities play the role of domain walls and do not affect the depolarization. From

" the above and from the difference between eqs.(2.40) and (2.41) on the one hand and
? eqs.(2.43) and (2.44) on the other it follows that this is not true. Demagnetization fields
; as distinct from domain walls certainly affect the depolarization.
* In the former, it has been assumed that the magnetization direction in an elongated
im particle is along the longitudinal axis, which is the case if the anisotropy is dominated by
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Figure 2.3: The intrinsic anisotropy A according to the Larmor approach versus log(bfa).

shape anisotropy. However, if the magnetization is oriented along the shorter axis, e.g. due
to the dominance of crystalline anisotropy. the depolarization of P 2 due to shape effects is
larger than the depolarization of PT and PM.

The quantitative influence of shape effects on the intrinsic anisotropy can be illustrated
best by calculating the depolarization by an ensemble of single-domain particles as defined
above in the Larmor approach. The particles are assumed to be ellipsoids with axial
dimension 26, radial dimension la and a magnetization M,, oriented along the longitudinal
axis. It can be calculated from eqs.(2.39)-(2.41) that

Ju +
sin2 6

) + 6» cos2 0}f{8,a, b) d9 (2.47)

with

f{6,a,b) =
\btan 6

*)2tan20]

Fig.2.3 gives the intrinsic anisotropy A — 1 *V versus bja. It appears that A = 1 for
spherical particles, A < 1 for b/a > 1 and -4 > 1 for b/a < 1, consistent with the discussion
presented above. If b/a approaches infinity, A approaches the value 2/3.

The more elongate.! a particle, the stronger the influence of shape effects on the intrinsic
anisotropy is and, provided the particle magnetization is parallel to the longitudinal axis,
the smaller the -influence of- demagnetization fields. The question then arises whether or
not the intrinsic anisotropy is still dependent on the particle shape if both demagnetization
fields and shape effects are taken into account. In order to answer this question an ensemble
of ellipsoids is considered with an uniaxial orientation distribution around the z-axis. If
the angle between the local magnetization and the 2-axis is denoted by 6, 8 is assumed to
vary between 6\ and 02 and between n - 02 and ir - 6X. The form factor of an ellipsoidal
particle as defined above is given by

•i ':

F(s) = 3( smii-« cos u.
(2.48)
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with
u = s[(n •*)-(?-a2)+ a2}[/2 (2.49)

It can be calculated from eqs.(2.39), (2.43), (2.44) and (2.48) that

d^J) > d* (2"50)

with

c(n,s) = (n -s)2((-)2 - 1) + 1
a

Eq.(2.50) can be solved analytically for spheres (a = b = R) only, yielding

<*% = 0 ( i ? j ) (2.51)

The anisotropy A' = tola" ^ a s been calculated numerically for different values of b/a for
#i = 0 and $2 variable (fig.2.4a) and for 0, variable and 82 = ir/2 (fig.2.4b). For an isotropic
distribution (&t=0, d'i—TT/2) A' — A =2/3, independent of the particle shape. For a non-
isotropic distribution A' in general depends on the particle shape. The latter is important
in relation to the determination of the mean orientation of the local magnetization from
a ND experiment. Most authors (e.g. [11 -[15]) apparently did not recognise correlations
between the shape of magnetic inhomogeneities and the orientation of the local magneti-
zation as a source of the intrinsic anisotropy since they neglected these correlations. As
A is independent of the shape of the inhomogeneities, the value of A they derived was
nevertheless correct.

The conclusion that the anisotropy of an isotropic distribution of single-domain parti-
cles equals 2/3 independent of the particle shape, is confirmed by ND measurements on
compacts of single-domain particles of different size and shape, the results of which are
presented in table 2.1. The quantity 2£°/[t(^0M,)2] in table 2.1 approximates to the mean
particle size. The experiments have been performed on ND instrument SP.

In the limit of b/a approaching infinity demagnetization fields disappear and the intrin-
sic anisotropy is caused by shape effects only. Consequently the Larmor and the extended
Larmor approach should yield the same formulas. The latter directly follows from a com-
parison of the general expressions for a,} of ellipsoidal particles with axial dimension 26,
radial dimension 2a and a spontaneous magnetization M, along the 6-axis in both ap-
proaches. In the extended Larmor approach this expression is given by eq.(2.50). The
corresponding expression in the Larmor approach is given by eq.(2.50) with (n,(s))2 re-
placed by rif . In the limit of b/a approaching infinity, only those s-vectors for which
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0 . 6 -

Figure 2.4: The anisotropy A' in the extended Larmor and the scattering approach (a)
versus 62 (&i = 0) and (b) versus 8t (92 = v/2) for various values ofb/a: (1) b/a = 1/10,
(2) 1/3, (3) 1, (4) 3, (5) 10.

Table 2.1: The intrinsic anisotropy determined in magnetically isotropic compacts of sin-
gle-domain particles of different size and shape.

particle

CrO2

CoZn-ferrite
7 -Fe2O3

Ba-ferrite
BaNi-ferrite
Fe

particle
shape
needle
cubic
needle
platelets
platelets
needle

A
(±0.03)

0.68
0.68
0.68
0.70
0.67
0.65

2£»/[e(^Ms)
2]

(nm)
70
19
42
92
780
20
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(n • s) = 0 contribute to atJ. For these vectors n(s) equals n, as a consequence of which
the expressions for a,j in the Larmor and the extended Larmor approach are equivalent.
For an ensemble of ellipsoidal particles, uniaxially distributed around the 2-axis with the
angle between the particle longitudinal axis and the z-axis varying between 6\ and 02 and
between x - Q2 and x - 9\,

2.6 Conclusions
The Larmor and the scattering approach describing neutron depolarization are fully iden-
tical, provided that the former is extended such that the Maxwell law V-B(r) = 0 is taken
into account and all scattered neutrons enter the analyzer. With this conclusion a long
standing dispute has been settled. The intrinsic anisotropy in neutron depolarization is
fully explained. This phenomenon is due to the Maxwell law V-B(r) = 0, which describes
local demagnetization fields around magnetic inhomogeneities, as well as possible correla-
tions between the shape of the magnetic inhomogeneities and the orientation of the local
magnetization. The ND theory predicts an intrinsic anisotropy for magnetically isotropic
media equal to 2/3, independent of the shape of the magnetic inhomogeneities. This is
confirmed by ND measurements on compacts of single-domain particles of different size and
shape. However, following from ND theory the anisotropy for non-isotropic magnetization
distributions in general depends on the shape of the magnetic inhomogeneities.
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A.I The Larmor equation

The interaction between a neutron and a magnetic induction B is described by the Hamil-
tonian

H-=-ftB (A.I)

with the neutron magnetic moment operator fi — fin&, fin the neutron magnetic moment
and <fk (k=x,y,z) the Pauli matrices. The latter satisfy the commutator relations

[<#*, &,} = 2ieklmam (k?l,k?m,l?m) (A.2)

Here, e*'m is a value equal to 1 (-1) if k, 1 and m are (are not) in cyclic order. The
polarization vector of a neutron beam is the expectation value of &

P =< a > (A.3)

The time-dependence of P follows from

§ =<9i>+i<H>&>
From eqs.(A.l)-(A.4) and from ^ = 0 it follows that

^ y - B y P z ) (A.5)
Jn

£{BPt-BtPx) (A.6)

^ , - BXPV) (A.7)

with 7 = 2^n/ft=1.83xl08 s"'T~'. Eqs.(A.5)-(A.7) are identical to the Larmor equation

-£ = 7[P x B] (A.8)
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A.2 The relation between the scattering vector and
the scattering angle

Only elastic scattering is considered in the scattering approach. As a result

*, = ko (A.9)

with kc and k( the wave-vector of the neutron before and after a scattering event. The
scattering vector K is defined

K = k, - k0 (A.10)

Following from eq.(A.9), the 'beginning' of K coincides with the 'end' of ku and the 'end'
of K is on the sphere with radius k0 and the 'beginning' of ku as origin. Fig.A.l gives a
cross-section of the sphere which is called the 'Ewald sphere1. It easily follows that

K = — sin(r/2)
A (A.H)

with T the scattering angle. Integration over &lK means integration over the surface of the
sphere.

Figure A.I: Cross-section of the Ewald sphere.



Neutron depolarization theory in
particulate media

Neutron depolarization theory in particulate media is discussed. The relations between the cor-
relation matrix w, derived from a neutron depolarization experiment, and parameters describing
several features of the micro-magnetic state of a particulate medium are derived and discussed
extensively. The latter pertain to the individual particles, magnetic inhomogeneities as a result of
particle interactions, particle orientational correlations and particle density variations within the
medium and variations in the neutron transmission length over the cross-section of the medium.
It is shown that a neutron depolarization experiment can yield detailed quantitative information
about the micro-magnetic state of particulate media.

3.1 Introduction
Although neutron depolarization (ND) has been known for quite some time (e.g. [1, 2]) it
has only recently been applied to study the micro-magnetic state of particulate media [3],
i.e. media containing magnetic single-domain particles. In general these media have been
object of thorough studies because of their practical applications (e.g. as magnetic record-
ing tapes or ferrofluids). Besides they are useful in a more fundamental study of magnetic
particle interactions. For a better understanding of these media, knowledge about the
micro-magnetic state is relevant [4, 5]. As a result, it is important to have access to ex-
perimental methods which can characterize the micro-magnetic state of particulate media.
The methods commonly used are magnetization susceptibility and noise measurements.
ND has the possibility to yield relevant additional information about the micro-magnetic
state, as will be shown in this chapter.

In order to interpret the results of ND measurements on particulate media, a ND the-
": ory is necessary which takes the influence on the depolarization of correlations between

the particle shape and the orientation of the particle spontaneous magnetization M, and
ji the influence of the demagnetizing fields of single-domain particles into account. Both
| influences highly affect the depolarization in particulate media. The ND theory of Maleev
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and Ruban [6, 7] accounts for the influence of the demagnetizing fields on the depolariza-
tion. However, it neglects the influence of the correlations between the particle shape and
M s . The ND theory formulated by RekveMt [8], being developed for ND in ferromagnetic
bulk material, neglects demagnetizing fields as well as these correlations. The effect of
interdomain correlations and the domain shape on the depolarization was discussed in a
subsequent paper [9]. It was only recently that a more general ND theory, which takes
both demagnetizing fields and correlations between the particle shape and the orientation
of the particle magnetization into account, has been formulated (Rosman et al. [10, 11],
chapter 2).

This chapter deals with an extension of the latter theory in view of its application to
particulate media. A correlation matrix w is introduced describing the micro-magnetic
state of the medium. The relations between u> and various parameters are derived and dis-
cussed extensively. These parameters describe the intrinsic particle properties, the mean
size, shape and orientation of magnetic inhomogeneities exceeding the particle volume and
variations in the neutron transmission length over the cross-section of the medium. A
magnetic inhomogeneity is a part of the medium with a mean magnetic induction different
from that of the bulk. Magnetic inhomogeneities may be a result of particle interactions,
correlations between the orientations of neighbouring particles, denoted further on as ''par-
ticle orienlational correlations^, and particle density variations within the medium. The
aim of the chapter is to investigate what information ND experiments on a particulate
medium yields about the micro-magnetic state of the medium. The extended ND formulas
are derived and discussed in section 3.2. The various contributions to the correlation ma-
trix are briefly discussed in section 3.3, together with the information obtained from some
other methods. Section 3.4 presents the main conclusions.

3.2 ND in particulate media

The polarization vector of a polarized neutron beam P generally shortens upon transmis-
sion through a magnetic medium. This shortening is due to variations along the neutron
path in the local magnetic induction B(r) around the mean magnetic induction < B > ,
denoted AB(r) = B(r) — < B > . These variations always exist in particulate media, due
to a particle volume fraction e less than 1. The mean magnetic induction results in a
precassional motion of the polarization vector around the former.

Apart from the individual particles magnetic interparticie correlations affect AB(r)
also. These correlations may be the result of particle interactions, particle orientational
correlations and the presence of particle density variations within the medium. Further-
more, a varying neutron transmission length over the cross-section of the medium will
affect the determination of AB(r). In this thesis, magnetic correlations refer to only those
correlations which differ from < B > .

This section deals with the relations between u> on the one hand and parameters de-
scribing the intrinsic particle properties, the various types of correlations and variations
in the neutron transmission length on the other. In section 3.2.1 a brief review of the ND
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theory based on chapter 2 is given and the general expression for the correlation matrix
<2> in particulate media is derived. The correlation matrix for magnetically uncorrelated
single-domain particles is discussed in section 3.2.2. The effect of magnetic interparticle
correlations on w is dealt with in section 3.2.3. Section 3.2.4 discusses the com v ution
to <i of variations in the neutron transmission length over the cross-section of the neutron
beam.

3.2.1 General ND theory
In chapter 2, the general ND theory has been discussed using two approaches, i.e. the Lar-
mor and the scattering approach. The former approach is based on the Larmor precession
of the polarization vector of a polarized neutron beam around variations in B(r), the latter
on small-angle neutron scattering by these variations. It was shown for the first time that
both approaches are generally equivalent.

It has been shown in chapter 2 that a ND experiment yields the mean magnetic induc-
tion < B > as well as the correlation matrix d. The components a,j (ij=x,y,z) of d are
given by

<*,} = ^yf d^r J'dz'ABi{x,y,z)ABj(x,y,z') (3.1)

where W is a representative part of the medium with dimension L\y along the propagation
direction of the beam. It is assumed that L\\ is large compared to the mean magnetic
correlation length in the medium but still small, so that the polarization change in W
is much smaller than 1. The propagation direction eu of the neutron beam is along the
z—direction. In this chapter media for which d is diagonal are considered only, implying
that no correlations between Af?,(r) and ABj{v) {i ̂  j) along the neutron path exist. This
assumption is generally valid in particulate media, provided en is along a main direction
of the magnetization orientation distribution. Then, the quantities £ and 7,, defined

t = E«» (3-2)

7. = au/i (3.3)

are used to characterize the micro-magnetic state of the medium. The quantity £ is pro-
portional to the correlation length of (AB(r))2 along e<j. The quantities 7, yield the mean
local orientation of AB(r) (magnetic texture).

£q.(3.1) gives the relation between d and B(r). However, information about the local
magnetization M(r) may be wanted instead of information about B(r). A relation between
a and M(r) can be derived from eq.(3.1) by working in Fourier space, resulting in (chapter
2)

with

s)d2s (3.5)
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B ( S ) =

M"(r,s) = I x (M(r) x s) (3.7)

Here, s is the reciprocal lattice vector, 5 the reciprocal icy-plane and s = s/|s|. The
second term on the right-hand side of eq.(3.4) corrects for the polarization change within
W due to < B >. The latter, which is included in a does not result in depolarization. The
fact that the right-hand-side of eq.(3.6) contains the quantity M"(r, s) instead of M(r)
accounts for the fact that B(r) obeys the Maxwell law V-B(r) = 0.

The relation between < B > and the mean magnetization of the medium < M > is not
trivial. In the derivation of eqs.(3.1) and (3.4) it has been assumed that no overlap exists
between demagnetizing fields arising from different parts W. As this overlap is small,
in particular in patticulate media, the approximation is valid here. If the demagnetizing
fields outside W arising from W are also taken into account in the calculation of < B > ,
< B > = fx B(r) d:ir/W = ^ l , < M > independent of the shape of W. Here, < M > is the
mean magnetization within W. However, in a ND experiment on a magnetized medium,
the latter generally is positioned in a magnetic yoke, which is used to shortcircuit any
flux emerging from the medium (see section 3.3). This shortcircuiting results in < B > =
//„< M >, while the quantity AB(r) is hardly affected. In this chapter any influence of the
yoke on AB(r) and therewith on the depolarization will be neglected. Consequently, <B>
in eq.(3.4) is assumed to equal | / i ( ,<M>. In ND experiments on particulate media, the
effect of the yoke on < B > will only be taken into account in the analysis of the rotation
angle of the polarization vector around < B >, denoted <j>, resulting in (chapter 2)

< M > = — ^ — (3.8)

with C\ = f/v = 4.67 x 10"A m~2T~', 7 the gyromagnetic ratio, v the neutron velocity, X
the neutron wavelength and L, the neutron transmission length through the medium. The
quantity C\ is related to the quantity c used in chapter 2 by c = c

In particulate media the use of the correlation matrix <1>, defined

*
( 3 '9 )

is more suitable than the use of d, as <2> has the dimension of length and does not trivially
depend on the particle volume fraction e (o^ is proportional to e for magnetically uncorre-
lated particles, see section 2.4 of chapter 2). Here, 0 means an average over all particles.
Therefore, u>, its trace £ and the quantities 7, will be used in this chapter. The quantity
C is the correlation length of (AB(r))2 along eu normalized on AB(r) = fioM, and e = 1.
A decrease of A3(r) with a factor / results in a decrease of £ with a factor f2. Note that
£ = 2(/[e(/in < M, >)2] and that 7, = <*>„/£• A factor 2 is added in the definition of Ci
in order that ( approximates to the average particle size along eu in case of magnetically
uncorrelated particles (see section 3.2.2). Furthermore, if a quantity or matrix refers to a
medium with < B> = 0, a superscript zero will be added (e.g. w", £u, 7^).
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If eqs.(3.4) and (3.9) are applied to an ensemble of identical single-domain particles
with volume V and spontaneous magnetization M s , it follows that

N N

i

Here the superscripts k and I refer to the particles in W (total number N),

(3.11)

is the particle form factor, < V > is the average particle volume, n(s) = s x (n x s) with
n the unit vector along M,, and m, is the i-component of the reduced magnetization m
( < M > = eMam, m < 1). The vector E gives the position of the centre of mass of a
particle. The k = I terms of eq.(3.10) represent the contribution to u> of the individual
particles. The terms for which k ^ I represent the contribution to u> of interparticle
correlations and of overlap of demagnetizing fields of different particles within W.

3.2.2 The correlation matrix CJ for magnetically uncorrelated
single-domain particles

This section discusses the matrix w for an ensemble of magnetically uncorrelated single-
domain particles. In order to simplify the calculations involved, the particles are assumed
to be ellipsoids with an axial dimension 26 and a radial dimension 2a. The form factor of
such an ellipsoid is given by (see eq.(3.11))

, . . sin it — w cos u. ,
F(s) = 3( ) (3.12)

with

The spontaneous particle magnetization A/,n is oriented along the b—axis.
The correlation matrix a» is derived from eq.(3.10) by taking W as the part of the

medium containing a single particle [W = V/e) and by averaging the obtained result over
the particie orientation

j-- < V\n;{s)YF>{S) > d's - c2zmf} (3.13)

Here, z is the mean particle size along e(l, c2 = (4?rei!/81)'/'') and <> is an average over all
particles. In order to derive eq.(3.13), the quantity L\\- has been approximated by

Uv = z&V* (3.14)
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a value which is exact when the axes of the ellipsoids coincide with the system directions.
For spheres L\y = (V/e)t/:i. Eq.(3.13) can also be obtained by taking W large, so that W is
representative for the total medium, and by neglecting the k ^ I terms of eq.(3.10). In this
case no demagnetization fields outside W arising from W exist. However, the overlap of
demagnetization fields of particles within W has been neglected now (due to the negligence
of the k ^ I terms).

Substitution of eq.(3.12) in eq.(3.13) and integrating over s results in

Eq.(3.15) can be solved analytically for spheres only. In case < M > is along the x—, y—
or z—direction, the application of eq.(3.15) to identical spherical particles with radius R
results in

i<

V-1-

2 <

• n x >

• nl>
1+

<?
<n*>

<nl>
> -r

~TX

-Ty

lz 1+ <n'l> -T

C = -R(l+ <nl > —r) (3.16)

or inversely

<<> = V2's 2I7Z 'r) + r') + ( r , - ^ , )

2-7.

with T, = 16nifc2/9 and r = 16m2c2/9. For isotropically distributed, magnetically uncor-
related, spherical particles ( = R.

At m = 0, a single particle can be considered as a magnetic inhomogeneity with mag-
netic amplitude A S = fi0M,. As a result, the quantity (" approximates to the mean
particle size along the neutron path. The latter is illustrated by fig.3.1, which gives the
quantities £u/a and (°/b, numerically calculated from eq.(3.15), versus b/a in case of an
isotropic particle orientation distribution. For such a distribution (" >s roughly propor-
tional to 6 for bfa < 0.1 and to a for b/a > 10. If b/a approaches infinity, (v/a approaches
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0 3
i0log(b/Q) —

Figure 3.1: The quantities (a) C'/a a°d
particle orientation distribution.

versus log(6/a) in case of an isotropic
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3TT/4. The correlation length £" equals 36/2, independent of the particle orientation, if bja
approaches zero.

For magnetically uncorrelated particles, 7," depends on the particle shape and orienta-
tion. The former dependence is due to the correlation between the particle shape and the
orientation of M s and to the demagnetization fields of the particles. In general, the more
the particles are oriented along the *—direction the larger the value of 7" (7" %<nf >).

Figs.3.2 and 3.3 give 7" versus 60 for several values of bja in case identical ellipsoidal
particles are oriented within a cone with apex 60 along the y— and z—direction, respectively.
The dependence of 7,0 on the particle shape appears to be much stronger when the cone
axis is oriented along the y—direction than when it is oriented along the z —direction. In
case of an isotropic magnetization orientation distribution, 7" = 7^ = 1/4 and -)z = 1/2,
independent of the particle shape. This phenomenon, called Hhe intrinsic anisotropy\ is
extensively discussed in chapter 2. If all particles are oriented along the ±z—direction, 7"
equals 1 while in case all particles are oriented along the dcy—direction (±x—direction) the
quantity 7JJ (7") is smaller than 1, being due to the influence of the local demagnetization
fields on w. As these fields are related to the particle shape, this effect depends on the
particle shape. Fig.3.4 gives 7 '̂ and 7^ (7" = 0) versus bja for magnetically uncorrelated
identical ellipsoidal particles oriented along the ±3/—direction. When bja approaches 0,
7" and 7y approach 1/2, while when bja approaches infinity 7" and 7^ approach 0 and 1,
respectively. In the latter case the demagnetization fields of the particles equal zero, as
a result of which 7," =<nf >. The examples given here illustrate the strong dependence
of 7, on the particle shape. This dependence, which has been fully taken into account in
the ND formulas in the theory formulated in chapter 2, is important when deriving the
particle orientation distribution from a ND experiment.

In case m ^ Oan increase in e or m results in a trivial decrease in AB(r) and therefore
in C . This is important when analyzing the dependence of £ and 7, on the magnetic state
of the medium. When < M > is oriented along the y—direction, as is the case in most ND
experiments,

C = C U (1 -«W» 2 ) (3.18)

or inversely

C = ~2 (3.20)
1 - CiCm?

(3.21)

The quantity c3 = zj(° is of the order of 1, the exact value being dependent on the average
particle shape and orientation and the spread in particle volume. It does not depend on
the volume itself. The larger the spread in particle volume, the smaller is C3. For identical
spheres c3 = ^ / ( 1 + < n\ >). In most particulate media e is smaller than 0.4, resulting
in c2 less than 0.3. Then, assuming c3 equal to 1, £/£u has a value between 0.9 and 1 for
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(rad)

Figure 3.2: Tie quantities fa,) 7]!, fbj 7̂  and (c) 7" versus tie apex 0,, of the cone within
which the particle magnetizations are oriented. The cone axis is aJong the y—direction
(curves (1) b/a =1/30, (2) 1/10, (3) 1/3, (4) 1, (5) 3, (6) 10, (7) 30).
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0 (rad) "72

Figure 3.3: The quantities (a) 7" and (b) 7" versus the apex 6,, of the cone within which
the particle magnetizations are oriented (7^ = 7"^. The cone axis is along the z—direction
(curves (1) b/a =1/30, (2) 30).

10 log

Figure 3.4: Tie quantities 7^ and 7^ versus log(fc/o) when the particles are oriented along
the ±y- direction (7? = 0).
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Figure 3.5: The quantity p (a) versus crjb and (b) versus cr in case b/a is constant and b
follows (a) a Gaussian or (b) a log-normal distribution.

isotropically distributed media (TO < 1/2) and a value between 0.7 and 1 for fully aligned
media (m < 1). The fact that (/(° in particulate media is of the order of 1 for all m—values
is due to a varying neutron transmission length over the cross-section of a particle, to local
demagnetization fields around the particles and to e being substantially smaller than 1. In
homogeneous ferromagnets (e = 1), £/£u equals 0 at m = 1. In calculating (° and 7^ from
£ and 7y, it should be realized that ca generally is not known exactly and furthermore that
demagnetization fields of neighbouring particles may overlap. Errors in £u and 7^ due to
the latter and due to an uncertainty in C;i increase with increasing o2c:im

2.
In case of polydisperse particles, the depolarization will be dominated by the depolar-

ization arising from the largest particles. Following from eq.(3.15) the contribution to u>tJ

of a single particle is proportional to a2b2. As a result, a spread in particle size which is
independent on the particle orientation results in an increase in ( with a factor

<a2b2>

<a?b><b>
(3.22)

Fig.3.5a gives p versus the quantity a/b in case b/a is constant and 6 follows a Gaussian
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distributio
f(b) = * c-tft-S)V(^) (3.23)

Fig.3,5b gives p versus <x when 6/a is constant and b follows a log-normal distribution

/ ( 4 ) = L g-in'Cft/iJ/J^'j (3.24)
6 / ( 2 )

In eq.(3.23) i is the average value of 6, while ln(6) is the average value of In(6) in eq.(3.24). It
follows from fig.3.5 that the increase in ( due to a spread in particle size can be substantial.

3.2.3 The effect of interparticle correlations on CJ

Magnetic interparticle correlations may highly contribute to UJ as positive (negative) cor-
relations result in an increase (decrease) of the size of the magnetic inhomogeneities. Gen-
erally speaking, positive correlations in the i — component (i = x,y,z) of n of neighbouring
particles along e0 result in an increase in u)tl and therewith in C, and 7,. Negative correla-
tions along e,j result in a decrease ofw,,. Due to the demagnetization fields of the particles,
correlations along eu in n, may not only affect u>,, but also w,.,. (i ^ v). Correlations between
n, and n} (i ^ j) of different particles are likely to occur only in case of a non-isotropic
orientation distribution of particle magnetizations of which the main directions differ from
the system directions. Then the non-diagonal elements wtJ (i ^ j) may yield the main
directions of the distribution (e.g. [12, 13], chapter 6).

Magnetic interparticle correlations can be the consequence of (magnetic) particle inter-
actions, particle orientational correlations and the presence of particle density variations
within the medium. In the following these different causes of correlations are discussed
for particulate media in the remanent magnetic state. It is assumed that the particle
anisotropy is large, so that the particle magnetization is along an easy axis. This assump-
tion is generally valid in particulate media.

Particle interactions may result in positive as well as negative correlations as they favour
a parallel magnetization orientation in particles located in the direction along M., and an
anti-parallel magnetization orientation in particles located in the direction perpendicular
to M , (fig.3.6a). As a result, particle interactions may cause that magnetization reversal
takes place along lines parallel to < M >. Then the magnetic entities involved in the mag-
netization reversal process, denoted 'switching volumes', exceed the particle volume and
are elongated along < M > . In the switching volumes, which can also be described as the
superdomains in the demagnetized state, the mutual orientation of the particle magnetiza-
tions is hardly different at different remanent stages of the magnetization reversal process.
The switching volumes described in this thesis should not be confused with the activation
or switching volumes used in micro-magnetics, which are smaller than the particle volume.
If the particle magnetization is along an easy axis, the effect of particle interactions on the
local magnetization is zero in the state of maximum remanence. It is generally maximum
around m = 0. The precise influence of particle interactions on the micro- magnetic state
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a. b - J44 4

4 <4

<$•/?'*/*

Figure 3.6: Magnetic interparticle correlations as a result of (a) magnetic interactions,
the (b) direct and (c) indirect effect of particle orientation&l correlations and (d) particle
density variations.
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is complicated as the dipole interactions have a long range and because the interactions
depend on many features of the micro-structure, such as the exact particle location and
the intrinsic particle properties. It is discussed extensively in the literature (e.g. [14]-[17]).

Particle orientational correlations may result in positive magnetic particle correlations
along e(J in two ways, i.e 'directly' and 'indirectly'. Directly they result in magnetic correla-
tions in magnetized media, as particle orientational correlations are spatial correlations and
these trivially form magnetic correlations at m / 0. As an example, clusters of particles in
which the mean particle orientation differs from that in the medium directly act as large
magnetic inhomogeneities at m / 0. This effect is due to the correlation between Ma and
the particle shape (fig.3.6b) and increases with increasing m. Particle orientational corre-
lations may indirectly result in correlations by the fact that the particle coercive field H,
depends on the particle orientation. Therefore, particle orientational correlations result in
correlations of the particle coercive field and clusters in which the particle orientations are
highly correlated may form switching volumes which exceed the particle volume (fig.3.6c).

Similar to particle orientational correlations, particle density variations within a partic-
ulate medium may result in positive correlations directly and indirectly. They may directly
contribute to CJ as particle density variations within a particulate medium result in ad-
ditional variations in B(r) and therefore in an increase in CJ (corresponding to positive
correlations). If this contribution is considered, clusters of particles with a particle volume
fraction laiger (smaller) than the average value act as magnetic inhomogeneities with a
mean magnetization parallel (anti-parallel) to < M > (fig.3.6d). Similar to particle orien-
tational correlations, particle density variations may also indirectly affect Cj as the local
coercive field depends on the local particle density. Consequently, also particle density
variations may result in switching volumes which exceed the particle volume. Note that
the direct effects of particle orientational correlations and particle density variations are
related to the degree of the particle dispersion. The contributions of the different types of
correlations to CJ can be disentangled (partially) by studying the dependence of CJ on m
and on the propagation direction of the neutron beam (see section 3.3).

In the above, several causes of correlations have been discussed. The exact form of
the correlations has not yet been dealt with. Assumptions on this form have to be made
in order to obtain expressions for their contributions to CJ, which are more specific than
eq.(3.10). In the following sections two types of correlations will be discussed. At first, the
contribution to w of long-range positive correlations in the form of large three-dimensional
magnetic inhomogeneities is treated (section 3.2.3.1). These magnetic inhomogeneities rep-
resent switching volumes or clusters of particles in which the mean particle density and/or
orientation differs from the mean particle orientation and density within the medium.
Secondly, one-dimensional short-range positive and negative correlations, which require a
different description method, are dealt with (sections 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.3, respectively).

3.2.3.1 The effect of long-range positive correlations on tl>

The effect of long-iange positive magnetic correlations on w is considered. It is assumed
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that the correlations are present in the form of large three-dimensional magnetic inho-
mogeneities Vj. The magnetization of the magnetic inhomogeneity is M j = emjM,nd

(|n,j| = 1). If the contribution of the individual particles to Co is neglected, the correlation
matrix of a medium consisting of these inhomogeneities is equivalent to a; of a medium of
magnetically uncorrelated single-domain particles with a particle volume fraction of 1 (in
principal not possible), a particle size and shape equal to those of the magnetic inhomo-
geneities and a particle spontaneous magnetization equal to Mj (see eq.(3.13)). Note that
the terms on the right-hand side of the obtained result have to be divided by e due to the
definition of w (see eq.(3.9))

h
Here, Fj(s) is the form factor of the magnetic inhomogeneity (see eqs.(3.11) and (3.12)),
z,i is the mean size of the magnetic inhomogeneity along e(i, c.\ = (4X/81)1''1 (= 0.54)
and n^(s) = s x (nj x s). Following from eq.(3.25) the contribution to £ of a magnetic
inhomogeneity with size Lj along e() is of the order of irfe(rrij — m2), a value which may be
much larger than the particle size. This is consistent with the fact that in approximation
£ should equal the product of the square of the magnetic amplitude of the inhomogeneity
(AB = e(md - m)fiuM,,), its size Ld along e(l and l/[e(fiuM3)'

2}.
The reduced magnetization mj of a magnetic inhomogeneity is directly related to the

particle orientation distribution within the inhomogeneity. The narrower this distribution
is, the larger mj and the larger the maximum contribution of the inhomogeneities to Co.
In case thr magnetic inhomogeneities are switching volumes as a result of particle interac-
tions, the average orientation distribution within the magnetic inhomogeneities equals the
distribution within the medium. Then the maximum value of m, denoted mmal, equrls
the maximum value of mj. At m = m,nax, the switching volumes do not exist anymore as
observable magnetic inhomogeneities and hence they do not contribute to w. The values of
7, corresponding to switching volumes as a result of particle interactions depend on their
local orientation and shape. In different remanent stages of the demagnetization process
Mrf is expected to be oriented closely around < M > . Then -yj| becomes close to 1, with ^
the value of 7, with < M > along the i-direction. The exact value of -yj| depends on the
shape of the switching volume (see fig.3.4, curve 7^).

If the magnetic inhomogeneities represent clusters of particles with highly correlated
orientations, the average spread in particle orientation within the magnetic inhomogeneity
is smaller than that within the medium. Then the maximum value of mj always exceeds
m and the magnetic inhomogeneities may contribute to u> over the full m-range. The
values of 7, corresponding to magnetic inhomogeneities as a result of particle orientational
correlations are related to the spread in n^. As an example a medium consisting of clusters
of particles in which the particle orientation is constant is considered. The mean size of
these clusters is assumed to equal 1 /tin, mmnx=0.5 a:id e = 0.2. Then the contribution of
these clusters to ( is about 0.2 pm.

The 'direct1 effect (see above) of particle density variations on u> is substantial only
when Vj is considerably larger than the particle volume. Then Mj is along < M > and
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m,i = raAe/e, with e the average particle volume fraction and e + Ae the particle volume
fraction of V,i (< Ae = 0 >). The direct contribution of the particle density variations to &
is now given by eq.(3.25), provided the second term on its right-hand side is omitted (due
to < Ae >= 0). The contribution of magnetic inhomogeneities V,t to £ approximates to
L,imJ(Ae)~/e. As an example an ensemble of isotropically distributed particles containing
clusters of particles with L,( = 1 /im and Ae = e = 0.20 is considered. The contribution
of these clusters to £ is about 0.05 nm. The medium may also contain clusters with a
much larger size £,;, in which Ae is much smaller. When e = 0.20, Ae = 0.05, m = 0.5
and L,i = 1 mm, then ( = 3 /jm. If u is dominated by depolarization arising from the
direct effect of particle density variations, £ is expected to be proportional to m2 and -̂ u
will be close to 1. The precise value of 7|| depends on the shape of the particle density
variations (see fig.3.4). If the switching volumes are due to Hr—correlations arising from
particle density variations, eq. (3.25) is valid with 0 < mj < 1.

Only the depolarization arising from the mean magnetization of the magnetic inhomo-
geneities V,i has been considered so far. The contributions of the individual particles and
short-range correlations within V,i to w, being much smaller, have been neglected. The
contribution to u> of the individual particles within a magnetic inhomogeneity is given by
eq.(3.13), in which m,nij should be replaced by £,j((rarf),mrf)

2. The contribution of short-
range positive and negative correlations to ui is discussed in section 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.3,
respectively.

3.2.3.2 The effect of short-range positive correlations on <i>

The particle shape and precise particle location hardly interfere with the contribution of
long-range positive correlations to u>. As a result, this contribution can be described well
using the rather simple model of three-dimensional magnetic inhomogeneities. However,
the particle shape and precise particle location do effect the contribution of the correlations
to w when the latter occur between a few particles only. Therefore, a different model is
necessary to take the contribution of short-range correlations to <li into account. In this
section, the effect of one-dimensional short-range correlations on CJ is discussed by assum-
ing that the particulate media consists of linear rows of N particles, referred to as 'chains'.
These chains, in which the components of M, along < M > have the same sign, repre-
sent one-dimensional magnetic inhomogeneities, which again may be due to interactions,
particle density variations or particle orientational correlations. The contribution of these
chains to u is highly dependent on their orientation with respect to e0 and the spread in
orientation and size of the particles within them, as will be discussed below.

The contribution of chains oriented along e(1 to u> is given by (see eqs.(3.10) and (3.13))

W'J =

(3.26)
where <> is an average over the particles within the chains. The terms on the right-hand
side of eq.(3.26) describe the contribution to u> of the individual particles, the contribution
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to CJ of the correlations within the chain and the 'correction' for the mean magnetization
(see section 3.2.2), respectively. When ny or n2 is positively correlated within chains
consisting of identical spheres with radius R, eq.(3.26) corresponds to

ii = (<nl>+3<nl>+3(N-l)<ny>
2)/(4f)

7l' = 2<ni>/f

C = \Rf (3-27)

and

7:: = (3 <nl> + <nl

7;; = (<nl> +3 <nl
i: = 2(<ni>+(N-l)<nz>

i)/g

C" = \Rg (3-28)

respectively. Here, / = 1+ < n{ > +(N - 1) < nv >2 and g = 1+ < n2 > +2(N - 1)
< n, >2. The contributions of the correlations to £" and 7" in eqs.(3.27) and (3.28) equal
the values of magnetically uncorrelated spherical particles with radius (N — l)R <n,/ >

J

and (N - 1)R <n2 >2 oriented along the ±y-direction and ±2-direction, respectively.
These contributions depend on < ny >2 and <n, >2 and therewith on the spread in the
particle orientation within a chain.

In order to study the contribution of the chains to w some numerical calculations using
eq.(3.26) are performed. At first the influence of the spread in particle orientation within
a chain on u> is investigated. Thereafter, the effect on w of a spread in size of the particles
within a chain is dealt with. Finally, the contribution to <1> of the correlations within the
chains is considered when the orientation of the chains differs from eu. It will be shown
that the chains can affect ti> substantially only if they are oriented closely along e0 and
provided that the spread in particle size and orientation is relatively small.

In order to discuss the dependence of the contribution of the chains to u> on the spread
in orientation of the particles within the chains, fig.3.7 gives the quantity v ~ v/{N - 1)
with v - QlCl versus the apex angle <?„ of cones within which the particles are assumed
to be oriented (cone axis either along the y—direction (fig.3.7a) or along the 2—direction
(fig.3.7b)). Here, Ci ' s t n e correlation length corresponding to the contribution to CJ of
the correlations within the chains and £2 the correlation length of the individual particles,
numerically calculated from eq.(3.26). Consequently, v gives the ratio of the contributions
to ( of the correlations and the individual particles within the chains. Its value rapidly
decreases with increasing 6U and with increasing b/a for b/a > 1. The decrease of v with
increasing On is due to the fact that only the component of M, which is correlated along e,,
contributes to w. The average value of this component decreases with increasing #i>. Also
the decrease of v with increasing 6/a (b/a > 1) is due to the fact that only correlations
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Figure 3.7: The quantity v versus the apex angie 0O of the cone within which the particie
magnetizations are oriented. The cone axis is either along the (a) y— or along the (b)
z-direction (curves (1) b/a =1/30, (2) 1/3, (3) 1, (4) 3, (5) 10, (6) 30, (7) 100).

along e,, contribute to w. The larger b/a is, the smaller the projection of a particle on
its neighbouring particle along e(J (see fig.3.8). The contribution of the correlations to
w is in approximation proportional to the area of this projection. It follows that one-
dimensional magnetic correlations may substantially effect u> only in case the spread in
particle orientation is relatively small.

Fig.3.9 gives the values of 7" and 7^ corresponding to the correlations within chains
along e0 versus 8U (7" = 0), in case ny is positively correlated within the chains and in case
the particle orientations are within a cone along the y—direction with apex 6^. Dependent
on the particle shape, the quantity 7" has a value between 0 and 0.5 and the quantity 7^
between 0.5 and 1. From a comparison between figs.3.2 and 3.9 it follows that the existence
of chains along et, in which nv is positively correlated results in a small increase in 7^ and
a decrease in 7", in comparison with magnetically uncorrelated particles. The quantity 7"
is affected only slightly by the correlations. If nz is positively correlated in chains along
e(i, the contributions to w of the correlations correspond to 7" = 7J,1 = 0 and 7" = 1.
Consequently, correlations in ra. along e0 result in an increase in 7" and a decrease in j'J.
and 7JJ. However, it is recalled that the contribution of the correlations within the chains
to 7", being proportional to the parameter u, decreases with increasing 0U and increasing
b/a {b/a > 1) (see above).

A spread in particle size within a chain results in a decrease in v. When this spread is
independent of the particle orientation and when b/a is constant, a spread in particle size
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x neutrons

Figure 3.8: The larger b/a, the smaller is the projection of a particle on its neighbouring
particle along e0 when the particle orientations are different.

Figure 3.9: The quantities (a) 7^ and (b) 7^ corresponding to chains along e() versus tne
apex angie 0U of the cone within which the particle magnetizations are oriented (7" = 0).
The quantity nu is positively correlated within the chains and the cone axis is along the
y-direction ((1) b/a=l/30, (2) 1/10, (3) 1/3, (4) 1, (5) 3, (6) 10, (7) 30).
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a/b (1)

1

Figure 3.10: The quantity p versus (1) crjb and (2) a when b/a is constant and b follows
(1) a Gaussian and (2) a log-normal distribution.

results in a decrease in v with a factor

p =<ab>'i I <a2b2> (3.29)

(see eqs.(3.15) and (3.26)). Fig.3.10 gives the latter factor versus the quantity tr/b in case
the size distribution is Gaussian with standard deviation a and versus cr when it is log-
normal with log-normal standard deviation a (see eqs. (3.23) and (3.24)). It appears that
a spread in particle size results in a substantial decrease of the contributions of the chains
to w.

So far, it has been assumed that the chains are oriented along e0. Deviations from
this alignment result in a decrease of the contribution to d> of the correlations. In order
to illustrate the latter, a chain consisting of two identical spherical particles with radius R
is considered (fig.3.11). The particle spontaneous magnetization is along the y —direction.
The vector between the centers of the spheres, A, is in the yz—plane and makes an angle
0 with the z—direction. At m = 0, the ratio fi of the contributions to tu of such a chain
and of two magnetically uncorrelated particles is given by (see eq.(3.10))

(3.30)

Fig.3.12 gives fi versus 0 for A = 2R, A - AR and A = 6R. Obviously, the quantity /x
decreases with increasing 0. An increase in A results in a decrease in fi when /? ^ 0. At
0 = f /2 , fi still exceeds 1, which is due to the overlap of demagnetization fields. The value
of y. averaged over 0 is 1.54 for A = 2R, 1.32 for A = AR and 1.21 for A = 6R.

In summary, it follows from the calculations performed above that one-dimensional
correlations can affect <1> substantially only if they occur along directions closely oriented
along e,) (see fig.3.12) and provided that the spread in particle size (fig.3.10) and ori-
entation (fig.3.7) is relatively small. Chains closely oriented along eu may be found in
dc-demagnetized media, in highly oriented media such as recording tapes [3, 13, 18, 19] or
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Figure 3.11: A chain consisting of two identical spherical particles with radius R. The
particle magnetization (small arrows) is along the y — direction.

1 -
(rad) TT/2

Figure 3.12: The quantity n versus 0 for (1) A/R=6, (2) 4 and (3) 2.
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in media containing strong particle orient at ional correlations. Unless elongated particles
are highly oriented, they generally have several neighbours along e0 and the model of chains
is not valid anymore. In that case, only posithe correlations existing in three-dimensional
magnetic inhomogeneities as discussed in section 3.2.3.1 may contribute to w.

3.2.3.3 The effect of short-range negative correlations on il>

Negative correlations between particle magnetizations, which may arise from magnetic
interactions, generally occur on a small scale. This section deals with chains along e(J of
two particles with an anti-parallel orientation of rav.

If such chains are oriented along e,, the contribution to u is given by eq.(3.26), with
(TV — 1) replaced by —1. Consequently, the ratio of the contributions to w of the negative
correlations within chains along e,, and the individual particles is given by - V (see fig.3.7).

Fig.3.13 gives the values of 7" of chains along e() in which ny is negatively correlated.
Negative correlations along e(, in ny result in a decrease of £" and 7^ and an increase in 7"
and 7", following from a comparison between figs.(3.2) and (3.13).

In principal, negative correlations along e,> may result in a f" equal to zero. However,
the influence of the correlations on u> is generally (much) smaller, due to a spread in the
orientation or the size of the particles within the chains (see figs.3.7 and 3.10). Furthermore,
negative correlations generally also occur along directions different from e,,, which results
in a further decrease of the contribution of the negative correlations to u> (see fig.3.12).
Therefore, negative correlations are expected to affect ui only slightly.

3.2.4 The influence of variations in the neutron transmission
length on u>

A neutron transmission length varying over the cross-section of the medium can contribute
to w. Such a spread always exists in particulate media due to the fact that the neutron
transmission length varies over the cross-section of a single-domain particle. The latter
contribution is included in w of magnetically uncorrelated particles (see section 3.2.2). A
varying number of particles along the neutron path, however, gives rise to an additional
spread in the neutron transmission length. The latter does almost not affect the depolar-
ization when the mean magnetic induction equals zero. If < B> ^ 0, however, this spread
results in an additional variation in the rotation angle along a neutron path and therefore
in an additional depolarization. This additional depolarization cannot always be described
in terms of w. If so, the total depolarization matrix D has to be considered.

If < B > is along the y—direction and f{N) is the normalized distribution function of
the number N of particles along a neutron path, then due to a non-constant f(N) the
depolarization elements Dzx, DIZ, Dlx and Dzz will be decreased by a factor

Da = JfiN) cos{(N - AT)tf) dN (3.31)
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0 0r (rad) TT/2

Figure 3.13: TAe quantities (a.) 7", fbj 7 '̂ and fcj 7" of chains along eu versus (Ae apex
angle #u of the cone (along y) within which the particle magnetizations are orientated. The
chains consist of two identical particles with an anti-parallel orientation of nu (curves (1)
6/0 =1/30, f2j 1, (3) 3, (4) 10, (5) 30).
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Here N is the mean value of N and •& = /iu< M >zct the average rotation angle per particle.
The additional depolarization described by eq.(3.31) can be substantial for magnetized
media with a high degree of alignment.

As an example, Da is considered for a recording tape with all particles aligned along
the ±y—direction and with m = 1. The particles are assumed to be ellipsoids with
6/a approaching infinity. The distribution function f(N) is assumed to be Gaussian
(see eq.(3.23)) with a squared standard deviation a% = qN. Substitution of eq.(3.23)
in eq.(3.31) and using <B> = (it)< M > (rotation is considered!) and L, = Nz/e yields

Da = e-l^L.^.u.faqm* (3.32)

In this specific example, Da can also be described in terms of CJ as <T% is proportional to
N. The decrease of DIX, Dxz, DZI and Dzz with a factor £>„ corresponds to an increase of
uim with

ua = -aqm2 (3.33)

Even for q = 1 this increase can be in the order of u'yV, resulting in a strong increase in
£ and 7W. If w is dominated by a spread in the neutron transmission length, £ will be
proportional to m2 and -yjj is expected to approach 1.

Eqs.(3.31) and (3.32) give an upperbound of Da. As a consequence of demagnetization
fields in those parts of the medium where no particles are located, Da can be (much)
smaller than these equations indicate.

Variations in the neutron transmission length that contribute substantially to J> are
likely to exist mainly in particulate media with a small neutron transmission length, e.g.
in particulate recording tapes.

3.3 Discussion

ND can in principle be applied to all types of particulate media, provided the magnetic
correlation length ( is larger than about 10 nm. The precise minimum value of £ which
can be determined depends on M,,, tLs and A.

It has been shown in section 3.2 that the correlation matrix CJ generally yields the mean
size, shape and orientation of the magnetic inhomogeneities. The latter may correspond
to the individual particles, clusters of particles in which the mean particle density and/or
orientation differs from the mean particle density and orientation in the medium and to
switching volumes as a result of interactions, particle density variations or particle orien-
tational correlations. Furthermore, u> may be affected by a varying neutron transmission
length.

The separation of these different contributions to the correlation matrix can be prob-
lematic in the analysis of ND results. However, generally the mean particle size, shape
and orientation are known from other techniques, so that u> can be corrected for the con-
tribution of the individual particles. Furthermore, the determination of the dependence of
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w on the reduced remanent magnetization m as part of the analysis allows to disentangle
(partially) the other contributions.

In the state of maximum remanence CJ is affected by the individual particles, a vary-
ing neutron transmission length and the direct effects of particle orientational correlations
and particle density variations. The effect of a varying neutron transmission length is
expected to be of importance mainly in recording tapes. The contributions to u; of a vary-
ing neutron transmission length and the (direct effect of) particle density variations may
be distinguished from those of the individual particles and the (direct effect of) particle
orientational correlations because the former two contributions yield a value of 7|| close to
1, while the latter two in principle may yield all values of -ypj between 0 and 1 '. Gener-
ally, in the state of maximum remanence the contributions to u> of particle orientational
correlations yield a value of 7|| which exceeds that of 7y corresponding to the individual
particles.

Around m = 0, w can consist of contributions from the individual particles, particle
interactions and the indirect effects {H,— correlations) of particle orientational correlations
and particle density variations. The value of 7y corresponding to the contributions of
interactions which result in positive correlations and of (the indirect effect of) particle
density variations will be close to 1, while -y\\ of the other contributions may have all values
between 0 and 1. A correlation length smaller than that expected for individual particles
can only be due to particle interactions which result in negative correlations along e,,.

Finally, the analysis of w along different e(rdirections may help to separate some of the
main contributions. Such an analysis yields in general the average shape of the magnetic
inhomogeneities (e.g. [3, 13, 18, 19, 21, 22], chapters 5 and 6). Particle interactions are
likely to result in magnetic inhomogeneities elongated along < M > .

The micro-magnetic state is not necessarily characterized by the contributions of the
various types of magnetic inhomogeneities to the magnetic correlation length. However,
quantitative information about the different types of magnetic inhomogeneities is certainly
relevant.

The techniques commonly used to study the micro-magnetic state of particulate media
are magnetization, susceptibility and noise measurements. The bulk methods as magne-
tization and susceptibility measurements yield limited quantitative information about the
various types of magnetic inhomogeneities in the micro-magnetic state. On the other hand,
the noise technique, which is mainly applied to recording materials, is also sensitive to the
individual particles, particle correlations and particle density variations. When comparing
the results of noise and ND measurements the following aspects should be taken into ac-
count. In the first place, not only the micro-magnetic state but also the surface roughness
contributes to the noise. Secondly, the noise is sensitive to the volume of magnetic inho-
mogeneities whereas ND is sensitive to the size along e(, of the inhomogeneities. Thirdly,
the contribution of a magnetic inhomogeneity to the noise depends on its distance to the
recording head and therefore on its location in the coating. The contribution of a mag-

1 Note that ND experiments on a particulate medium magnetized to saturation directly yield information
about particle density variations within the medium. However, such measurements are difficult to perform.
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netic inhomogeneity to the correlation length is independent on its exact location in ND.
Often, it appears to be difficult to separate the various contributions to the noise. Besides,
the information obtained about the size and shape of magnetic inhomogeneities is general
qualitative instead of quantitative. However, the noise itself is an important quantity to
study.

A ND experiment on a particulate medium yields information which is additional to
that obtained with the more conventional methods mentioned above. Therefore, the most
detailed information is expected to be obtained by applying a combination of various
techniques (e.g. [18, 19]).

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) is the only method which can yield information
comparable to that obtained with ND. In contrast with ND, SANS is sensitive to both
nuclear and magnetic inhomogeneities. However, often nuclear and magnetic scattering in
particulate media cannot be separated. Furthermore, the total range of C in particulate
media, typically from 10 nm up to ^m's, cannot be covered with SANS. Therefore, in the
study of particulate media, SANS is suitable for investigating the micro-magnetic state of
ferrofluids (see chapter 8), but not that of pariiculate recording tapes and magnetic pig-
ments. A SANS experiment in which a polarized neutron beam is used can sometimes yield
more information than a ND experiment. However, SANS instruments using a polarized
neutron beam are not easily available thus far.

In a ND experiment, magnetic fields larger than the coercive field of the medium have
to be used in order to determine tl> during the full magnetization reversal process. As the
depolarization effect is very sensitive to stray fields which originate from the equipment
that produces these fields, the ND technique can generally be performed on particulate
media only if they are in the remanent state. During such an experiment the medium
is positioned in a magnetic yoke in order to shortcircuit any flux emerging from it. As
the neutron beam may not pass through the yoke, ND measurements on media with a
remanent magnetization parallel to eu are difficult to perform. Such experiments would be
interesting in particular to study magnetic correlations along the field direction.

Up to now, ND measurements have been performed on ferroxdure, various magnetic
pigments, compacts of micron-size Ni and Fe particles [19, 20, 21, 22] (chapter 5), audio
and video recording tapes [3, 13, 18, 19] (chapter 6) and ferrofluids in order to study their
micro-magnetic state. The theory formulated in this chapter has successfully been used to
interpret these measurements.

3.4 Summary and conclusions

Neutron depolarization theory in particulate media has been discussed. The relations be-
tween the correlation matrix u>, derived from a neutron depolarization experiment, and
parameters describing several features of the micro-magnetic state of a medium have been
given. The latter concern the individual particles, magnetic particle correlations as a con-
sequence of particle interactions, particle orientational correlations and particle density
variations within the medium and a varying neutron transmission length. The several con-
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tributions to u> may be disentangled (partially) by investigating the dependence of <1> on the
reduced remanent magnetization m and on the transmission angle through the medium.
The contributions of the individual particles to ill is hardly dependent on m. Particle in-
teractions do not affect w in the state of maximum remanence, while a varying neutron
transmission length does not contribute to w at m = 0. One-dimensional correlations can
affect u> substantially only if they occur along directions closely oriented along eu and pro-
vided that the spread in particle size and orientation is relatively small. Using the relations
derived, neutron depolarization can successfully be used to yield detailed quantitative in-
formation about the micro-magnetic state of particulate media.
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Neutron depolarization by
anti-ferromagnetic particles

ND theory in ensembles of anti-ferromagnetic particles is discussed using the scattering ap-
proach. The magnetic inhomogeneities in the ensembles are the ferromagnetic planes of the
particles. These may result in depolarization in principle in two ways. In the first place by Bragg
scattering. However, as the Bragg angles generally exceed the aperture of the analyzer, Bragg
scattering may contribute to the depolarization in exceptional cases only. Secondly, possible
planes at the surface of the particles, the mean magnetization of which is not compensated by
that of a neighbouring plane, scatter at small angles. Therefore such 'uncompensated' planes can
contribute to the depolarization. The theory is compared to the results of ND measurements on
compacts of a—Fê Ou and Cr particles.

4.1 Introduction
The polarization vector of a polarized neutron beam generally shortens during transmis-
sion through a magnetic medium. This shortening, called depolarization, is due to a non-
uniform magnetization within the medium. An analysis of the shortening of polarization
vectors applied along three orthogonal directions, which is done in a neutron depolarization
experiment, may yield the mean size and the mean orientation of the magnetic variations
(magnetic inhomogeneities) along the neutron path among other things. The latter quan-
tities are important in the study of ferromagnetic materials such as permanent magnets,
particulate media and thin films (e.g. [1, 2j).

Recently neutron depolarization (ND) by compacts of (anti-ferromagnetic) a—Fe2O,i
(hematite) particles has been observed [3*. Additional measurements on compacts of Cr
(chromium) particles yielded a surprisingly large correlation parameter £ which appeared
to be dependent on the neutron wavelength and the aperture of the analyzer used. In this
chapter ND by anti-ferromagnetic particles is discussed.

In ND theory two types of approach exist, the Larmor and the scattering approach [4, 5]
(chapter 2). The former approach is based on the Larmor precession of the polarization
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vector of a polarized neutron beam around magnetic inhomogeneities. It neglects the
broadening of the neutron beam as a result of scattering. The scattering approach is based
on small-angle scattering by magnetic inhomogeneities and obviously takes the broadening
of the neutron beam into account. As this broadening is essential in the interpretation of
ND measurements on anti-ferromagnetic particles, the scattering approach is used in this
chapter.

Section 4.2 deals with the theory of ND in ensembles of anti-ferromagnetic particles.
Section 4.3 gives the results of ND measurements on compacts of a—Fe2O3 and Cr particles.
These results are discussed in section 4.4. Section 4.5 contains the main conclusions.

Although neutron diffraction experiments on anti-ferromagnets have been performed
since many years (one of the first neutron diffraction experiments on a—FejOs is described
in [6]), ND by anti-ferromagnets was not treated before.

4.2 Theory of ND in anti-ferromagnetic particles

According to the scattering approach a ND experiment on an ensemble of magnetic particles
with a mean magnetization equal to zero yields a correlation matrix a, the components
a>j (hj = •c)!')2) °f which are given by (see eq.(2.26) of chapter 2)

^ ^ f B,(K)BJ(-K)> d2K (4.1)

with

M"(r,«) = / c x ( M ( r ) x « ) (4.3)

Here, V is the particle volume, <> an average over all particles, K, the scattering vector
and k = fc/|fc|. The quantity B(«) is equivalent to the structure factor used in scattering
theory. The integration over K is over those scattering vectors which correspond to scat-
tering angles r smaller than the aperture of the analyzer. The scattering vector is related
to the scattering angle by

«=£«<r/2) (4.4)

with A the neutron wavelength (see appendix A.2 of chapter 2).
This section deals with the depolarization by an ensemble of magnetically uncorrelated,

isotropically distributed, anti-ferromagnetic particles. For such an ensemble d is diagonal
I and the quantities

j t = 2>. (4-5)
,1

= <*../* (4-6)
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are used instead of a,j. la approximation, the correlation parameter £ is the product of
(fiuM(r))2 and the correlation length of M2(r) along the propagation direction e(, of the
neutron beam. The quantities 7, approximate to the mean values of nj, with n the unit
vector along M(r). For an ensemble of isotropically distributed ferromagnetic particles
with e() along z (chapter 2)

7x = 1/4

7, = 1/4

7, = 1/2 (4.7)

An anti-ferromagnet has a mean magnetization equal to zero and is therefore commonly
not considered to be a magnetic inhomogeneity. However, the ferromagnetic planes within
the anti-ferromagnet represent magnetic inhomogeneities which result in scattering. Due
to the anti-parallel orientation of the magnetization in two neighbouring planes, the de-
polarization by these two planes, referred to as a ''unit-celV is small. The term 'unit-cell'
used in this chapter should not be confused with the corresponding term commonly used
in solid state physics.

Two type of scattering processes may exist. In the first place, the periodicity of the unit
cell results in Bragg scattering. Obviously only those scattered neutrons that enter the an-
alyzer contribute to the depolarization. This depolarization, which results in a correlation
parameter £ independent of the particle size, is discussed in section 4.2.1. Secondly, due to
the irregular shape of the particles some ferromagnetic planes at the surface of the particle
may exist which do not form part of a unit-cell and hence scatter independently. The
depolarization by these planes, which is discussed in section 4.2.2, depends on the particle
shape. The larger the particle the smaller the relative contribution of such 'uncompensated
planes'. The details of the calculations involved are given in appendix A.I and A.2.

Bragg scattering by ferromagnetic planes also occurs in ferromagnetic media. However,
as will be shown in section 4.2.1, it contributes to the depolarization in exceptional cases
only as the scattering angles involved are generally much in excess of the aperture of the
analyzer. Furthermore, even if the aperture of the analyzer would be large so that Bragg
scattering occurs within the analyzer, the corresponding depolarization effect is negligibly
small in comparison to the depolarization by the ferromagnetic domain structure.

4.2.1 Depolarization due to Bragg scattering
The depolarization by an ensemble of isotropically distributed rectangular anti-ferromag-
netic particles with size 2.4, 2B and 1G along A', Y and Z is considered. Each particle
contains 2JV ferromagnetic planes with size a along A' (A = Na, a -C A, B, C), which are
parallel to the VZ-plane (note that a real anti-ferromagnetic particle has many type of
ferromagnetic planes). As already mentioned, two neighbouring planes will be referred to
as a unit-cell. Fig.A.l of appendix A.I gives one particle out of the ensemble.

Due to the periodicity of the unit-cell in the A'—direction scattering only occurs at

K 55 kit/a (4.8)
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with k an integer. Eq.(4.8) expresses the Bragg-law. It follows from the value of B(/e) for a
unit-cell (see appendix A.I) that most of the scattering occurs for k = 1, i.e. K ft; n/a. The
reason that no scattering occurs at K = 0 is that the mean magnetization of the particles
equals zero.

The aperture of the analyzer of a ND instrument, x, ls small (typically 0.01-0.1 rad),
which has the following consequences. In the first place, only Bragg scattering by ferro-
magnetic planes with

occurs within the aperture of the analyzer. Hence only these planes may contribute to the
depolarization. Secondly, as the scattering angles should be small only Bragg scattering
by planes which are about parallel to the propagation direction of the neutron beam may
occur within the aperture of the analyzer.

It can be shown (appendix A.I) that the Bragg scattering by ferromagnetic planes
which satisfy eq.(4.9) results in a contribution to £ equal to

£ = 0.27a(fitlM)'2 (4.10)

The quantities 7, appear to be given by eq.(4.7) (see appendix A.I).
As an anti-ferromagnetic particle contains different kind of ferromagnetic planes, the

correlation parameter £ of the ensemble is given by

(4.11)
k

Here the sum is over all those planes which satisfy eq.(4.9).

4.2.2 Depolarization due to uncompensated planes
Anti-ferromagnetic particles may contain ferromagnetic planes at the surface which do not
belong to a unit-tell. These 'uncompensated planes' act as magnetic inhomogeneities and
result in scattering and therewith in depolarization.

The depolarization by a single plane with sizes a, IE and 2F along X, Y and Z
is considered. An example of a plane is given in fig.A.3 of appendix A.2. The local
magnetization M is again in the Y'Z-plane. As the mean magnetization of the plane
differs from zero the scattering occurs around K = 0. Assuming E = F, most of the
scattering occurs at scattering vectors in the range (see appendix A.2)

0 < K < 2ir/E (4.12)

Therefore, when

E > £ (4.13)

most of the scattered neutrons enter the analyzer and contribute to the depolarization.
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The correlation parameter £ of a single plane depends on a, E and F and exceeds a.
Fig.A.4 of appendix A.2 gives (/[a(/j,0M)2} versus p when E = F - pa. The correlation
length £ exceeds a and increases with increasing p . Obviously, the value of £ will be
somewhat smaller than according to fig.A.4 when part of the scattering occurs outside the
aperture of the analyzer. It is calculated in appendix A.2 that 7, obeys eq.(4.7).

As the quantities 7, of both an ensemble of uncorrelated ferromagnetic planes (see
above) as well as an ensemble of rectangular anti-ferromagnetic particles (see section 4.2.1)
are given by eq.(4.7), the values of 7, for an ensemble of anti-ferromagnetic particle con-
taining uncompensated planes are the same. The correlation parameter £ of the latter
ensemble is given by

* = (l->%+r6 (4.14)

Here r is the fractional size of the uncompensated planes of the particle, £, the value of £
given by eq.(4.11) and & the value of £ given in fig. A.4 of appendix A.2. When the particle
volume increases r and therewith the contribution of (-2 to ( decreases.

4.3 Experimental results

The hematite compact used in the ND experiments was supplied by BASF [7]. The parti-
cles are monocrystalline common anti-ferromagnets with a rhombohedral structure. Their
shape is acicular with a mean diameter of 40 nm and an aspect ratio of 8. At room tempera-
ture Q—Fe^O.i has a local magnetization of 1630 kA/m and possesses a weak ferromagnetic
component of 0.9 kA/m.

The Cr particles (99.98% Cr) are purchased from Ventron [8], have a mean size in the
order of 100 fim and are polycristalline. The local magnetization of Cr (bcc structure)
is complex. Neutron diffraction measurements revealed an in first approximation simple
anti-ferromagnetic structure. Superimposed on this simple anti-ferromagnetic structure a
long-range incommensurate spin-density wave exists with a period of about 25 unit cells
at room temperature (see [9]-[14]). The maximum of the local magnetization is 390 kA/m
(15] (room temperature). Extensive reviews about chromium are given in [15, 16].

The ND experiments have been performed on two different instruments, KP and SP
(see chapter 2). Instrument KP uses neutrons with a wavelength A = 0.16 ± 0.01 nm.
The aperture of the analyzer is around 0.02 rad. Instrument SP uses neutrors with a
wavelength A = 0.35 ± 0.03 nm. The aperture of its analyzer is 0.1 rad along the x- and
0.01 rad along the y-direction.

The paiametets £ and 7, of the a-Fe^Oa and the Cr compact have been determined
on both KP and SP. The depolarization by the a—Fe^Oa was too small to determine £
accurately on KP (the depolarization effect on KP is smaller due to the smaller neutron
wavelength). The quantities 7, of the a-Fe2O.-| compact could not be determined on either
instrument. The results of the measurements are summarized in table 4.1. The parameter
e in this table is the particle volume fraction. The quantity (H for a-Fe^O.i is the expected
value for ( based on the Bragg scattering by the (lll)-planes of a-Fe2O ; J (Af=1630 kA/m
and a = 0.230 am). The real contribution of the Bragg scattering to ( will be somewhat
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Table 4.1: The parameters £ and 7, of the a~Fe2Oz and Cr compacts. The aperture of
the analyzer of KP is around 0.02 rad, that of SP 0.1 rad in the x— and 0.01 rad in the
y — direction.

compact

Q-Fe2Oa

Q_Fe2O ;,
Cr
Cr

instrument

SP
KP
SP
KP

(nmT2)
0.15 ±0.05

<0.4
0.6 ±0.1
1.6 ± 0.2

7*
(±0.03)

-
-

0.31
0.32

ly
(±0.03)

-
-

0.32
0.30

lz
(±0.03)

-
-

0.37
0.38

e

0.23
0.23
0.52
0.52

iB
(nmT2

0.3
0.3
0.06
0.06

)

larger than according to the value of £#, as more planes contribute to the depolarization.
It appears that the observed value of £ of the a—FeaOj compact is about half £g.

The value of the correlation parameter £ of the Cr compact as determined on KP is
about three times the value determined using SP. Both values of £ of the Cr are surprisingly
large and much in excess of the value of £B, which is based on Bragg scattering by the
(100)-, the (010)- and the (OOl)-planes (M =390 kA/m and a=0.288 nm have been used).
Furthermore, the correlation parameter £ in Cr highly exceeds that in Q-Fe2O3. The
values of 7, determined in the Cr compact differ from those given by eq.(4.7).

4.4 Discussion
In a—Fe2O;j the ferromagnetic planes with the largest spacing are the (lll)-planes, cor-
responding to a = 0.230 nm. According to eq.(4.4) the Bragg scattering by these planes
occurs mainly at r = 0.35 rad on KP and at r — 0.78 rad on SP. Bragg scattering by
the other planes occurs at even larger scattering angles, so that Bragg scattering only oc-
curs well beyond the aperture of the analyzer. Consequently, no depolarization related to
Bragg scattering is expected to be observed (£1 in eq.(4.14) equals zero) and the observed
depolarization is likely to be mainly due to the scattering by the 'uncompensated' planes
as discussed in section 4.2.2. If they represent only a few volume percent of the particles,
these planes may already account for the observed depolarization. As an example, values
for (2 and r of eq.(4.14) of 3a(p0M)2 (corresponding to p = 20 in fig. A.4 of appendix A.2)
and 0.05, respectively, yield already the value of £ observed in Q—Fe2Oj.

Possibilities ether than the 'uncompensated planes' which may account for the observed
depolarization in a—Fe2O3 are depolarization related to multiple scattering and to the weak
ferromagnetic component. The contribution of the latter to ( is calculated to be about
2 x 10~5 nmT2, a contribution which is much smaller than the value of ( observed. Also
the depolarization due to multiple scattering in negligibly small.

The observation that the value of ( for the Cr compact determined on KP is about
three times that determined on SP indicates that part of the scattering which is measured
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on KP occurs outside the aperture of the analyzer of SP. However, also on KP part of the
scattering occurs outside the analyzer, following from the observed values of 7, which differ
from those given by eq.(4.7). The observation that the value of 7, in Cr determined on both
instruments is smaller than 1/2 indicates that in particular when the local magnetization
is along eu not all scattered neutrons enter the analyzer.

Bragg scattering by the simple anti-ferromagnetic structure can not account for the
observed depolarization in Cr for different reasons. All Bragg scattering by this structure
occurs outside the analyzers of the ND instruments. This can easily be seen from the
smallest scattering angle. This angle, which is the scattering angle related to the (001)-
planes (o=0.288 nm), is r = 0.28 rad on KP and r = 0.62 rad on SP. Moreover, the
theoretical contribution of the Bragg scattering to the correlation parameter, i.e. 0.06
nmT2, is much smaller than the values of ( observed in Cr. Furthermore, the observed
values of 7, differ from those expected for depolarization related to Bragg scattering (see
eq.(4.7)).

Also uncompensated planes at the surface of the Cr crystallites can not account for
the observed depolarization in the Cr compact as the contribution of these planes is much
smaller than the values of ( observed. Consequently, the observed depolarization in Cr can
be related neither to Bragg scattering by the simple anti-ferromagnetic structure nor to
small-angle scattering by uncompensated planes.

Another possibility which in principle may account for the observed values of £ in the
Cr compact is Bragg scattering by the spin-density wave. The scattering will occur around
T — 0.02 rad at instrument KP and around r = 0.05 rad at SP. The former scattering angle
equals the aperture of the analyzer of KP, as a result of which Bragg scattering by the spin-
density wave may contribute to the depolarization. The calculated scattering angle for SP
exceeds the aperture of the analyzer in the y—direction and is smaller than the aperture in
the a:—direction, implying that only a small fraction of the scattered neutrons may result
in depolarization. However, as a result of the simple anti-ferromagnetic structure in Cr the
scattering amplitude of the spin-density wave and hence the contribution to £ is extremely
low.

Note that if the Cr particles are oxidized at the surface this ferromagnetic layer is
expected to contribute to the depolarization. However, the volume fraction of such a
surface layer would be so low that this contribution would be negligible.

In summary, the observed depolarization in Cr, interpreted in terms of the ND theory
formulated in section 4.2, cannot be explained using the local magnetic structure of Cr
reported in the literatuia. The origin of the large value for the correlation parameter, which
indicates the presence of magnetic inhomogeneities larger than those possible according to
the known structure of Cr, is not understood.

4.5 Summary and conclusions
ND theory in ensembles of anti-ferromagnetic particles has been discussed. It has been
shown that generally Bragg scattering does not contribute to the depolarization as the
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scattering angles involved well exceed the aperture of the analyzer. Scattering by possible
planes at the surface of the particles, the mean magnetization of which is not compen-
sated by that of a neighbouring plane, occurs at small angles. Consequently such planes
contribute to the depolarization. The theory is applied to the results of ND measure-
ments on compacts of a—Fe20,i and Cr particles. The depolarization observed in the
a—Fe^O.i compact is such that it can be attributed to uncompensated planes. The ob-
served ND in the Cr compact can not be explained with a simple anti-ferromagnetic struc-
ture on which a spin-density wave is superimposed.
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Figure A.I: A sketch of a rectangular anti-ferromagnetic particle.

A.I The depolarization by an ensemble of rectangu-
lar anti-ferromagnetic particles

The correlation parameter £ and the quantities 7, of an ensemble of isotropically distributed
anti-ferromagnetic particles as described in section 4.2.1 is considered. In order to sim-
plify the calculations involved it is assumed that always one of the axes of the xyz— and
the XYZ—systems coincide. This assumption only slightly affects the calculations made.
Furthermore it is assumed that the angle between the local magnetization and the Z—axis
i s <j>.

In the calculations the following procedure will be followed. At first the depolarization
matrix by an individual particle, denoted /3, is considered. It is assumed that the Y-axis
of the particle and the y—axis of the system coincide while the angle between the x—
and A'—axis and between the z— and Z—axis is 8 (fig.A.I). This depolarization matrix is
related to the XYZ—system of the particle. Thereafter the diagonal elements a,, of the
ensemble, which is related to the xyz—system, are derived using

ax
</3yy>)/2

=</(?.Y.y sin2fl> + <(3y,7i cos2 6 > (A.I)

Here <> means an average over 6 and an average over <j>. Finally, the correlation
parameter £ and the quantities 7, can be calculated from a,, using eqs.(4.5) and (4.6). At
first it will be assumed that scattering occurs at small angles so that all scattered neutrons
enter the analyzer.
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As «j = 0, with K the scattering vector in the xyz—system, the scattering vectors in
the xyz — and in the XYZ—system, the latter denoted s, are related by

S.Y = KX cos 0

Sy = KV

sz = KTsiae (A.2)

It can be calculated from eqs.(4.1)-(4.3) that the correlation matrix of a ferromagnetic
particle as given in fig.A.l is given by

/?//(«) = ^ / / / ( « , 8, 4>)9{K, 6) d2K (A.3)

The function
/ /(M,tf) = B'l(K,e,<i>)B'I(-K,e,(i>) (A.4)

describes the scattering of the unit-cell. The quantity B (K, 0, <j>) is the value of B(/e) for
the unit cell and follows from

BX(K,6,<J>) = —(kxhyC

B'Y(K,6,4>) = (kl sin <f> - kIky sin 6 cos (j>)h(n, 6)

B'Z(K,6,4>) = ((1 - k2
x sin'2 8) cos <p-kxky sin <j>sin 6)h(n,0) (A.5)

with
aBCt s in(**C s i n s) sin(KvB) si:/((/tJ.acos )

The function </(«,#) describes the effect of the periodicity of the unit cell in the
A'-direction and is given by

9{K,9) « ^ £ , ( « , _ * _ £ _ ) (A.7)

Scattering only occurs around K vectors with «x = (Ax)/(a cos 9).
Fig.A.2 gives the functions h^x) — (sine/a;)2 and h2(x) = (sin2a;/x)2 for x > 0. The

functions hi and h2 differ substantially from zero only for 0 < x < ir and 0 < x < IT,
respectively, with hi maximum at x = 0 and h2 maximum at x = 0.37n\ Scattering only
occurs when both h(K,9) and g{n,9) differ from zero. Following from fig.A.2, eq.(A.6) and
eq.(A.7) the latter is the case only when

0 < Ky < ir/B (A.8)

and
i. KX a fc:r/(a cos 6) (A.9)
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h

X
TV

Figure A.2: The functions hi(x) — (sinx/a;)2 and h2{x) = (sin2 x/x)2.

0 < KX < -KI(C sin 6)

0 < KX < 2ir/(a cos 8)

It follows that scattering only occurs at 6 < 1 and furthermore that nx

As a result the amplitude of the scattering vector is around Tr/a. The reason that no
scattering occurs at K = 0 is because the mean magnetization of the particle equals zero.

It follows from eqs.(A.4), (A.5) and (A.6) that for 0'2 < 1,

(A.10)

(A.ll)

x/a and KU % 0.

, 0, <t>) = {8,y s in2 <f> + 8,z cos2
K, 9)f (A.12)

with h (K,0) given by eq.(A.6) in which cos# is approximated by 1 and SJJ the Kronecker
delta. In the calculation of eq.(A.12) it has been assumed that for those K-vectors that
contribute to 0U , KX % 1 and kv tz 0. The validity of the latter assumption follows from
the fact that those |/cy|—values which most contribute to 0n are smaller than ir/Y while
those \KX\—values which most contribute to fin are about n/a with a <K Y.

It follows from eqs.(A.3), (A.7) and (A.12) and from

/

00 . sin KyB( f )
that

with

(A.13)

(A.14)

k=i) (2k+l¥(smO)nC/a J ( '

In eq.(A.lS) the integration over KX has been replaced by a summation over k with K,X =
(2* + l)*/fl. At 9 = 0
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a value which can also be obtained in the Larmor approach using eq.(2.10) of chapter 2.
It follows from eqs.(4.5), (A.I), (A.14) and (A.15) that the correlation parameter £ of

the total ensemble is given by

l£/2 (A.17)
1

+ w (A>18)

ss 0.27a{/j,0My (A.19)

independent of A, B or C. The values of 7, approximate to those given by eq.(4.7). Small
deviations from the values given by eq.(4.7) are due to the assumption that always one of
the axes of the xyz— and the XYZ—system coincide. In the derivation of eq.(A.18) from
eq.(A.17) the assumption S 2 < 1 has been used again.

It is stressed that in the above it has been assumed that all scattered neutrons enter
the analyzer. This is only the case as long as

a > A (A.20)

with x the aperture of the analyzer.
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A.2 The depolarization by an ensemble of ferromag-
netic planes

The correlation parameter £ and the quantities 7, of an ensemble of isotropically distributed
ferromagnetic planes as described in section 4.2.2 is considered. The same procedure as
used in appendix A.I will be followed. The angle between the local magnetization in the
plane and the Z—axis is again denoted <p. Furthermore it is assumed that the Yr-axis
of the plane coincides with the y-axis of the system and the angle between the x— and
A'—axis and between the z — and Z—axis is denoted 6 (fig.A.3).

Following from eqs.(4.1)-(4.3) and (A.2) the diagonal elements /9/; of the correlation
matrix of the single ferromagnetic plane given in fig.A.I averaged over <j> are given by

P.x.x(O) = hi cos2 8(kl+ kl sin2
 0)O{K,0)

0yy(O) = «?(£i + «;J sin2 0)o(M)

with

J J y[ «,acos0 KyD KxEsm6 ! v '«,acos0

For 6 = 0 [hx % 0)

W\ (A.23)

in agreement with eq.(2.10) of chapter 2.
Under the assumption D = E ~ pa, £ and 7, have been numerically calculated from

eqs.(A.l) and (A.21) for several values of p. It appeared that the quantities 7, are given
by eq.(4.7), independent of p. The quantity £ increases with increasing p (fig.A.4).

It follows from eq.(A.22) that most of the scattering occurs at scattering vectors with
KT between 0 and / and with ny between 0 and n/D. Here, / is the minimum of ir/(a cos 6)
and ir/(£sin 6). Generally D and E are large such that for all 0-values except for 0-values
closely around 0 the scattering occurs at scattering angles smaller than the aperture of the
analyzer.
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Figure A.3: A sketch of a single ferromagnetic plane.

Figure A.4: The quantity (/[a(ni,M)2\ of an ensemble of isotropically distributed ferro-
magnetic planes versus p.



Magnetic interparticle correlations in
ferroxdure, magnetic pigments and

micron-size Ni and Fe particles, studied
with neutron depolarization

Neutron depolarization (ND) measurements on ferroxdure compacts and slurries, several magnetic
pigments and compacts of micron-size Ni and Fe particles in different remanent magnetic states
are discussed. The pigments are CrO^, Co-modified 7 —Fê Os, CoZn-ferrite, Fe and mixtures of p
\vt% Co-modified 7-Fe2O;i and (100 - p) wt% a-Fe;,O., (1 < p < 100). The depolarization yields
information about the local magnetization at different remanent stages of the magnetization re-
versal process and about particle orientational correlations and particle density variations within
the media. From the ND measurements on ferroxdure it follows that at most weak correlations
exist in the compact while strong correlations exist in the slurry. The magnetization reversal pro-
cess in the slurry takes place by a coherent rotation of groups of particles. The correlation length
in the virgin pigments, £[.', is in agreement with the presence of magnetically uncorrelated single-
domain particles. Its value in the state of maximum remanence, (m, is more than tenfold (,'!, being
due to the presence of clusters of particles in which the mean particle density and/or orientation
differs from the mean particle orientation and density within the pigments. The dependence of £,„
on p in the Co-modified 7-Fe;jO;i/a-Fe2O:} mixtures shows that the Co-modified 7-Fe;jO.i and
the o-Fe^Oi particles are badly dispersed. The magnetic correlation length in the compacts of
micron-size Ni and Fe particles is in agreement with the presence of magnetically uncorrelated
(quasi) single-domain particles. The maximum value of the remanent reduced magnetization of
the compacts is relatively low. This is a consequence of the fact that the demagnetizing fields
of a particle magnetized to saturation highly exceed the coercive field of these relatively soft
materials. From ND measurements on the pigments after dc- or ac- demagnetization it follows
that most of the switching volumes are elongated along the direction of the applied field. The
twitching volumes in de-demagnetization are much larger than those in ac-demagnetization. The
latter only slightly exceed the particle volume.
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5.1 Introduction

Magnetic pigments, i.e. ensembles of magnetic single-domain particles, are object of thor-
ough studies because of their use in recording media, ferrofluids and permanent magnets
(e.g. [1, 2, 3]). Besides they are useful in more fundamental studies of magnetic parti-
cle interactions. For a better understanding of the magnetic behaviour of the pigments,
knowledge about the micro-magnetic state is of importance. Generally magnetization and
susceptibility measurements are used in the study of magnetic pigments. Recently the
application of neutron depolarization (ND) to investigate the micro-magnetic state of par-
ticulate media (e.g. magnetic pigments) has been studied theoretically [4] (chapter 3). It
appeared that ND experiments on particulate media may yield detailed information about
the magnetic inhomogeneities in the media. This information can not easily be obtained
by other methods.

This chapter discusses the results of ND measurements on ferroxdure, on different
kinds of magnetic pigments and on compacts on micron-size Ni and Fe particles. The
pigments are CrOu, Co-modified 7 —Fe^On, CoZn-ferrite, Fe and mixtures of Co-modified
7 —Fe2O;t and a—Fe^O;). The aim of the measurements is to study magnetic interparticle
correlations in the media in different remanent magnetic states. These correlations yield in-
formation about the local magnetization at different stages of the magnetization (reversal)
process, about particle orientational correlations and about possible particle density varia-
tions. Information about the local magnetization concerns the mean size and shape of the
volumes in which the mutual orientation of the particle magnetizations hardly changes in
the demagnetization process among others. These volumes, which can also be described as
supetdomains in the demagnetized state, are referred to as 'switching volumes'' (see chapter
3, the switching volumes used in the thesis should not be confused with the activation or
switching volumes used in micro-magnetics). The information about magnetic interparticle
correlations is deduced from the experimentally determined magnetic correlation length £
and the quantities 7, (see section 5.2).

Magnetic interparticle correlations in magnetic compacts and pigments have not been
studied before using ND ' . Therefore, media containing particles of different size and shape
and with different values of the spontaneous magnetization are used in the experiments.
This makes it possible to study the effect of the intrinsic particle properties on the corre-
lations and furthermore to formulate some conclusions which have general validity.

Section 5.2 briefly reviews the ND theory. Information about the media studied and
the ND instruments used is given in section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents and discusses the
results of the ND measurements. Section 5.5 contains the main conclusions.

5.2 Brief review of the ND theory

In a ND experiment the relation between the polarization vector before (P") and after (P1)
transmission through the medium, is given by a depolarization matrix D (P1 = DP'). The

"The RUMiiKnunU diieusted in [5, 6, 7] are included in this chapter.
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ND theory relates D with parameters containing information about the micro-magnetic
state. The ND theory is discussed extensively in [4, 8, 9] (chapters 2 and 3). This section
reviews that part of the theory which is necessary for a good understanding of the present
study.

Information about the micro-magnetic state of particulate media obtained from a ND
experiment is generally expressed by the quantities
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Here, W is a representative part of the medium with dimension L\y along the neutron
path (eu along z), AB(r) = B ( r ) - < B >, B(r) is the local magnetic induction, < B > the
mean magnetic induction, e the particle volume fraction and M, the particle spontaneous
magnetization. The quantity ( is the correlation length of (Af?(r))2 along e,,, normalized
on AB(r) = fi^M, and e = 1. In approximation, the quantities 7, are the mean square
direction cosines of AB(r).

When < £ > = 0 ,

Z?1> = ^ e "^ ' ( " o / > / ' ) ! c ( 1 " ' r i ) (5-3)

with 6,j the Kronecker delta,

c = 2.18 x 102 9A2m-T-2 (5.4)

A the neutron wavelength and L, the length of the medium along e0. The quantities ( and
7, follow from DtJ through

_ ln(det(£>))

2 In A ,
( }

When < B > differs from zero and is oriented along the y-direction,

DXI = DM=co8^e-f l"« iV>^*1 ' )*

with the rotation angle 6=<B> Ly/c. The quantities ( and fv follow from D through
eqs.(5.5) and (5.6). The large value of c (c = 2.7 x 10'° m ^ T " 2 for A=0.35 nm) indicates
the high sensitivity of the polarization vector to the mean magnetic induction. In eq.(5.7)
it has been taken into account that due to the precessional motion of the polarization
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vector no distinction can be made between 7X and ~y2 if <j> is in the order of or larger than
TT/2 rad.

The values of ( and 7, are affected by many features of both the spatial and the
magnetic microstructure. The most important are the intrinsic particle properties (size,
shape and material), particle orientational correlations, particle density variations and
magnetic correlations as a result of interactions. In an ensemble of uncorrelated particles
with < B > = 0, £ approximates to the mean particle size along e,, and is given by

C" = ̂ 2

Here, s = s/Jsj, s is the reciprocal lattice vector, S the s^-plane, n"(s) = s x (n x s)
and n the unit vector along the particle magnetization. The quantities 7, approximate to
< n* > and are therefore related to the local particle orientation. Their precise expressions
read

For non-isotropic particle orientational distributions, the exact value of 7, depends on the
particle shape (chapter 2). For isotropically distributed particles -yT — fy = 1/4 and
7. = 1/2, independent of the particle shape. An increase in m or e results in a trivial
decrease in AB(r) and therewith in ( (see eqs.(3.18)-(3.21) of chapter 3). In the media
discussed in this chapter this decrease is ai most 5% and will be neglected hence. The
superscript zero in eqs.(5.8) and (5.9) refers to m = 0.

Positive (negative) correlations between B, along e<) result in an increase (decrease) in (.
If £ and 7, are dominated by these correlations, £ is proportional to the correlation length
of the variations, while the quantities 7, indicate which component of B is correlated. Note
that 'weak' long-range and 'strong' short-range correlations may yield the same value of C.

Positive interparticle correlations result in magnetic inhomogeneities larger than the
particle volume. A magnetic inhomogeneity is a part of the medium with a mean mag-
netization which is different from that of the medium. As already mentioned magnetic
correlations over distances larger than the particle dimensions generally arise from particle
interactions, particle density variations and particle orientational correlations (neighbour-
ing particles having about the same orientation). It can be shown (section 3.2.3.1 of chapter
3) that the contribution to £ of magnetic inhomogeneities due to interactions or particle
orientational correlations is given by

C * eL^mj - ml) (5.10)

Here Lj is the mean inhomogeneity size along e(), m =< M > /(eM,) > is the reduced
remanent magnetization of the medium and m^ the reduced remanent magnetization of
the inhomogeneity. Particle orientational correlations result in a maximum value of m^
which exceeds the highest possible value of m and they therefore may contribute to ( over
the full m-range.
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When the magnetic inhomogeneities correspond to particle density variations

A2e
( % Lam1— (5.11)

Here e is the mean particle volume fraction and Ae the deviation from e. A medium
e.g. may consist of clusters of particles with Ae ~ I s: 0.2. Then clusters of 10 /im
containing isotropically distributed particles result in C, = 0.5 /un. Irrespective of the kind
of inhomogeneity, the quantities 7, denote their mean local orientation.

The contribution of the different types of correlation to ( and 7; can be disentangled
(partially) by analyzing their dependence on the reduced remanent magnetization m and
on the propagation direction of the neutron beam (see section 3.3 of chapter 3). Particle
interactions do not affect the depolarization in the state of maximum remanence. If the
depolarization is dominated by particle density variations fy is expected to be close to 1.
Particle orientational correlations and particle density variations may affect ii at m = 0
only if they result in correlated coercive field values of neighbouring particles.

The ND theory discussed in this section is based on the extended Larmor approach
(chapter 2). It has been shown in chapter 2 that this approach is valid provided that
scattering by magnetic inhomogeneities occurs at small angles so that all scattered neutrons
enter the analyzer. Scattering outside the aperture of the analyzer results in a decrease
of the depolarization. Obviously, the smaller the magnetic inhomogeneities are, the larger
the scattering angles. In appendix A.I it is shown that the effect of scattering outside
the aperture of the analyzer on the depolarization is negligibly small in the experiments
discussed in the thesis.

5.3 Experimental

The particulate media investigated are specified and discussed and the ND instruments
used are described in this section. The media are ferroxdure compact and slurry, sev-
eral magnetic pigments and compacts of micron-size Ni and Fe particles. The pigments
are CrC>2. Co-modified 7-Fe2O3 , Coo.95Zn0.usFe203, Fe and mixtures of p wt% Co-modified
7-Fe2O ;, and (100-p)wt% a -Fe 2 O 3

2 . The Co-modified 7-Fe2O ;, and the Cou.gsZnu.usFeaO.)
pigment, will be denoted further on by 7-Fe2O3 and CoZn-ferrite, respectively.

Ferroxdure is the trade name of the hard hexaferrites or M-type ferrites with the general
formula MeFei2O|9 (Me=Ba, Sr, Pb) and the hexagonal magetoplumbite structure. The
ferroxdure medium used in the experiments (mainly BaFe^Oio) is studied as a compact
and as a slurry (suspension of the compact in water) in this chapter. The ferroxdure
particles are platelets with a size in the order of 0.5-2 (im. (both diameter and 'height' [10]).
The easy direction is along the c-axis of the hexagonal crystallites. Due to its relatively
high crystal anisotropy (2K/M, - 1.4 x 106 A/m) and its low price per unit of available

2The author expresses his thanks to ir.H.A.C.Cramer (Philips, The Netherlands), to dr.F.Kools (Philips,
The Netherlands), to dr.R.C.F.Schaake (PDM, The Netherlands) and to dr.R.J.Veitch (BASF, Germany)
for supplying the feuoxdure slurry and the various pigments.
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Figure 5.1: TEM pictures of (clusters of) (a) Ni and (b) Fe particles.

magnetic energy, ferroxdure is very suitable for the production of permanent magnets. The
experimentally determined coercive field of a non-oriented ferroxdure compact, Hc = 96
kA/m [10], is about one tenth of the theoretical value based on crystalline anisotropy
and a coherent rotation of the particle magnetization. This indicates that magnetization
reversal takes place mainly by domain wall movement instead of by coherent rotation
of the particle magnetization. The ferroxdure particles are expected to be ''quasi single-
domain particles', i.e. the magnetization within a particle in the remanent state is not
fully homogeneous. In small subvolumes of the particles (mainly around imperfections or
at the surface) the magnetization may have an orientation different from the mean particle
magnetization. These subvolumes act as nucleation centers for the domain wall movement
in the magnetization (reversal) process. The coercive field of the particles is determined
primarily by the concentration of nucleation centers for domain wall movement within the
particles. The larger this concentration is, the lower Hc. Thermal annealing results in a
decrease in the number of imperfections such that Hc can be increased by a factor of two.
More detailed information about ferroxdure can be found in [11]-[16].

The CrO2) 7—Fe2O:i and Fe pigments are commercially available pigments used in
the manufacturing of audio and video recording tapes. The particles in these pigments
are acicular with a diameter typically between 20 and 40 nm and a length between 100
and 250 nm. Dependable values of the spread in particle size are not available. The
a—FeaO.i particles used in the 7—Fe2O3/a—Fe2O.-j mixtures have the same mean size and
shape as the 7—Fe2O.i particles. Mixing of the particles was achieved by the supplier by
means of a wet dispersion process with subsequently a milling, drying and additional dry
milling steps [17, 18].

Electron micrographs of the particles in the Ni and Fe compacts show clusters of ap-
proximately spherical particles (fig.5.1). The spread in particle size is relatively large in
both Ni and Fe. The mean particle diameter of the Ni particles is in the order of 1 /tm, that
of the Fe particles about 2 fim. No additional information about the magnetic properties
of the compacts is available from the supplier.
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Table 5.1: Properties of the media studied. The quantities A, e and Hr are the mean
particle aspect ratio, the particle volume fraction and the coercive Held of the non-oriented
medium. All values except for the particle volume fraction are given by the supplier.

medium

ferroxdure si.
ferroxdure co.
CiO2

7-Fe2O.,
a-Ft2O;,
CoZn-ferrite
Fe pigment
Ni compact
Fe compact

shape

platelets
platelets
acicular
acicular
acicular
cubic
acicular
spherical
spherical

mean
diameter

(nm)
1000
1000
20
40
40
20
16

1000
2000

A

-
-

10
8
8
1
12
1
1

e

0.23
0.47
0.24
0.23
0.23
0.25

0.053
0.17
0.45

H,

(kA/m)
-

96
49
50
50
77

120
-

-

supplier

Philips [10]
Philips [10]
Philips [19]
BASF [20]
BASF [20]
Philips [19]
PDM [21]
Poudmet [22]
Poudmet [22]

commercial
use

perm. magn.
perm. magn.
video
audio/video
-
-

8 mm video
-
-

The relevant information about the pigments is summarized in table 5.1. The value of
Hc in this table is the coercive field for a non-oriented pigment or compact given by the
supplier. The quantity A is the particle aspect ratio (length/diameter ratio). The particle
volume fraction in the Fe pigment is relatively low, indicating loosely stacked particles.

The measurements described in section 5.4 have been performed on two different ND
instruments. One of the two instruments, referred to as 'SP', uses neutrons with a wave-
length X = 0.35 ± 0.03 nm. The other instrument (KP) uses neutrons with a wavelength
A = 0.16 ± 0.01 nm. More detailed information about the instruments can be found in
section 2.2 of chapter 2.

All measurements on media with < M > = 0 have been performed with a single detector.
Due to the mosaic spread of the monochromator of SP, the spread in wavelength of the
neutrons scattered by the monochromator is about 10%, with each neutron wavelength
scattered at a (slightly) different angle. In order to have a small wavelength spread on the
detector as well as a total neutron flux on the sample that is as large as possible, the single
detector is replaced by an array of detectors width a small width in the ND experiments on
magnetized media using SP. The wavelength spread per detector is small then (0.005 nm).
In case < M > ^ 0, a wavelength spread can result in an additional depolarization for the
polarization components perpendicular to < M > . This additional depolarization would
lead to an increase in the observed value of both ( and fy (< M > along the y-direction).
The use of a multi-detector was not necessary for the experiments performed on KP, as
the mean rotation of the polarization vector and the wavelength spread are smaller and
the intrinsic depolarization larger (due to larger magnetic correlation lengths of the media
studied).
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As the neutron wavelength used on SP is more than twice that of KP, the former instru-
ment is more suitable to study media with a relatively short magnetic correlation length
(the depolarization effect increases with increasing neutron wave length, see eqs.(5.3), (5.4)
and (5.7)). Therefore, ND instrument KP has been used for the measurements on ferrox-
dure and the Ni and Fe compacts (magnetic correlation length in the order of microns) and
SP for the measurements on the pigments (magnetic correlation lengths varying between
10 nm and 1 micron).

The main experimental limitation of the ND technique results from the sensitivity of
the polarization vector to stray fields around the sample. Magnetic fields larger than the
coercive field of the sample have to be used in order to determine u> in the full magnetization
reversal process. As a consequence of the sensitivity to stray fields which originate from
the equipment that produces these fields, the ND technique can generally be applied at
low field strengths only. Therefore, all measurements described in this chapter have been
performed on media in the remanent state.

The different magnetic states are mostly established using pulsed fields. These fields,
which are oriented along the y—direction, are generated basically by discharging a charged
capacitor through a coil around the sample (coil constant between 800 and 1800 m~').
The amplitude of the field pulse is increased in steps for subsequent pulses and the depo-
larization matrix D is determined in the period between successive pulses (typically 2-15
minutes). For each medium studied it has been checked that the results are not depen-
dent on the duration of the latter time period. This means that if some relaxation of the
micro-magnetic state of the medium occurs, it occurs on a time scale of at most a few
seconds.

The field in the coils, varying between 0 and 400 kA/m, has been determined with a
small pickup coil. The rise time of the pulse is about 0.1 ms, while the field decays with a
characteristic time of about 4 ms (see fig.5.2a). The amplitude of a pulse is denoted Ha.
In the ND experiments described in section 5.4.1 field pulses with a much smaller width
(rise and decay-to-zero time of 0.2 ms, fig.5.2b) are used also. In section 5.4.1 the latter
field pulses will be referred to as ''narrow'1, those with a characteristic decay time of 4 ms
as 'broad'.

In order to minimize the demagnetization field of the sample, the aspect ratio of the
sample has been chosen to be between 4 and 10 (width ss-nple 1 cm) and, furthermore,
the sample together with the coil is positioned in a magnetic yoke which short-circuits any
flux emerging from it. As the neutron beam should not pass through the yoke, ND mea-
surements on media with a remanent magnetization parallel to e() are difficult to perform.
Such experiments would be of interest in particular to study magnetic correlations along
the field direction.

5.4 Results and discussion

This section presents and discusses the results of ND experiments on ferroxdure, on several
magnetic pigments and on compacts of micron-size Ni and Fe particles. As mentioned in the
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Figure 5.2: The shape of the (a) 'broad' and (b) 'narrow' field pulse as determined with a
pickup coil.

introduction, information about magnetic interparticle correlations at different remanent
stages of the magnetization (reversal) process will be deduced from the magnetic correlation
length ( and the quantities 7, and will be related to switching volumes and the particle
stacking subsequently.

Particle interactions favour positive correlations in the direction along < M > and will
therefore result in switching volumes elongated along < M > . However, the depolarization
along < M > cannot be measured in magnetized media (see section 5.3). Therefore, in
all media except for the Fe pigment, magnetic correlations in the magnetization (rever-
sal) process are investigated along the direction perpendicular to the mean magnetization
first. In these measurements, the correlation length f in the state of maximum remanence
yields the size of clusters of particles, in which the mean particle density and/or orientation
differs from the mean particle density and orientation in the medium (see eqs.(5.10) and
(5.11)). In the demagnetized state, ( yields the size of the switching volumes perpendicu-
lar to < M > . As the properties of ferroxdure, the pure pigments, the mixtures of p wt%
7-Fe2O;} and (100-p)wt% a—Fe2O;t and the Ni and Fe compacts differ strongly, they are
discussed in separate sections (sections 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, respectively.). There-
after ND measurements on dc- or ac-demagnetized CrC>2, 7—Fe^Oa, CoZn-ferrite and Fe
pigments along directions both perpendicular and parallel to < M > are described (sec-
tion 5.4.5). These measurements make it possible to determine the shape of the switching
volumes.

Often the accuracy of the values of (° and 7" is somewhat higher than that of the values
of C and 7, obtained in the field dependent measurements, due to the use of a sample with
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Table 5.2: Values of (" and 7" in the virgin and demagnetized media.

medium

ferroxdure compact
ferroxdure slurry
CrO2 pigment
7-Fe2O : i pigm.
CoZn-ferrite pigm.
Fe pigment
Ni compact
Fe compact

instru-
ment

KP
KP
SP
SP
SP
KP
KP
KP

c

(nm)
600 ± 20
600 ± 20
36 ± 2
28 ± 1
15 ± 2
10 ± 1

350 ± 10
710 ± 20

y> 7" y>
Ix ly Uvirgin state

(±0.03)
0.26 0.24 0.50
0.24 0.24 0.50
0.27 0.24 0.49
0.25 0.25 0.50
0.25 0.25 0.50
0.23 0.26 0.51
0.24 0.25 0.51
0.25 0.27 0.48

/•u

(nm)
600 ± 30

8000 ± 1000
100 ± 10
75 ±10
50 ± 5

810 ±40
360 ± 20
710 ±30

demag.
state

0.27 ±0.03
0.80 ± 0.03
0.42 ± 0.08
0.50 ±0.10
0.40 ± 0.10

-
0.25 ± 0.03
0.25 ± 0.03

a larger neutron transmission length or a better neutron counting statistics.

5.4.1 ND measurements on a ferroxdure compact and slurry

This section discusses the depolarization in a ferroxdure compact and slurry at different
remanent stages of the magnetization (reversal) process. The propagation direction of the
neutron beam (along the z— direction) is perpendicular to the mean magnetization (along
the y—direction).

The values of £u and 7" in the virgin ferroxdure compact and slurry (see table 5.2, £.'
and Q are the values of £° in the virgin state and the dc-demagnetized states, respectively)
are in good agreement with the value expected for magnetically uncorrelated, isotropically
distributed, quasi single-domain particles.

As an example of a ND experiment, fig.5.3 gives the elements D,j versus the amplitude
of the applied ('broad') field pulse at different stages of the magnetization process of the
ferroxdure compact (starting from the virgin state). The oscillations in Dxx, Dxz, Dr. and
Dzz, with DIX = Dzz and Dxz = —Dzx, are due to a mean magnetization < M > along the
y—direction which increases with increasing Ha. The amplitude of the oscillations and the
value of Dyy are hardly dependent on Ha, corresponding to a value of £ which is almost
independent of Ha. The non-diagonal elements Dxy, Dyx, Dyz and Dzy approximate to
zero, in agreement with < M > oriented along the y-direction.

Figs.5.4a awd 5.4b give the reduced magnetization m versus Ha in the magnetization
(reversal) process of the ferroxdure compact. The former quantity has been calculated
from DtJ using m = [arctan((Dxi - DZT)/(DXT + Dzz))]/[eL,fit)M,y/c\. In case the particle
magnetization is along the easy axis, the highest possible value of m is 0.5 (isotropic dis-
tribution). The maximum value of m, mmai — 0.42 ± 0 02, is smaller than 0.5, which may
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D

Ha (kA/m) uoo

Figure 5.3: The elements Dt) versus the amplitude Ha of the applied field pulse at differ-
ent remanent stages of the magnetization process of the ferroxdure compact ((a) (circles)
ii = xx, (plusses) yy, (triangles) zz; (b) (circles) ij = xz, (triangles) zx; (c) (circles)
ij = xy, (crosses) zy, (triangles) yz, (plusses) yx).
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Figure 5.4: The reduced remanent magnetization m versus Ha in (&) the magnetization
and (b) the magnetization reversal process of the ferroxdure compact ('broad' Held pulses
have been used). Figs.c and e give the ((m)- and the fv{m)-curves in the magnetization
process and Sgs.d and f the corresponding curves in the magnetization reversal process (m
from positive to negative) of the ferroxdure compact.
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Figure 5.5: The 'Henkel'-curves of the ferroxdure (a) compact and (b) slurry.

have several reasons. In the first place it may be due to demagnetizing interactions, which
result in orientations of n different from the easy axes. The presence of such interactions is
indicated by the curvature of the Henkel curve (fig.5.5a) towards lower m-values (in the
Henkel curves presented hi this chapter, the quantities TOI and m-x are the reduced rema-
ntnt magnetization at different stages of the magnetization process and the magnetization
reversal process, respectively, normalized on mmnx = 1). The latter curve has been derived
from figs.5.4a and 5.4b. Secondly it may be a result of small subvolumes in the particles
in which the magnetization differs from the mean particle magnetization. Finally, it may
in principle be due to a value of eLs which has been taken slightly too large.

Figs.5.4c-5.4f give the dependence of £ and 7, on m, calculated from D,} according to
eqs.(5.5) and (5.6). In the magnetization process, £ and 7, do not vary with m, showing
the absence of net interparticle correlations along e0. From the latter it can be concluded
that no or at most weak particle orientational correlations and particle density variations
* .thin the compact exist. In the magnetization reversal process ( and 7,, increase with
decreasing m, with ( being maximum at about m = -0 .2 , and subsequently decrease
again. These increases show weak correlations in ny along e(,, which should be interpreted
as switching volumes with a size along e,, which exceeds the particle size. It is not clear
why the maximum of ( occurs at about m = -0.2.

The ND measurements on the ferroxdure compact have been repeated with 'narrow'
field pulses. It appears that the decrease in pulse width does not affect the hysteresis curve
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of the compact. However, it does affect the ((m)— and ~ty{m)—curves. Instead of being
independent of m, £ increases and subsequently decreases with m in the magnetization
process, with a maximum in C, at about m = 0.2 (£=0.8 /im). In the magnetization
reversal process ((m) is symmetric around m = 0 (C(0) = 1.2 /«n, maximum). In the
magnetization process, -fy increases slightly with increasing m. Similar to £(m), 7H(m)
is symmetric around m. = 0 in the magnetization reversal process, with ~/y maximum at
m — 0 (7y(0) = 0.6). Consequently, with the 'narrow' field pulses weak correlations in nj;

of neighbouring particles along eu exist in the magnetization process. Furthermore, the
correlations observed in ny in the magnetization reversal process with the 'narrow' field
pulses are stronger than those observed using the 'broad' field pulses. This implies that
the switching volumes depend on the length of the period during which Ha is present. The
mechanism involved is not yet clear. The ND measurements with the 'narrow' and the
'broad' field pulses have been repeated showing the same results as discussed above.

Figs.5.6a, 5.6c and 5.6e, give the m(Ha), £(m) and ~fy{m) curves of the magnetization
process of the ferroxdure slurry ('broad' field pulses have been used). In the magnetization
process, m increases rather abruptly at Ha = 50 kA/m until a final level of nearly 0.8 is
reached. From the fact that the increase of m occurs at a value of Ha which is smaller
than that in the compact and from the maximum vaiue of m which exceeds 0.5, it follows
that the magnetization process occurs mainly by a rotation of the particles in the slurry
and that the particle easy axes become oriented along the y —direction. Such an orien-
tation also follows from the increase of fu with increasing m, i.e. from 7,, = 0.25 in the
virgin state up to -yy = 0.72 in the state of maximum remanence. If the angle between
the particle easy axes and the y—direction obeys a Gaussian distribution with standard
deviation «r, then a maximum value of m of 0.8 corresponds to a = 0.49 rad. Assuming
magnetically uncorrelated particles and approximating the particle shape by a sphere, the
latter distribution corresponds to -yy = 0.47 (calculated numerically from eq.(5.9)). As this
value of 7U is smaller than the maximum value observed, it follows that in the state of
maximum remanence the slurry contains elongated clusters of particles, oriented closely
around y. Infinitely elongated, ellipsoidally shaped clusters which are oriented according
to the Gaussian distribution indicated above yield -yy = 0.67, a value which L reasonably
close to the value observed. The existence of clusters is indicated also by the increase in £
with increasing m. As £ is proportional to the mean diameter of the clusters, the observed
increase of ( with m shows an increase of the cluster diameter.

The m(Ha)i C(m) an(l 7y(m) curves of the magnetization reversal process of the ferrox-
dure slurry are given in figs.5.6b, 5.6d and 5.6f. The coercive field of the slurry, Hc = 55
kA/m, is half the vaiue in the compact (Hc =110 kA/m). Therefore, ;t can be concluded
that also the magnetization reversal takes place mainly by a rotation of the particles in the
slurry. In case of particle rotation, H, is determined by the fields of other particles which
have to be overcome to rotate a particle in the slurry and by the friction within the slurry.
At large Ha the mean magnetization may also be affected by domain wall movement. The
steep slope of the m{Ha)—curve indicates the presence of strong interactions which enhance
the magnetization reversal. It may also be influenced by the anisotiopic orientation of the
particles. The rotation of the particles in the slurry makes that the Henkel-curve (fig.5.5b)
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Figure 5.6: The reduced remanent magnetization m versus Ha in (a) the magnetization
and (b) the magnetization reversal process of the ferroxdure slurry. Figs.c and e give the
C(m)- and the 7v(ro)-curves in t ie magnetization process and figs.d and f the corre-
sponding curves in the magnetization reversal process (m from positive to negative) of the
ferroxdure slurry.
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is very different from that of the ferroxdure compact.
In the magnetization reversal process of the ferroxdure slurry, ( strongly increases, up

to a maximum of 27 fim at TO = 0.65, and subsequently decreases again. The maximum
value of £ could not be determined accurately, as only a few points between m = 0.7 and
m = 0.3 have been measured. The latter is a result of the steepness of the m(Hn)—curve
of fig.5.6b. The value of £ at m = 0.8 equals the value at TO = —0.8. The strong increase
of £ is accompanied by an increase in ry!/. The increase in both quantities shows the
presence of macroscopically large clusters in the slurry, the particles in which rotate or
reverse magnetization simultaneously. The size of these clusters varies for different slurries
as the maximum value of £ varies between 8 and 27 /im. Apart from a small region around
TO = 0.6, the results presented in fig.5.6 were well reproducible. The measurements on
the ferroxdure slurry have been repeated with the 'narrow' field pulses also. The observed
m(Hu)-, ((m)— and 7y(m)—curves were identical to those obtained with the 'broad' field
pulses.

The ND measurements on the ferroxdure slurry show that the magnetization (reversal)
process takes place mainly by the rotation of groups of particles within the slurry. In
order to verify this conclusion, a slurry sample in the state of maximum remanence has
been dried in zero field (the yoke has been removed from the sample during the drying
process). Subsequently, ND measurements have been performed on the dried slurry at
different remanent stages of the magnetization reversal process using 'narrow' field pulses.
Obviously, the particles within the dried slurry are not expected to reverse magnetization
by a rotation of the particles. This is confirmed by the observed m(H,,)~, C{m)— and
7a(m)—curves which are quite similar to those of the compact and which differ strongly
from those of the slurry. In magnetization reversal TO varies from 0.58 to -0.58 with
H, = 110 kA/m. From the observation that the maximum value of m is smaller than
that in the slurry it follows that the orientation of the particles along the ^—direction has
become weaker during the drying. However, a certain orientation along the y—direction
still exists, from the fact that TO exceeds 0.5. The coercive field of the dried slurry equals
that of the compact (110 kA/m) and is twice that of the slurry (55 kA/m), showing that
the magnetization reversal processes in the compact and in the dried slurry are similar.
The TT^//,,)-curve of the dried slurry is less steep than that of the wet slurry. In order to
consider this steepness in more detail the quantity w — —-jfjf- is given versus Ha in fig.5.7.
The halfwidth of the w(Ha)—curve is a measure of the switching field distribution of the
particles. The width of the w(H,,)—curve of the dried slurry is significantly larger than the
width of the corresponding curve of the slurry, consistent with the discussion given above.
It is slightly smaller than the width of the w(Ha)—curve of the compact, which is most
likely due to the anisotropic particle orientation in the dried slurry.

From the results of the ND measurements on the ferroxdure compact it follows that
the local magnetization depends on the length of the time during which the compact
is exposed to the magnetic field. Consequently, the local magnetization is expected to
depend on the number N of field pulses with constant amplitude applied. In order to
check this hypothesis, the dependence of the depolarization on N at different remanent
stages of the magnetization reversal process of both the ferroxdure compact and slurry
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Figure 5.8: (a) The reduced remanent magnetization m, (b) the magnetic correlation length
£ and (c) the quantity 7tf in the magnetization reversal process of the ferroxdure slurry
versus the number N of 'narrow' field pulses with amplitude ffa=55 kA/m.

has been determined at several values of Ha. For each /7a-value the samples are originally
in the state of maximum remanence. Fig.5.8 gives m, ( and fy at different stages of the
magnetization reversal process of the slurry versus TV, for Ha = 55 kA/m (= Hc). The
quantity fu does not depend on N arid is in agreement with the value of fy given in fig.5.6.
The reduced remanent magnetization m appears to decrease and the magnetic correlation
length £ appears to increase with N for N < 4. These quantities are independent of N
and in agreement with the ND measurement in which N = 1 and Ha is varied (e.g. fig.5.6)
for N > 4. The quantities TO, ( and fy are independent of N for Ha=39, 47, 71, 95, 200
and 300 kA/m (not shown). The quantities m, ( and j y of the ferroxdure compact appear
to be constant for N > 1 and in agreement with the measurements discussed earlier
for all Ha values used (Ha=20, 65, 99, 105, 110, 115, 121 and 139 kA/m). Additional
ND measurements are necessary in order to get a better understanding why the local
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magnetization in the ferroxdure compact appears to depend on the pulse width but not on
the number of field pulses of constant amplitude used.

The. results presented and discussed in this section are in good agreement with those
presented in [11]-[16]. The conclusion of aggregates of particles oriented along the field
directio.i is supported by experiments in which the structure of a dilute suspension was
investiga'.. J with a microscope [11, 12]. In zero field randomly oriented, curling chains
of particles were observed which could be aligned by a magnetic field. The transition
of randomly oriented to aligned chains occurred rather abruptly, in agreement with the
behaviour of m(Ha) in fig.5.6a. In the magnetization reversal process of the dilute suspen-
sion a minimum field between 20 and 40 kA/m was necessary to break down the existing
structure, after which rotation took place in groups of particles.

5.4.2 Magnetic correlations in the magnetization reversal pro-
cess of the CrO2, 7—Fe2C>3 and CoZn-ferrite pigment

The quantities ( and fy at different stages of the dc-(de)magnetization process of the CrO2,
7—Fe2Os and CoZn-ferrite pigment are discussed. Like in the measurements described in
section 5.4.1, the propagation direction of the neutron beam is along the z—direction and
the mean magnetization along the y—direction. The ND measurements on the CrO2 pig-
ment are discussed first.

Figs.5.9a and 5.9b give the reduced remanent magnetization m of the CrO2 pigment,
plotted versus Ha, showing the magnetization (reversal) process. The 'Henkel curve'
(fig.5.10a) derived from these figures shows a deviation from a straight line towards lower m-
values, corresponding to the presence of interactions with a demagnetizing effect. Figs.5.9c
and 5.9d give the correlation length ( of CrC>2 versus m at different stages of the mag-
netization (reversal) process of the pigment (starting from the virgin state (fig.5.9c) and
starting from the state of maximum remanence (fig.5.9d)). The correlation length in the
virgin state, £°, equals 36 ±2 nm (table 5.2). It increases about a factor ten with increasing
m in the magnetization process. In the magnetization reversal process £ decreases and sub-
sequently increases, with a minimum at m = 0 (($ = 100 ± 10 nm), which is three times
the value in the virgin state. In the magnetization reversal process, ((m) is symmetric
around m = 0.

Figs.5.9e and 5.9f give 7j, versus m. The oscillations in ~/v are artifacts caused by the
fact that the calibration of the polarization turners is optimal for one detector of the multi-
detector only. This affects u at m / 0 and also accounts for the small oscillations observed
in C(m). Very recently, a new type of polarization turner has been developed which can
suitably be used in combination with the multi-detector [23]. From the present results it
can be deduced that fu has a value between 0.2 and 0.5. The values of 7" in the virgin
and that of 7JJ in the demagnetized state are given in table 5.2.

Assuming that in the virgin state the CrO2 pigment consists of uncorrelated ellipsoidal
particles with a longitudinal axis 26 and a radial dimension 2a with b/a = 10, then the value
of (" (table 5.2) corresponds to a = 17 ± 1 nm (eq.(5.8) has been used). This value exceeds
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Figure 5.9: TAe reduced reraanejit magnetization m versus Ha in (a) the magnetization
and (b) the magnetization reversal process of the CrO? pigment. Figs.c and e give the
C(m)- and the -y,,(m)-curves in the magnetization process and figs.d and f the corre-
sponding curves in the magnetization reversal process (m from positive to negative) of the
CrO2 pigment.
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Figure 5.10: The 'Henlcei'-curves of the (a) CrO2! (b) 7-Fe2O3 and (c) CoZn-ferrite pig-
ment.
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the value given by the supplier (10 nm), which may be due to possible correlations already
present in the virgin pigment. However, it is more likely due to a large spread in the particle
size, resulting in an increased value of £ (see fig.3.5 of chapter 3). The strong increase of
£ with increasing TO, together with a value of fy smaller than 0.5, indicates the presence
of clusters of particles with highly correlated orientations. The size of these clusters along
e,, is several micron. With increasing m these clusters become magnetized and form large
three-dimensional magnetic inhomogeneities. The low value of -/y over the whole m—range
makes large effects of particle density variations unlikely. A depolarization dominated by
the presence of clusters is consistent with the observation that in the magnetization reversal
process C(m) ' s symmetric around m = 0 (see eq.(5.10) with mj oc m and eq.(5.11)).

The switching volumes in the magnetization reversal process are much smaller than
these clusters. Their size along e() still exceeds the particle size, however, following from a
comparison of the values of £" and f̂ . A more extensive discussion on the size and shape
of the switching volumes is given in section 5.4.5.

The ND measurements on the 7—Fe^O.i (table 5.2 and fig.5.11) and the CoZn-ferrite pig-
ment (table 5.2 and fi.g.5.12) yield basically the same results as those on the CrO2 pigment.
The Henkel curves of both pigments (fig.5.10b and fig.5.10c) indicate the presence of in-
teractions with a demagnetizing effect. Assuming an aspect ratio A=8 (see table 5.1), the
correlation length in the virgin 7—Fe2O.t pigment (28 ± 1 nm) corresponds to a particle
diameter of 34 nm, a value which is close to that given by the supplier. Assuming the CoZn-
ferrite particles to be spherical, the correlation length of the virgin CoZn-ferrite pigment
(15 ± 2 nm) corresponds to a particle radius of 15 nm, in agreement with the informa-
tion from the supplier. In the magnetization process of both pigments, £ increases up to
40 times ("• The correlation lengths in the demagnetized states are about 3 times £','.
The values of 7, of the virgin 7—Fê On and CoZn-ferrite pigment correspond to isotropic
particle orientation distributions. Similar to the 7y(m)-curves of CrO^, the ~yy{m) —curves
of 7 — FejO;) and CoZn-ferrite show oscillations which are artifacts. On the average, 7M

increases with increasing |m|. The increase of ( and fy with |TTI| shows the presence of
clusters in the pigments in which the particles have approximately the same orientation
and/or in which the particle density differs from the mean particle density. The size of the
clusters is a few micron, following from the value of £ in the state of maximum remanence.
From the observation that CJ ̂  3£" in the 7—Fe2O3 and the CoZn-ferrite pigment it fol-
lows that the size of the switching volumes along eu is larger than the particle size in both
pigments.

Some additional measurements have been performed on the pigments magnetized with
the steady field of an electromagnet. These measurements yield the same results as pre-
sented above.

Above it was concluded from the Henkel curves that interactions with a net demagne-
tizing effect exist in the pigments. The presence of these interactions in the CrO2 pigment
also follows from the dependence of the rotation angle <f> of the polarization vector in the
CrO2 pigment in the remanent state on the temperature. This rotation angle is directly
proportional to the mean magnetization < M > of the pigment. Two types of measurement
have been performed. The first type involves the establishment at room temperature of the
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Figure 5.11: Tie reduced remanent magnetization m versus Ha in (a) the magnetiza-
tion and (b) the magnetization reversal process of the "f-Fe2O3 pigment. Figs.c and e
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state of maximum remanence and subsequently heating the pigment slowly to 150 °C. The
second type involves the cooling of the pigment from 150 °C down to room temperature
in a permanent field Hi,. During the heating and the cooling of the pigment the rotation
angle is measured (fig.5.13).

In all cases <fi(T)-~ decreases with increasing T. The 'long tail' of the curves indicates
the presence of a relatively large spread in the Curie temperature Tr of the particles. The
Curie temperatures observed are larger than the Tc for bulk CrO^ (119 °C). The behaviour
of </>(T) during the cooling of the pigment will be considered first. When a particle obtains
its spontaneous magnetization at the Curie temperature, the external field Hi, tries to
align M, along Hf,. This is partially hampered by the demagnetization fields of the other
particles (interactions) and by the particle anisotropy. With decreasing temperature, the
particle spontaneous magnetization and its (crystalline) anisotropy increase. As a result of
the increasing anisotropy, M., becomes oriented along the particle easy axis. In principle
this would result in a decrease in < M>. However, this decrease is opposed by an increase
in < M > due to a guwth in A/,. Fig.5.13c gives the ratios <f>i/4>:i and 4>->!4>:\ versus T, with
d>{, 4>-, and (j>:i referring to the value of <f> during heating, cooling in Hi, = 0.8 kA/m and
cooling in Hi, = 0.4 kA/m, respectively. The ratio (/>j/</>.i is constant in the temperature
region from T = 120 °C down to room temperature. Apparently, in this temperature
region the increase of fa and 4>.ii and therewith of < AT >, with decreasing T is a result of
the growth in A/,(T) only.

The decrease of (j>t with increasing T is not only a result of the dependence of M, on T
but also of particle magnetization reversals. The occurrence of these reversals follows from
the fact that the ratio 4>\I4>;\ decreases with increasing T over the full temperature range.
implying that <f>t decreases with increasing T much stronger than according to M,(T). The
magnetization reversals are due to the presence of interactions with a net demagnetizing
effect and a particle anisotropy which decreases with increasing T.

The clusters of a few micron in the pigments, the presence of which is deduced from the
experiments, are the result of the manufacturing process of the pigments. In this process
the pigments are ground in order to reduce large chunks of particles to smaller aggregates.
Generally the milling is stopped when the largest clusters are still several microns. In the
pigments with acicular particles (CrO.j and 7 —FejO;i) the clusters may be also be affected
by the particle shape which enhances particle orientational correlations.

5.4.3 Correlations effects in mixtures of Co-modified 7-Fe2O3

and a—Fe2O3

This section discusses the results of ND measurements on mixtures of p wt% -y-FejOj and
(100-p)wt% Q-Fe2O.s (anti-ferromagnetic), with 0 < p < 100 (in fact the p=100 (pure
•>— Fe2O:i) and the p=0 (pure a—Fe-jOn) samples are no mixtures). Originally the mixtures
have been used by the suppliers to study the effect of the -y — Fe2O:) concentration on
the hysteresis curves J24]. The Henkel curves derived from their magnetization curves
show deviations from a straight line towards lower magnetization values. Although these
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Figure 5.13: The precession angle <j> versus the temperature T in the heating in zero
field of the CrO^ pigment in the state of maximum remanence (circles in a and b) and the
cooling in a de-field of Hb=0.8 kA/m (triangles in a and b) and Ht,=0.4 kA/m (plusses in
a and b). Fig.c gives the ratios (circles) 4>\l4>i and (triangles) fa/fo versus T.
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Table 5.3: Values of(u, <y\\ Hc and H'r in the p wt% -y-Fe2O3/(100'p) wt% a-Fe2O:i mix-
tures.

p

100
33
10
5
2
1

c
(nm)
28 ±1
27 ±3
27 ±3
30 ±3
24 ±7
33 ±10

7(:

0.26
0.27
0.24
0.20
0.10

7U

0.27
0.27
0.22
0.29
0.26

7i'

0.47
0.64
0.54
0.51
0.64
-

(±0.</3)
(±0.04)
(±0.05)
(±0.08)
(±0.15)

a
(nm)
80 ±10
70 ±10
40 ±20
40 ±20

-
-

(kA/m)
54
54
56
60
61
62

K
(kA/m)
50
46
44
46
48
49

deviations decrease with decreasing p. they are still present at p = 1. A decrease of the
latter deviations indicates a decrease of the effect of particle interactions on the hysteresis
curves. Therefore it was concluded from the dependence of the Henkel curves on p that
the 7—Fe2O:j and the a—Fe2O;j particles were well dispersed [24].

Schwab and Veitch observed a rather peculiar behaviour of the coercive field Hr on p,
which they could not explain. The coercive field {Hr in table 5.3) decreased with decreasing
p down to p = 10 after which it increased again. It is noted that the measurements of
Schwab and Veitch concern measurements in a permanent magnetic field. However, they
observed a similar behaviour in pigments in the remanent state [20].

The aim of the present study is to investigate the degree of dispersion of the 7—Fe^O)
and a—Fe2O.j particles. Information about the degree of dispersion will be drawn from
the dependence of the depolarization in the state of maximum remanence on p. The
correlation length in the state of maximum remanence, £m, is the sum of the correlation
length related to the individual particles and the contribution of particle density variations
and particle orientational correlations. When the a -Fe 2 O 3 and the 7-Fe2O.j particles are
well dispersed, the latter contribution is expected to decrease with decreasing p according
to p2 (see eqs.(5.10) and (5.11)) and £TO is expected to be close to £,' at low p—values.

Another object of study is the effect of the 7—Fe2O3 concentration on the switching
volumes. A decrease of the 7-Fe2O3 concentration is likely to result in a decrease of
the switching volumes and therewith of £]• However, as a decrease in p also leads to a
decrease of the effective transmission length and therewith of the depolarization effect, the
determination of Q will become difficult in the dilute mixtures.

For mixtures with p = 100, 50, 33, 10, 5, 2, 1 and 0, the magnetic correlation length
C and the quantities 7, were determined at different remanent stages of the magnetization
(reversal) process using instrument SP. A small depolarization was observed in the p — 0
pigment (pure a-Fe2O:) ), which is discussed in [25] (chapter 4). The results presented in
this section are corrected for the depolarization by a-Fe2O.t.

Figs.5.11a and 5.11b give the m(Ha)—curves of the pure 7—Fe2O3 pigment. The cor-
responding Henkel curve deviates from a straight line (fig.5.10b), indicating the presence
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Figure 5.14: The Henkel curves of the p wt% -y-Fe2O:i/(100-p) wt% a-Fe2O^ mixtures
((O) P=100, (A) 33 and (+) 1.

of particle interactions with a net demagnetizing effect. Fig.5.14 gives the Henkel curves
of the p=100, p = 33 and p = 1 mixtures. The Henkel curves are consistent with those
measured by Schwab and Veitch. The deviations from a straight line decrease with de-
creasing p but do not disappear. Consequently, the effect of the particle interaction on
the magnetization curve decreases with decreasing p, but can still be observed at 1 wt%
7-Fe a 0 3 .

The coercive field of the 7-Fe2O;i/a-Fe2O:,-mixture as measured with ND increases
slightly with decreasing p (table 5.3). This behaviour is in agreement with demagnetizing
interactions, the effect of which decreases with decreasing p. However, the minimum in
Hr at p = 10 as reported by Schwab and Veitch is not observed. This may be due to
the uncertainty in the precise value of the field in a coil. Each mixture needed a different
transmission length and therefore a different coil.

The correlation length in the virgin pigments is about 28 nm independent of p, in
agreement with the presence of magnetically uncorrelated 7-Fe2O3 particles (table 5.3).
The values of 7" in the virgin pigments are in agreement with the presence of isotropically
distributed particles (the values of 7," in thep = 1 mixture could not be determined because
the depolarization effect was too small). In the magnetization process, ( increases with
increasing m (fig.5.15). The ratio £,„/£,' decreases slightly with decreasing p, i.e. from 35
for p = 100 down to 15-20 for p < 10 (see fig.5.16). Similar to the variation of ( with m in
the magnetization reversal process of the CrO2 and the CoZn-ferrite pigment, the variation
of ( with 0 is symmetric around m = 0 (minimum, fig.5.17) in the magnetization reversal
process of the mixtures.

The 7u(m)-curves nardly depend on p (for p = 100 see fig.5.11e and 5.lid). In the
magnetization process fy increases from 0.25 in the virgin state up to 0.5-0.7 in the state
of maximum remanence. In the magnetization reversal process j y varies between 0.3 and
0.7. The 7j,(m)-curves of the p = 2 and p = 1 mixtures could not be determined, again
due to the extremely small depolarization (1-2%).
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Figure 5.15: The magnetic correlation length £ versus m at different stages of the magneti-
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The values of (,„ and 7y in the pure 7-Fe2O ; ( pigment in the state of maximum rema-
nence show the presence of clusters of particles with a size of a few micron (see section
5.4.2). From the dependence of Cm on p it follows that the 7-Fe2O3 concentration in the
clusters decreases with decreasing p. However, the latter decrease is much weaker than
according to the decrease of p and even in the p = 1 pigment £„ highly exceeds (". Conse-
quently, it can be concluded that the mixtures are far from being well dispersed. Even at
low 7-Fe2O3 concentration clusters of particle exist in which the 7-Fe2O3 weight fraction
is much larger than p. The latter conclusion is in agreement with the observation that
even for p = 1 the Henkel curve deviates from a straight line. Furthermore, the presence of
clusters of 7~Fe2O3 particles is supported by the symmetric behaviour of the C("*)-curves
in the magnetization reversal process.

During the mixing of the particles the a-Fe 2 O 3 and the 7-Fe2O3 particles were wet
milled. The milling process generally decreases the aggregate size down to a few particles.
Therefore, the clusters of mainly 7-Fe2O3 particles with a size in the order of 1 fim, the
presence of which has been deduced from the measurements, are most likely formed during
the drying process.

The values of ($ have been determined on separate mixtures with a larger transmission
length, the results of which are given in table 5.3. The values for p = 2 and p = 1 could
not be determined. The correlation length ($ decreases slightly with decreasing p, showing
a. decrease of the switching volume size along e(). Within the experimental errors Q equals
C at p = 10 and p = 5.

5.4.4 The magnetization reversal process in compacts of micron-
size Ni and Fe particles

This section discusses the micro-magnetic state of compacts of micron-size Ni and Fe
particles, studied with neutron depolarization.
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and the 7tf(m)-curves in the magnetization process and figs.d and f the corresponding
curves in the magnetization reversal process (m from positive to negative) of the Ni com-
pact.
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Figure 5.20: The 'Henkel'-curves of the (a) Ni and (b) Fe compact.

Figs.5.18a, 5.18b, 5.19a and 5.19b give the reduced remanent magnetization of both
compacts versus Ha at different stages of the magnetization (reversal) process. The maxi-
mum value of m, denoted mmaT, is 0.10 for Ni and 0.010 for Fe. The coercive field equals
12.4 kA/m and 7.3 kA/m for Ni and Fe, respectively. The Henkel curves of both compacts
show a slight deviation towards lower m-values (fig.5.20). The correlation length in Ni
increases slightly with increasing |ro| in the magnetization (reversal) process (fig.5.18c and
5.18d), while it is independent of m in Fe (fig.5.19c and 5.19d)). Fig.5.18e, 5.18f, 5.19e
and 5.19f give the 7K(m)-curves of Ni and Fe. In both compacts 7y = 0.25, independent
of m, corresponding to an isotropic magnetization orientation distribution.

The values of Hc of the compacts are much larger than expected for multi-domain
particles and indicate that the particles are (quasi) single-domain (the Ni and Fe particles
are fairly large to be fully single-domain). For a rough comparison: in case the particles
are single-domain with an uniaxial anisotropy and in case magnetization reversal takes
place by a coherent rotation of the particle magnetization it can be calculated that Hc = 9
kA/m for Ni and Hc = 26 kA/m for Fe. These values are of the same order of magnitude
as those observed.

The relatively small values of mmal are a direct result of the relatively low values of
Hc. When fields much larger than Hc are applied, the particles are magnetized close to
saturation. After the removal of the field, i.e. after the application of the field pulse,
the particle demagnetization fields demagnetize the compacts almost entirely. The latter
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compacts are likely to contain almost fully demagnetized clusters of particles (see fig.5.1).
These clusters consist of (quasi) single-domain particles with different orientations of the
particle magnetizations. Then the value of m,aaT is determined by the particle anisotropy
fields and by the particle density within the clusters. It is expected that in the state of
maximum remanence the demagnetization fields of the clusters, being about M,mmar/3,
approximate to the particle coercive fields. Consequently,

Y = - ^ — (5.12)

is expected to be of the order 1. The ratio Y is 0.71 for Ni and 1.4 for Fe, both values
being reasonably close to 1. Note that due to a particle volume fraction within a cluster
smaller than 1 the demagnetization fields of the clusters will be be somewhat smaller than
indicated above.

The values of 7" and £" of the virgin pigments (table 5.2) are in agreement with mag-
netically uncorrelated (quasi) single-domain particles. This conclusion is supported by ND
measurements on the pigments in the state of maximum remanence, in which the propaga-
tion direction of the neutron beam is along < M > . The correlation lengths and the values
of 7, equal those measured with e0 perpendicular to < M > .

The dependence of £ and fu on m in the magnetization and magnetization reversal
process shows the presence of weak interparticle correlations along e(l in Ni and no net
correlations in Fe. The Henkel curves of Ni show the presence of weak interactions with a
net demagnetizing effect.

While the thesis has been written ND measurements on the Ni compact ir continu-
ously applied magnetic fields up to 60 kA/m were performed, using two anti-parallel coils
mounted in a yoke (compare the ND measurements on Ni-Kr [26] (chapter 7)). These
measurements show a magnetic correlation length which strongly increases with the mean
magnetization < M > , up to £ = 10 pm, and a 7H which approaches 1 at large <M>.
The values of ( and 7, in the virgin pigment equal those presented above. The strong
increases in ( and 7B with < M > are most likely due to density variations in the form of
large clusters of particles (see fig.5.1).

5.4.5 Switching volumes in the CrO2, Co-modified 7-Fe2O3,
CoZn-ferrite and Fe pigment

This section deals with ND measurements on the CrO2, Co-modified 7—Fê O.-j, CoZn-
ferrite and Fe pigment in the ac- or dc-demagnetized state. The aim of the measurements
is to derive information on the size and shape of the switching volumes in the pigments.
This is achieved by measuring the depolarization in the demagnetized pigments along
various directions. Among these directions are the direction perpendicular and parallel to
the demagnetization direction.

The pigments were put in a cylindrical container, the longitudinal axis of which is de-
noted as the Y—direction. Prior to demagnetization the pigments have been dc-magnetized
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y

Figure 5.21: The mutual orientation between the xyz- and the XYZ—system (top view of
the cylinder).

Table 5.4: Va7ues of Q in the virgin and demagnetized pigments.
pigment

CrO2

7-FeaO:,
CoZn-ferrite
Fe

Qor
±15%
1.3
1.1
2.5
80

±15%
3.3
3.8
7.3

> 200

using a solenoid. Subsequently, ac- or dc-demagnetizing is accomplished by sending a dc-
current or an ac-current (frequency 50 Hz) with a slowly decreasing amplitude through
the solenoid. The orientation of the magnetizing and demagnetizing field is along the
Z—direction. Using ND instrument SP, the matrix £j has been determined along different
directions in the A'Z-plane, with the angle between eu and the Z—direction denoted /3
(fig.5.21).

If the correlation length observed in the virgin Fe pigment (table 5.2) corresponds to
magnetically uncorrelated Fe particles, then £,',' = 10 ± 1 nm results in a particle diameter of
9±1 nm, a value which is smaller than the mean value given by the supplier (around 16 nm).
This may in principle be due to negative correlations between neighbouring particles along
e(>. However, most likely the observed value of £" in Fe is affected by an oxidized (FeO-
Fe^Oi) layer around the Fe core and a SiCK coating. As the spontaneous magnetization of
the FeO-FejO.i layer is smaller than that of Fe and the S1O2 coating is non-magnetic, the
particle diameter deduced from (','• is too small. The values of 7, in the Fe pigment (table
5.2) yield an isotropic particle orientation distribution.

Fig.5.22 gives £" versus 0 for the four pigments in the dc- and ac-demagnetized state.
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Figure 5.22: The correlation length £" in the (circles) dc- and (triangles) ac-demagnetized
states of the (*) CtO2, (b) 7-FejOa, (c) CoZn-ferrite and (d) Fe pigment. The full curves
give the values o/<"-
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Figure 5.23: The quantities (plusses) 7",
ac-demagnetized CrCXj pigment.

(triangles) 7^ and (circles) -y'J of the

The correlation length in the dc-demagnetized Fe pigment could not be determined as the
depolarization effect was too large. This indicates that in the dc-demagnetized Fe pigment,
C(0) exceeds about 2 fim. In all pigments, the correlation length after dc-demagnetizing,
denoted £'/',, strongly exceeds that after ac-demagnetizing (denoted £,',.). The correlation
length £',',. exceeds the correlation length in the virgin pigments (see table 5.2). In CoZn-
ferrite it gradually decreases with increasing 0. The correlation length £,',. in the other
pigments decreases only slightly with increasing 0. The ratio

Q,. = C/C (5.13)

determined at 0 = 0 is smallest for CrO2 and 7-Fe2O3 and largest for Fe (see table
5.4). The correlation length in the dc-demagnetized 7-Fe2O3 and CoZn-ferrite pigment
decreases with increasing 0. The correlation length ('Jt. in CrO2 is hardly dependent on 0.
The values of Q in CrO.., 7-FeiO;) and CoZn-ferrite are about the same.

Similar to the ratio Q,,t, the ratio

Q* = C/C (5.14)

taken at 0 = 0 is smallest for CrO.. and 7-Fe2O3 and largest for Fe (see table 5.4). The
ratio QuJQ,i, equals about 0.3 in CrO*, 7-Fe2O3 and CoZn-ferrite.

The quantities %, % and 7- of the ac-demagnetized CrO2 pigment equal 0.25, 0.25
and 0.50 (±0.03) independent of 0 (fig.5.23), which indicates an isotropic magnetization
orientation distribution. The 7,(0)-curves of the other pigments could not be deduced
accurately due to a small remanent magnetization of the pigment (TO < 0.01), which varies
over the surface of the cylinder.

Magnetic intcrparticlc correlations exist in all ac- and dc-demagnetized pigments, fol-
lowing from the fact that C a"d C exceed (','• In the interpretation of ('<!,- and (',1,•> »t
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wilt again be assumed that in demagnetization, magnetization reversal takes place in large
groups of particles, referred to as 'switching volumes'. Then f£r and Qr are measures
for the average size of the switching volumes along eu. The switching volumes in all dc-
demagnetized pigments and the ac-demagnetized Fe pigment strongly exceed the particle
volume. Those in the ac-demagnetized CrO2, 7-Fe2O : t and CoZn-ferrite pigment exceed
only slightly the particle volume. From the observation that f" in the ac-demagnetized
CrO^ and 7 —Fe2O;l pigment are hardly dependent on /3, it follows that either the switch-
ing volumes are on the average spherical or they are elongated but isotropically oriented.
The switching volumes in the dc- and ac-demagnetized CoZn-fenite pigment and the ac-
demagnetized 7 —Fe-jO:) pigment are on the average elongated along the Z—direction, i.e.
the magnetization reversal process tends to take place along lines parallel to Z.

The reasons for the observed switching volumes to exceed the particle volume must be
the near equality of the coercive field values of neighbouring particles (correlated coercive
field values). These correlations in Hc can arise from particle (dipole-dipole) interactions,
particle orientational correlations and local particle density variations (see section 3.2.3 of
chapter 3). Particle interactions can result in /7r—correlations as they favour a parallel
orientation of the particle magnetization in the direction parallel to M, and an anti-
parallel orientation in the direction perpendicular to M». The precise effect of particle
interactions on Hr is highly dependent on the intrinsic particle properties and the local
particle orientation and can be determined using numerical calculations (e.g. [27, 28]).
Particle interactions may account for the observed switching volumes elongated along the
Z—direction. In particulate media, particle interactions generally have a demagnetizing
effect and therefore result in a decrease of the coercive field. Particle density vaiiations
may result in correlations in the coercive field of neighbouring particles as the larger the
density, the larger the effect of interactions on the local Hr. The coercive field of many
pigments obeys the empirical relation

Hr(e) = #,.(0)(l - e) (5.15)

Particle orientational correlations may result in //..-correlations as the coercive field of a
single particle depends on the mutual orientation between the particle and the applied
magnetic field. As an example the coercive field has been calculated for particles with a
uniaxial anisotropy. Fig.5.24 gives the reduced coercive field h,. — (HrMll)/(2K) versus
4>, with K the anisotropy constant and <j> the angle between the anisotropy axis and the
magnetic field. The reduced coercive field is maximum (h, = 1) when <j> approaches 0
(hr = 0 at 4> = 0) and at <j> = ir/2 and minimum (A,. = 0.5) at (j> = 7r/4. Note that the
three possible causes of correlations in H, are interdependent.

The larger the ratio Qm or <?,/,, the larger the switching volumes are. If the latter would
be spherical, their mean volume would be proportional to Q;J, or (?;},. The observation that
in all pigments Q&- exceeds Qac can be attributed to the fact that during dc-demagnetizing
only particles with H, -values up to the average value of H, reverse magnetization. There-
fore, clusters of particles with correlated //, -values will act as switching volumes. During
ac-demagnetizing all values of Hc are involved at least once. Furthermore, magnetization
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0

Figure 5.24: The reduced coercive field h,. versus the angle <j>.

reversal takes place not only from positive to negative but also from negative to positive
m-values. As a result, a small spread of H, within clusters of particles with correlated
//..-values will prevent the clusters to act as switching volumes.

Apparently the //..-correlations observed in Fe highly exceed those in the other pig-
ments. This may be due to the relatively large value of M,, which results in strong particle
interactions. The observation that the H, -correlations in the CoZn-ferrite pigment exceed
those in CrO:> and 7-Fe2O.) may be a consequence of the difference in particle shape. The
demagnetizing fields outside the acicular CrO2 and 7-Fe2O ; j particles, and therewith the
strength of the interactions, are smaller than the demagnetizing fields outside the cubic
CoZn-ferrite particles. The difference in the the dependence of Qc on /? for the CrO2 and
the 7-Fe.jO;, pigment, the particles of which have quite similar intrinsic properties, can be
due to the spatial microstructure, which generally is different for these pigments [29].

5.5 Summary and conclusions

Neutron depolarization measurements on a ferroxdure compact and slurry, on several mag-
netic pigments and on compacts of micron-size Ni and Fe particles in different magnetic
states have been discussed. The pigments compass CrO2, Co-modified 7-Fe2O;i, CoZn-
ferrite, Fe and mixtures of p wt% Co-modified 7-Fe2O;i and (100 - p) wt% a-Fe^O.,
0 S P S 100). Two types of measurement have been performed. The first one, which
lias been performed on all media except for the Fe pigment, involves the determination
of the magnetic correlation length ( and the quantities 7, versus the reduced remanent
magnetization m in the magnetization (reversal) process with the propagation direction
of «hc neutron beam perpendicular to the remanent magnetization. In this type of mea-
surement the different magnetic states have been established using pulsed fields. The
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second type involves the determination of ( and 7, along various directions in the dc- and
ac-demagnetized CrO2, Co-modified 7 —Fe^O.i, CoZn-ferrite and Fe pigment.

It has been deduced that the ferroxdure compact contains at most weak particle ori-
entational correlations and small particle density variations. The magnetic entities during
the magnetization reversal process of the compact, denoted switching volumes, depend on
the width of the applied field pulses. Their mean size is only slightly larger than the mean
particle size. Large clusters of particles, elongated along the field direction, are formed
in the magnetization process of the ferroxdure slurry. Also the switching volumes in the
ferroxdure slurry are large clusters of particles.

All pigments studied contain clusters in which the mean particle orientation is anisotropic
or in which the mean particle density differs from that in the pigment. The clusters, with
a typical size of a few micron, are a result of the manufacturing process.

From the magnetic correlation length in the 7—Fe20:)/a—Fe^O.i mixtures in the state
of maximum remanence, it follows that the 7—Fe2O,t and the a—Fe^On particles are not
well dispersed. Even the mixtures with 1 and 2 wt% 7—Fe^O.) contain clusters of mainly
7-Fe2O:) particles.

The magnetic correlation lengths in the compacts of micron-size Ni and Fe particles
are in agreement with the presence of magnetically uncorrelated (quasi) single-domain
particles. The compacts consist of almost fully demagnetized clusters of particles.

The switching volumes of the pigments in dc-demagnetization highly exceed those in
ac-demagnetization. Both are generally elongated along the direction of the applied field
and exceed the particle volume. The switching volumes in the Fe pigment are far in excess
of those in the other pigments, most likely due to the relatively large value of M,, which
results in strong interactions.
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Figure A.I: The squared form factor F2 = [3( s i"'X" s i ' )]2 versus a.

A.I The effect of scattering outside the aperture of
the detector on the depolarization

In order to discuss the effect of scattering outside the aperture of the detector on the de-
polarization, the scattering by an ellipsoidally shaped magnetic inhomogeneity with radial
dimension 2a and axial dimension 26 (b > a) is considered. The broadening of a per-
fectly collimated neutron beam due to the scattering is given by the squared form factor
F2(K), with K the scattering vector. The largest scattering angles occur when K is oriented
perpendicular to the 6-axis. Then

"~ (A.I)

with a = na (see eq.(3.12) of chapter 3).
Fig.A.l gives F2 versus K. It appears that most of the scattering occurs at scattering

vectors for which
K < v/a (A.2)

Consequently, almost all of the scattered neutron enter the analyzer when

o > IT/K,,, (A.3)

with nm the scattering vector corresponding to the scattering angle which equals the aper-
ture x of the analyzer. The relation between Km and x reads

nm =

Substitution of eq.(A.4) in (A.3) results in

(A.4)

(A.5)
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As mentioned in section 5.3, the ND experiments have been performed on ND instru-
ments KP and SP. The neutron wavelength used is A = 0.12 or 0.16 nm at KP and
A = 0.35 nm at SP. The aperture of the analyzer of KP is 0.02 rad, that of the analyzer
of SP is 0.01 rad in the y— and 0.1 rad in the x—direction. Following from eq.(A.5), the
scattering at KP by particles with diameters 2a occurs almost fully within the aperture of
the analyzer when

2a > 8 nm (A.6)

The corresponding equations for SP are

2a > 3.5 nm (A.7)

for scattering in the z-direction and

2a > 35 ram (A.8)

for scattering in the y—direction. The magnetic inhomogeneities used in the ND exper-
iments performed on KP highly exceed 8 nm, with as a consequence that all scattered
neutrons enter the analyzer. However, the diameter of the magnetic inhomogeneities used
in the experiments performed on SP is sometimes smaller than 35 nm (e.g. the individual
particles of the CoZn-ferrite and Fe pigment). Then not all of the neutrons scattered in the
y—direction enter the analyzer, resulting in a small decrease of the depolarization effect.

In order to estimate the maximum effect on the depolarization of scattering outside the
aperture of the analyzer by the particulate media discussed in this chapter, the depolar-
ization by the virgin Fe pigment on ND instrument SPis discussed. This pigment contains
the smallest magnetic inhomogeneities, i.e. individual particles with a diameter 26 of about
16 nm (see table 5.1 and section 5.4.5). The scattering angles of the neutrons scattered
in the y—direction are largest when the particles are oriented in the xz —plane (particle
size along the y—direction is smallest then). It can easily be calculated from the particle
form factor that when A = 0.35, about 30% of the neutrons which are scattered along
the y—direction do not enter the analyzer. The total fraction of the neutrons scattered
by particles in the xz-plane with scattering angles exceeding the aperture of the analyzer
is estimated to be less than 10%, corresponding to a decrease in £ and an increase in fy

of 10% at most. However, as also particles which orientations different from those in the
xz—plane contribute to £ and 7U and these particles scatter at smaller angles, the total
effect on the depolarization is even smaller. The latter is in agreement with the results of
the ND experiments on the Fe pigment, which yields fy = 0.26 ± 0.03.

From the above it follows that in the ND measurements discussed in this chapter, the
efiect of scattering outside the aperture of the analyzer on the depolarization is negligibly
small. However, it would be interesting to study the effect in more detail by determining
the influence of a decrease of the aperture of the analyzer on the depolarization by small
magnetic inhomogeneities. The divergence of the neutron beam (around 0.01 rad on SP)
should be taken into account in the interpretation of the measurements.

In the above the broadening of the neutron beam due to single scattering is considered.
Multiple scattering has not been taken into account as the total scattering fraction of the
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media studied with magnetic inhomogeneities equal to or smaller than 35 nm is calculated
to be less than 3% on SP.

The effect of scattering at angles exceeding the aperture of the analyzer on the depo-
larization is also negligibly small in the ND experiments discussed in chapter 6, as the
size along the y—direction of the magnetic inhomogeneities studied in chapter 6 generally
exceeds 35 nm.
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Particulate recording tapes studied with
neutron depolarization

The size and shape of the magnetic inhomogeneities in various particulate recording tapes have
been studied using neutron depolarization (ND). The tapes are in the remanent magnetic state
either in the dc-magnetization reversal process or after bulk-erasure, ac-erasure or thermal anneal-
ing. The magnetic correlation length £ measured along the direction perpendicular to the plane
of the tape (Z-direction) is at most twice the particle diameter in the dc-(de)magnetized tapes,
showing the existence of clusters and switching volumes containing only a few particles along Z.
The switching volumes are the magnetic entities involved in the magnetization reversal process.
A cluster is a group of particles in which the mean particle orientation or density differs from the
mean particle orientation and density within the tape. The size along Z of switching volumes
in bulk- or ac-erasure is slightly smaller than that of switching volumes in dc-demagnetization.
After thermal annealing, the magnetic correlation length is smallest and corresponds either to
magnetically uncorrelated particles or to weak negative magnetic correlations along Z. The latter
would indicate a weak anti-parallel orientation of the magnetization in neighbouring particles in
the Z-direction. Prom ND experiments in which the direction of the neutron beam is varied in
the KZ-plane (length direction tape along Y), it follows that the switching volumes and clus-
ters are elongated along Y, with aspect ratios generally larger than ten. The clusters in Philips
CrO2 video tapes are oriented mainly in the YZ -plane. The switching volumes in ac- or bulk-
erased TDK Co-modified 7~Fe203 video tapes closely resemble the particle volume.

6.1 Introduction

In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of particulate recording media knowledge
about the particle stacking in the tape and the effect of particle interactions on the local
magnetization is relevant. Consequently, it is important to have access to experimental
methods which can study the physical and magnetic micro-structure of the tapes. Bulk
methods commonly used are magnetization, noise and susceptibility measurements. The
luge advantage of these methods is that they are relatively fast and cheap. Furthermore
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the noise in itself is an important quantity to study. However, it is often difficult to
derive quantitative information about the particle stacking and the effect of interparticle
correlations from these methods.

Recently, neutron depolarization (ND) has been applied to particulate recording tapes
for the first time [1]. Subsequently more ND measurements on recording tapes were carried
out [2, 3]. It appeared that ND can successfully contribute to the study of the particle
stacking and magnetic interparticle correlations in recording tapes as in several aspects it
yields more direct information than the bulk methods mentioned above.

This chapter discusses ND measurements on various commercial recording tapes, includ-
ing the results presented in [l]-[3]. The aim of the measurements is to obtain information
about the local orientation of the particles in the tapes, about possible density variations
and furthermore about the magnetic entities in which the magnetization reverses, referred
to as 'switching volumes'1 (see chapters 3 and 5). This information can be obtained by
determining the magnetic correlation length along various directions in tapes in different
remanent magnetic states. As ND measurements on particulate recording tapes are new,
several kind of tapes have been used in the experiments.

Section 6.2 deals with theory of ND in particulate recording tapes. Information on the
tapes and the ND instrument used is given in section 6.3. The experimental results are
presented and discussed in section 6.4. Section 6.5 contains the main conclusions.

6.2 Theory of ND in particulate recording tapes

In a ND experiment the relation between the polarization vector (P°) before and (P1)
after transmission through the medium is generally described by a depolarization matrix
D (P1 = Z?PU). The ND theory relates D with parameters that characterize the micro-
magnetic state. Section 6.2.1 discusses some general aspects of ND in recording tapes,
based on [4, 5, 6] (chapters 2 and 3). A simple model is introduced and some numerical
calculations on ND in recording tapes are presented and discussed in section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Review of the general ND theory

Information about the micro-magnetic state of particulate media obtained from a ND
experiment is generally expressed by the correlation matrix u>, the components w,j of which
are given by

Here, W is a representative part of the medium with dimension £»• along the neutron path
(e0 || z-axis), AB(r) = B ( r ) - < B >, B(r) is the local magnetic induction, < B > the
mean magnetic induction, £ the particle volume fraction and M, the particle spontaneous
magnetization. Generally no mean correlation between l?,(r) and Bj(r) (ij=x,y,z, (i^j))
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exists, resulting in UJ,} = 0 for i^ j , and the quantities

C = !>„ (6-2)

7. = ««/C (6-3)

are used instead of a>,;. The quantity ( is the correlation length of (AS(r))2 along e() (and
not of B2(r) !), normalized on Afl(r) = fi0M, and e = 1. In approximation, 7, is the mean
square direction cosinus of AB(r) (chapter 3).

When <B>=Q,
D.i = 6.je-ii"W-r«1-") (6.4)

with S,j the Kronecker delta, c = 2.18 x 1029 A2 m ^ T " 2 , A the neutron wavelength and
L, the size of the medium along eo. The quantities ( and 7, follow from D,j through

7 , = ! - 2 1 n ^ (6.6)
ln(det(Z)))

A mean magnetic induction < B > ^ 0 results in a precessional motion of the polarization
vector around < B > , with the precession angle <j> =< B > L,y/c. The large value of c
(c = 2.7 x 10'" m~2T~2 for A=0.35 nm) indicates the high sensitivity of the polarization
vector for the mean magnetic induction.

Eqs.(6.4) and (6.6) slightly change when u^ / 0 (i^j). Generally this is the case when
the main directions of the particle orientation distribution, (X,Y,Z), differ from the axes
(x,y,z) of the ND instrument. If the x— and the A'—axis coincide and the angle between
the y— and the Y—axis and the z— and the Z—axis is /?, D is given by

D = S(-/3)b'S(f3) (6.7)

with

t \
5(/3)= 0 cos/8 sin/3 (6.8)

V 0 -sin/3 cos/3 /

the transformation matrix from the xyz-system to the ATif-system and D' the depolar-
ization matrix of the medium related to the XYZ-system. The matrix D is diagonal with
D'n (I = X,Y,Z) given by eq.(6.4). Substitution of eq.(6.8) in eq.(6.7) results in

(D'xx
D=\ 0

V 0
D'yy-sin2 0(D'yy-D'zz) ^(Dyy-D'zZ) (6.9)

^ ' ~ D ' z z ) D ' z z + s i ' ' )
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or inversely

tan 2/3 = "' + D'v (6.10)

0'vv = DTX (6.11)
*„+!>„. A . - * . . ( 6 1 2 )

Dm + Du Dw - D»
j (6.13)

det(Z?') = det(Z>) (6.14)

The magnetic correlation length ( and the quantities 7/ follow from D'u and det(£>)
through eqs.(6.5) and (6.6). In the interpretation of ( and 7/ the propagation direction of
the neutron beam, expressed by the angle /3, should be taken into account.

The depolarization effect in recording tapes is generally small due to a short neutron
transmission path and a small magnetic correlation length. As a result, the differences
between Du and 1 and therewith the values of the elements Dyz and Dzy will generally be
small, corresponding to D being approximately diagonal.

The values of ( and 7/ are affected by many features of both the physical and the
magnetic microstructure of the medium studied. The most important of these are the
intrinsic particle properties (size, shape and material), particle orientational correlations,
density variations and magnetic correlations as a result of interactions. In an ensemble of
magnetically uncorrelated particles with < B > = 0, ( approximates to the mean particle
size along e(l and is given by

Here, n'(§) = s x (n x s), s = s/|s|, n the unit vector along the individual particle
magnetization, S the Sj^-plane (e(l _L 5), <> an average over all particles and

- r d 3 r (6.16)

the particle form factor. The quantities 71 approximate to < n\ > and therefore give the
mean particle orientation. The precise equations for 7; read

jg<(rn;(s)f(B))'>iPB
7 / Js<{Vn'(s)F{s))*> <Ps (° '

If m ^ 0 an increase in m trivially results in a decrease in Afl(r) and therewith in
C and sometimes in 7) with < B > along Y. The equations describing this decrease are
eqs.(3.18)-(3.21) of chapter 3.

Positive (negative) correlations between n/ of neighbouring particles along e,j result in
an increase (decrease) in C and 7/. Magnetic interparticle correlations may result from
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interparticle interactions, particle orientational correlations and density variations. The
dependence of the depolarization on the remanent magnetization of the medium and the
propagation direction of the neutron beam can disentangle (partially) the several contri-
butions to £ and 7/ (see section 3.3 of chapter 3).

As follows from the foregoing, the mean amplitude of the magnetic variations and the
correlation length cannot be determined independently in a ND experiment. Therefore,
'weak' long-range and 'strong' short-range correlations may yield the same values for £ and

In particular in recording tapes, the number of particles along eu can vary over the cross-
section of the neutron beam. For tapes magnetized along their length direction (|| Y), this
may result in an increased value of £ and 71- (see section 3.2.4 of chapter 3). The increase
in £ is expected to be proportional to m2.

6.2.2 Numerical calculations on ND in recording tapes
In the interpretation of the measurements presented in this chapter a similar approach
as in chapter 5 will be followed. In the model used it is assumed that a tape consists
of ellipsoidally shaped magnetic inhomogeneities with diameter D and aspect ratio A
(length/diameter ratio). A magnetic inhomogeneity is defined as a part of the tape which
has a mean magnetization different from that of the tape. The magnetic inhomogeneities
may correspond to the individual particles, switching volumes or clusters of particles with
a mean particle orientation and/or density different from the mean particle orientation
and density in the tape. Switching volumes are denned as the magnetic entities involved
in the magnetization reversal process. The magnetic inhomogeneities correspond to the
individual particles or to the mentioned clusters in the state of maximum remanence and
to the switching volumes in the demagnetized state (see sections 2.3 and 3.3 of chapter
3). The magnetic correlation length £ is approximately the mean size of the magnetic
inhomogeneities along eu, while 7/ denotes their orientation.

Similar to the notation used in section 6.2.1, the length direction of the tapes is along
Y, the planes of the tapes are in the A'Y-plane and the propagation direction of the
neutron beam (eu || z) is in the VZ-plane with the angle between e(, and the Z -axis
denoted 0 (fig.6.1). The mean magnetization of a magnetic inhomogeneity, Md = M,n, is
assumed to be oriented along the longitudinal axis of the inhomogeneity. Here M, is the
particle spontaneous magnetization.

The form factor (see eq.(6.16)) of an ellipsoid with diameter D and aspect ratio A is
given by

with

It follows from eqs.(6.15)< (6.17) and (6.18) that the magnetic correlation length ( and
the quantities 71 of the tapes containing magnetic inhomogeneities as described above are
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Figure 6.1: The relation between the coordinate system xyz of the ND instrument and the
coordinate system XYZ of a tape.

given by

l - ( n - s f
- > ds}

m = (n • i)2(42 - 1) + 1 (n-s)2(42-l)

(6.19)

> rfs} (6.20)

It is recalled that the reciprocal vector s depends on the orientation of ec, as all s—vectors
are oriented perpendicular to e0.

In order to investigate what information about the diameter D, the aspect ratio A and
the mean orientation of the magnetic inhomogeneities can be deduced from the dependence
of £ and fi on /?, some numerical calculations will be performed in advance using eqs.(6.19)
and (6.20). At first some calculations are presented in case the magnetic inhomogeneities
are uniaxially distributed around V. Thereafter, the depolarization is considered when the
magnetic inhomogeneities are not uniaxially distributed around Y but are oriented mainly
in the XY- or the KZ-plane.

Fig.6.2 gives the quantities r -- f cos/?/Z) and 7/ versus 0, numerically calculated from
cqs.(6.19) and (6.20), for various values of A in case the magnetic inhomogeneities are
oriented along ±Y. This orientation corresponds to a squareness S of the tape equal to 1
(the squareness of a tape is the maximum value of the reduced remanent magnetization m).
Infinitely elongated inhomogeneities oriented along Y should yield a magnetic correlation
length inversely proportional to cos/9. The latter is in agreement with fig.6.2 as for A
approaching infinity r becomes independent of 0. For all values of A, r(0) > r(0) cos f3
for 0 < 0 < tr/2 rad, corresponding to a C which continuously increases with increasing
/3. This increase is mainly due to a growth of the mean inhomogeneity size along elh

denoted <v>. The observation that even for 4 = 1, r(0) > r(0)cos/? (0 < /3 < x/2 rad)
arises from the effect of the demagnetization fields of the magnetic inhomogeneities on the
depolarization (see chapter 2). This effect augments with increasing (3 as n is along ±Y.
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Figure 6.2: The quantities (a) r, (b) yx, (c) fy and (d) yz versus /3 in case the magnetic
inhomogeneities axe oriented along ±Y with the aspect ratio A as parameter (curves (1)
A=l, (2) 2, (3) 4, (4) 8, (5) 16, (6) 50, (7) ooj.
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For finite ./1-values, r slightly increases at small j3 while it strongly decreases at large 0.
The latter decrease is due to the finite length of the magnetic inhomogeneities, as a result
of which v hardly increases anymore at large /?. With increasing A, r(/3) increases, in
agreement with the growth of <v >. Furthermore, the angle at which r starts to decrease,
increases at higher values of A. Fig.6.2 also gives the quantities 7/ corresponding to the
uniaxial distribution around Y. It appears that for A approaching infinity, 7.Y and 7^
become 0 and 71 becomes 1, consistent with 7/ approaching n). At smaller A, 7.y and 7^
increase, 71- decreases and the dependence of 7/ on (3 becomes stronger, being due to the
effect of the inhomogeneity demagnetization fields on the depoleirization.

The squareness 5 of a recording tape is usually smaller than 1 (typically 0.75-0.90) as for
most particles n differs from the Y -direction. It is assumed that the particles are uniaxially
distributed around Y and that the angle 8 between n and Y obeys a Gaussian distribution
with standard deviation cr. In order to investigate the effect of a on the depolarization,
the r(/3)—curves, numerically calculated from eq.(6.19), are given in fig.6.3a for A — 10
and various values of cr. The quantity r(0) increases with increasing cr due to a growth in
<u>. Furthermore, r(0) decreases with increasing /? for values of 0 larger than about 1
rad. This decrease is due to the spread in the inhomogeneity orientation, which makes the
dependence of ( on 0 weaker.

So far, the magnetic inhomogeneities have been assumed to be uniaxially distributed
around Y. Deviating distributions will be considered now. At first it is assumed that
the magnetic inhomogeneities are oriented in the AT-plane (plane of the tape). The
angle 6 between n and Y still follows a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation a.
Fig.6.3b gives r versus 0 for A=10 and various values of cr. In comparison to the uniaxially
orientation around V, the orientation in the A'F-plane results in a decrease in r at small 0
(ff > 0 rad). The larger cr, the smaller is r at large 0. In the orientation in the XY—plane
71 is close to 1 (not shown).

Fig.6.3c gives the r(/3)—curves for A=IQ and various values of cr in case the magnetic
inhomogeneities are oriented in the FZ-plane. It appears that for values of cr between
about 0.3 rad and 0.6 rad, r increases with increasing 0 for 0 smaller than about 1 rad.
This increase, which is even much more pronounced at larger values of A, is due to the
fact that at large 0-values, e0 is (almost) along n for a relatively large fraction of the
inhomogeneities. No other distributions have been found for which r strongly increases
with increasing 0- Obviously, an orientation of the inhomogeneities in the YZ—plane
results in a 7\ close to zero.

For the types of distributions discussed here, the quantity r(0) hardly depends on the
precise values of A and <r for approximately .4 > 10 and o < 0.5 rad. Therefore, the
neutron depolarization measured at (3 = 0 rad generally yields the mean diameter of the
magnetic inhoraogeneities.

If £ and 7/ are determined over the full /3-range (0 < 0 < ir/2 rad), they may yield
the vslues of D, A , c and sometimes the kind of orientation. Often, the values of the
mean particle size, shape and orientation are known from other techniques (e.g. TEM or
magnetization measurements). Then these values can be compared to those obtained with
«\D in order to see whether clusters exist within the tape and whether or not the switching
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1
r

0
(rad)

Figure 6.3: The quantity r versus /3 in case the magnetic inhomogeneities are (a) oriented
uniaxially around Y, (b) in the XY—plane and (c) in the YZ—plane. The particle aspect
ratio equals 10. For all distributions the angle between n and Y follows a Gaussian dis-
tribution with standard deviation * (curves (1) <r=0, (2) 0.23, (3) 0.32, (4) 0.48, (5) 0.65,
(6) 0.98, (?) oo rad in fig.a and (1) a = 0, (2) 0.32, (3) 0.46, (4) 0.73, (5) 1.28 rad in figs.b
and c). The distributions correspond to the following values of the squareness: (1) S = 1,
(2) 0.95, (3) 0.9, (4) 0.8, (5) 0.7, (6) 0.6 *nd (7) 0.5.
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Table 6.1: Properties of the tapes studied. The quantities D, A and S are the mean
diameter and aspect ratio of the particles and the squareness of the tape, respectively.

material

CrO2

Co-modified
Co-modified
CrO2

7-Fe20:,
7-Fe2O : !

D
(nm)

40
30-80
30-80

20

A

6
10
10
10

[71
[81
[81
[9]

S

0.84
0.84
0.75
0.84

producer

BASF
TDK
TDK
Philips

commercial
application
video
audio
video
video

volumes exceed the particle volume.
The depolarization at f3 = TT/2 rad can not be determined. The maximum value of /?

at which the depolarization can be measured in practice is about 1.4 rad. Then £ and 7/
are insensitive to the precise value of A when A exceeds 10 and a is smaller than about
0.4 rad (a typical value for <r in recording tapes).

Thus far it has been assumed that the mean magnetization within the magnetic inho-
mogeneities equals the particle spontaneous magnetization. However, the former magneti-
zation will generally be smaller than the latter, due to a spread in the particle orientation
within a cluster and/or to a particle density smaller than 1. Therefore, the contribution to
C and 7/ of the switching volumes and clusters will be somewhat smaller than according
to eqs.(6.19) and (6.20).

6.3 Experimental

ND measurements have been performed on commercial (TDK) Co-modified 7—Fe:iO3 audio
and video tapes and commercial (BASF and Philips) CrC>2 video tapes in difFerent magnetic
states ' . Table 6.1 summarizes the relevant properties of the tapes studied. As the particles
of most commercial tapes are acicular, the effect of the particle shape on the depolarization
could not be deduced. The thickness of the magnetic coating is typically a few micron. No
quantitative data on the size distribution in the tapes are available.

ND measurements have been performed on the tapes in various remanent magnetic
states. Different methods have been used to establish the magnetic states, i.e. (partially)
dc-demagnetization, bulk-erasure, ac-erasure and thermal annealing. The dc-demagnetiza-
tion was accomplished using a solenoid (TDK tapes) or a recording head (Philips tapes),
bulk-erasure by using a commercially available bulk-eraser and ac-erasure by using an
elongated solenoid through which an ac-current with a slowly decreasing amplitude was
sent. Originally the tapes have been magnetized to saturation along their length direction
(V—axis). Prior to the measurements the tapes have been magnetically characterised using

'The author expresses hi* thanks to ir.H.A.C.Ciamer (Philips, The Netherlands), dr.M.D.Clarke (Lan-
cashire Polytechnic, UK) and dr.R.J.Veitch (BASF, Germany) for supplying the recording tapes.
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p.*

a VSM.
The ND instrument SP (see section 2.2 of chapter 2) has been used. It has coils as

polarization turners, CoFe-mirrors magnetized to saturation as polarizer and analyzer, a
pyrolytic graphite crystal in Bragg reflection as monochromator (A = 0.35 ±0.03 nm) and
a BF;i detector.

The depolarization by a single recording tape layer is much too small to be measured
(det(D) % 0.9998). Therefore, stacks of 200-400 layers have been used in the ND experi-
ments. It has been checked that the number of layers does not affect the values of ( and
7; determined. A precession of the polarization vector around the mean magnetization of
the tapes may result in an additional depolarization. As the intrinsic depolarization of the
tapes is small, this additional depolarization would highly complicate the analysis of the
results. Therefore the tapes were wound such that the mean magnetization over each four
layers equals zero. The special winding of the tapes does not affect the intrinsic depolariza-
tion. Even the depolarization by 400 layers is still relatively small (det(Z>) s= 0.90 — 0.97).
However, the number of layers can not be increased much more as such an increase results
in a serious drop in neutron transmission T. The latter is mainly due to hydrogen present
in the tape layers (layer thickness about 10 (im). The small depolarization and the low
transmission of the sample (T ss 0.2 — 0.4) make relatively long measuring times necessary.
The time needed to determine a single correlation matrix a> is typically between 1 and 5
hours.

Two types of ND measurement have been performed or the tapes. In the first type
the depolarization matrix is determined with e0 along Z. In the second type, the depolar-
ization is measured with e0 in the YZ—plane (see fig.6.1). In the measurements with e,,
along Z more tape layers have been used than in the angle dependent measurements and
furthermore neutrons statistics have mostly been improved by increasing the time spent on
the determination of the depolarization matrix., resulting in generally more accurate values
of £ and fi. All ND measurements performed with e0 parallel to Z have been performed at.
least twice. A variation of eo in the XZ—plane, which would yield additional information
about the magnetic inhomogeneities, is difficult to obtain due to the narrow width of the
tape.

Recently, a new type of neutron guide has been installed in the neutron beam at which
ND instrument SP is located. The new neutron guide yields an increase in the neutron
flux by a factor of about 10. Obviously, this increase will make future ND measurements
on media with small depolarization effects such as recording tapes easier. As the install-
ment was finished only recently (around november 1990), no ND measurements with the
increased flux could be performed by the author.

6.4 Results and discussion
: This section presents and discusses the results of the ND measurements on the tapes
! described in section 6.3. Using the theory discussed in section 6.2.1 and the model calcula-
, tions presented in section 6.2.2, it will be tried to deduce information about the switching
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volumes and possible clusters within the tapes from the dependence of the magnetic cor-
relation length on the remanent magnetic state of the tape and the propagation direction
of the neutron beam.

Section 6.4.1 gives a brief example of a ND experiment. Thereafter the results of the
ND experiments on the Philips tapes, the BASF tapes and the TDK tapes are discussed
(sections 6.4.2, 6.4.3 and 6.4.4, respectively).

6.4.1 Example of a ND experiment

As an example, this section discusses the results of a ND experiment on a dc-demagnetized
TDK audio tape (m = 0). The results discussed are typical for the measurements described
in sections 6.4.2-6.4.4.

Fig.6.4 gives the elements D,} versus (3. It follows that in particular at about /? = 0 rad
the depolarization effects are small. Closely around /3 = 0 rad, Dyy exceeds DXI and Dzz,
corresponding to magnetic inhomogeneities oriented along Y. With increasing |/3|, Dyy and
DJJ. decrease while Dzs only slightly changes. At |/?| larger than about 0.8 rad, Dzz exceeds
both DiX and Dyy as a result of the orientation of the magnetic inhomogeneities along F
and the fact that at large /? the z— and the F-axis almost coincide. The non-diagonal
elements are zero independent of (3. The fact that also Dyz and Dzy equal zero is due to
the small difference between Dyy and Dyy (see eq.(6.9)).

Fig.6.5a gives the diagonal elements Dn of the depolarization matrix related to the
coordinate system of the tape versus /?, calculated using eqs.(6.11)-(6.13). Around /? = 0.8
rad, Dn cannot be calculated accurately due to the fact that cos 2/3 approximates to zero
in this region of f3. For all j3 values Dyy exceeds Z?yv and D7y_, in agreement with
inhomogeneities oriented around Y, and D\-x approximates to Dzz. Fig.6.5b gives the
quantity det(i)'), calculated using eq.(6.14), versus 0. It decreases with increasing j3 due
to an increase in both the neutron transmission path and the magnetic correlation length.

The magnetic correlation length ( and the quantities 7/ can be calculated from det(D)
and D',i using eqs.(6.5) and (6.6). The results are given in fi^.6.6. The magnetic correlation
length appears to increase with increasing |/3|, corresponding to inhomogeneities elongated
along the Y—direction. The accuracy in 7/ is rather low, due to the small depolarization
effects and the problem in calculating Dn around |/3| = 0.3 rad. On the average 7) is
about 0.7-0.8, while 7.y and fz are close to zero, consistent with magnetic inhomogeneities
oriented mainly along ±Y. Due to the limited accuracy in 7/(/3), the emphasis in the
interpretation of the experimental results will be on £.

From the separate measurements at 0 = 0 (see section 6.3), the values of 7/ at 0 = 0
are generally known which a higher accuracy than according to fig.6.6. However, even in
these ND measurements a small error in the calibration of the ND instrument results in a
relatively large systematic error in the values of 7;. Therefore, also in the interpretation
of the measurements at /? = 0, the attention will be focussed on (. Note that due to the
recent increase in the neutron flux (see section 6.3), the quantities 7/ can be determined
more accurately in the future.
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Figure 6.4: The elements Dl} of a dc-demagnetized TDK audio tape versus /3 ((a) (circles)
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Table 6.2: Values of (,, and m of the Philips CTO2 tapes.
tape no.

PI
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

treatment

dc-magn. along Y
dc-demag. along Y
dc-demag. along Y
dc-magn. along A'
dc-magn. along Z
bulk-erased
thermally annealed

m

0.84
0.25
0.00

-
-

0.00
0.00

CP
(nm)
(±2)
30
30
30
26
25
24
12

6.4.2 ND measurements on Philips CrO2 video tapes

This section deals with the first ND measurements on recording tapes, i.e the measure-
ments on the Philips CrO^ tapes described in section 6.3 [1]. ND experiments have been
performed on tapes in various magnetic states: dc-magnetized along V, (partially) dc-
demagnetized along Y, dc-magnetized along A", demagnetized along Z, bulk-erased and
thermally annealed. Magnetizing along A' has been accomplished using a permanent mag-
net. The tapes are numbered from PI to P7 (see table 6.2).

Table 6.2 gives the magnetic correlation length determined with e0 along Z, denoted
(,„ for the tapes. The reduced magnetization m of tapes P4 and P5 is not precisely
known. However, due to the large squareness of the tapes it will be relatively small. The
value of CP in case of magnetically uncorrelated particles, denoted £„, equals 15 nm. The
latter value has been calculated from eq.(6.19) using a mean particle diameter of 20 nm,
an aspect ratio of 10 (see table 6.1) and assuming the particles to be uniaxially oriented
around Y with the angle 6 between the particle longitudinal axis and the Y—axis following a
Gaussian distribution with standard deviation a = 0.42 rad. The latter standard deviation
corresponds to a squareness of 0.84. The precise distribution hardly affects the calculated
value of (p. The experimentally determined values of (p in tapes P1-P6 are about twice that
of (K, indicating positive interparticle correlations along Z. The value of £p in the thermally
annealed tape is slightly lower than (u, indicating at most weak negative interparticle
correlations along Z.

The observed values of (p in tapes PI, P2, P4 and P5 should be 'corrected' for the
trivial decrease of £ as a result of an increase in <M > (see section 6.2.1 and section 3.2.2
of chapter 3). As this decrease depends on the unknown particle size distribution, it can
not be calculated. However, the correction will be small, so that the corrected values of (,,
for tapes P2, P4 and P5 will hardly differ from those given in table 6.2 and the corrected
value of CP for tape PI will be at most 20% larger than the value given in this table.

Referring to section 6.2.2, the value of (p in tape PI, P4 and P5 (tapes in state of
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maximum remanence) represents in approximation the size along e0 of clusters of parti-
cles in which the mean particle orientation and/or density differs from that in the tape.
Apparently these clusters contain on the average about two particles along Z. In approx-
imation, the value of (p in the fully demagnetized tapes P3 and P6 corresponds to the
mean size along Z of the switching volumes. The value of £p in tape P2 is affected by both
the switching volumes and possible clusters. Apparently the size of the switching volumes
along Z hardly differs from that of the clusters. The observation that the value of (p in
tape P6 is slightly smaller than that in tape P3 indicates that the size along Z of the
switching volumes in the former tape is smaller than that in the latter. Switching volumes
in dc-demagnetization which exceed those in ac-demagnetization have also been found in
magnetic pigments (chapter 5).

The size of the clusters in the tapes, the presence of which is deduced from the ND
measurements, is much smaller than that observed in CrOa pigment (chapter 5). This is
due to the manufacturing process of the tapes. In this process the tape lacquer is milled
in order to reduce the size of the aggregates. After the milling, both individual particles
and aggregates consisting of several particles are present in the tape lacquer (e.g. [10]).

The value of £p in the thermally annealed tape corresponds to either magnetically
uncorrelated particles (difference with £„ is small) or to weak negative interparticle corre-
lations along Z. The latter would indicate a weak anti-parallel orientation of neighbouring
particles along Z. Such an orientation is expected from the consideration that, due to
dipole-dipole interactions, the magnetization direction of particles which have obtained
their spontaneous magnetization after cooling down through the Curie point will depend
on the magnetization direction of neighbouring particles. An anti- parallel orientation
of M, in adjacent particles in the direction perpendicular to M., is energetically most
favourable (see fig.3.6a of chapter 3). Due to the spread in particle size and orientation
this anti-parallel orientation results in only weak negative correlations (see section 3.2.3.3
of chapter 3).

Fig.6.7 gives the quantity (' = £cos/3 versus j3 for tapes P1-P7. The variation of ("
with P is symmetric around /? = 0 rad. The value of £' becomes significantly larger with
increasing /3 for 0 > 0.8 rad in tape PI. A slight increase is observed in tapes P4 and P5,
while (' in tapes P2, P3 and P6 is hardly dependent on /?. In tape P7, the increase of (~
with increasing |/3| starts already at a relatively low value of |/3|.

Fig.6.7 also gives the values of (', numerically calculated from eq.(6.19), in case the
tapes contain magnetically uncorrelated particles, uniaxially distributed around Y, with
<r = 0.42 rad (denoted £,", full curves). The trivial decrease in (' due to an increase in m
has not been taken into account in the calculated values of Q in the tapes 2. In tapes Pl-
P6, Cu is smaller than £" at all values of 0. Furthermore, the difference between (" and (~
increases with increasing /3. It follows that tapes P1-P6 contain magnetic inhomogeneities
(clusters or switching volumes) elongated along Y with an aspect ratio larger than 10. As
the magnetic inhomogeneities involve about 2 particles along Z, they contain at least 2
particles along Y. It is recalled that they may contain many more particles along Y (see

2Different (*(/?)-curves have been given in [l], based on a different equations.
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Figure 6.7: Tie C'{0)-curves of Philips CrO2 video Upe (a) PI, (b) P2, (c) P3, (d) P4,
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Figure 6.8: The magnetic correlation length (p of a BASF CrO2 video tape versus m in
the de-magnetization reversaJ process (spheres, starting from m = Q.M), after bulk-erasure
(triangle) and after thermal annealing (plus).

section 6.2.2). The increase in f" at large \/3\ in tape PI, and to a lesser extent in tapes
P4 and P5, indicates an orientation of the magnetic inhomogeneities mainly in the Y Z-
plane. The increase of (' in the thermally annealed tape with \/3\ most likely refers to weak
negative correlations along Z and positive correlations along Y. Then the micro-magnetic
state of the thermally annealed tape may be characterized by a parallel orientation of M»
in neighbouring particles along Y and a partial anti-parallel orientation in neighbouring
particles along A' and Z.

In the above, the values of (,, in tapes P1-P6 which are (almost) twice the value calcu-
lated for magnetically uncorrelated particles £, have been attributed to positive magnetic
interparticle correlations along Z. In principle a determined value of (p which exceeds £,
may be a result of a broad particle size distribution (see fig.3.5 of chapter 3), leading to
an increase in (u. However, this would be in disagreement with the low value of (p in the
thermally annealed tape, as negative correlations may only slightly affect (p (see section
3.2.3.3 of chapter 3).

6.4.3 ND measurements on BASF CrO2 video tapes
The BASF video tapes used in the ND experiments are either dc-(de)magnetized along Y
(-0.84 < m < 0.84), ac-erased or thermally annealed. Fig.6.8 gives the value of (p for these
tapes. The latter correlation length is 23 ± 2 nm for the dc-demagnetized tape and slightly
decreases with increasing \m\. It is about 30% and 35% smaller in the ac-erased and the
thermally annealed tape, respectively. Note that a value of (p in the dc-(de)magnetized
tapes, which exceeds that in the bulk- or ac-erased tape with both values being larger
than that in the thermally annealed tape has also been observed in the Philips CrO2 tapes
(section 6.4.2).

A mean particle diameter of 10 nm, a particle aspect ratio of 6 and magnetically
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TO in the dc-magnetization reversal process (spheres, starting from m = 0.84J and after
bulk-erasure (triangle).

uncorrelated particles, uniaxially oriented around Y with a = 0.42 rad (corresponding to
S = 0.84, see table 6.1), yield a calculated value of £u = 28 nm (j3 = 0 rad). The latter
value equals the values of fp in the dc-demagnetized tape. If this value of (u is correct, the
lower value of („ in the ac-erased tape indicates that this tape contains negative correlations
along Z, which is rather unlikely (e.g. see the ND experiments on ac-erased pigments in
chapter 5). It is more likely that the real value of (u is approximately the value of (p in the
ac-erased tape, which is 21 ± 2 nm. Then weak negative interparticle correlations along
Z exist in the thermally annealed tape and weak positive in the dc-(demagnetized tapes.
Furthermore, similar to the Philips CrO2 tapes, the size of the switching volumes and
the dusters in the TDK audio tapes along Z only slightly exceed the particle diameter,
indicating that the clusters and switching volumes contain on the average 1-2 particles
along Z. If the thermally annealed tape contains weak negative interparticle correlations
they moit likely correspond to a weak anti-parallel orientation of neighbouring particles in
the X— and the Z-direction.

Fig.6.9 gives the quantities 71 of the tapes, determined at 0 = 0 rad, versus m. The
quantity fy it about 0.9 around 0 = 0 rad and slightly decreases with increasing |/?|. The
latter decrease may (partial) be a trivial decrease due to an increase in \m\ (see eqs.(3.19)
and (3.21) of chapter 3). The quantities 7.v and -/% are in the order of 0.1. The observed
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values of 7/ indicate that the inhomogeneities are oriented mainly along the length direction
of the tape.

In all the BASF tapes investigated the quantity (" is within the error bars either hardly
dependent on j3 or slightly increases with /3. Some examples of the £*(/?)—curves are given
in fig.6.10, which also gives the calculated (~(/?)-curves, based on C,"(0) = 21 nm (value
of CP of the ac-erased tape, see above), A = 6 and a — 0.42 rad. Similar as in section
6.4.2, the small decrease in £* due to an increase in m has not been taken into account in
the calculation of Q. It appears that in the thermally annealed tape (" is systematically
somewhat smaller than £,' except at values of/S larger than about 1 rad. In the other tapes,
C" equals to or slightly exceeds Q and the difference between C and Q increases at large
|/31. From the observation that in all tapes (" is hardly dependent on 0 or slightly increases
with |/31 it is concluded that the aspect ratio of the magnetic inhomogeneities in the tapes
is larger than 10. As the inhomogeneities in the dc-(de)magnetized tapes contain only 1-2
particles along Z it follows that they contain two or more particles along Y. The size of
the magnetic inhomogeneities in the bulk-erased and the thermally annealed tape along Z
is close to the particle size. Due to the insensitivity of the £"(/3)-curves to the precise value
of A when A exceeds 10 (see section 6.2.2), it can not be deduced whether these tapes
contain magnetically uncorrelated particle or magnetic inhomogeneities elongated along
Y.

A (" which, simitar as the Philips tape PI, strongly increases with j3 at large |/3| has
also been observed in two experimental BASF CrO2 video tapes. Due to proprietary
information involved these measurements will not be discussed in this thesis.

6.4.4 ND and noise measurements on TDK Co-modified 7-
Fe2O3 audio and video tapes

ND measurements have been performed on the TDK audio tapes described in section 6.3
after dc-(de)magnetization along V, bulk-erasure or ac-erasure and on the TDK video
tapes after bulk- or ac-erasure. The noise of the audio tapes has been measured using a
standard noise meter.

Fig.6.11 shows the total media noise power 0 of the audio tapes versus the reduced
remanent magnetization TO along the dc-demagnetization curve [2|. The noise power is min-
imum at m = 0 and strongly increases with increasing |m|. This strong increase indicates
the presence of clusters of particles in the tapes. With increasing |m|, the contribution
to the noise of a cluster increases (e.g. [11]). Around m = 0 the noise is affected by the
switching volumes within the tapes. The observation that the noise in the dc-demagnetized
state exceeds the noise in the bulk-erased state indicates that the switching volumes in the
latter state are smaller, The noise in the ac-erased tape may be affected by an anti-parallel
orientation of the magnetization in neighbouring particles, which results in a decrease of
the noise.

Fig.6.12 gives the magnetic correlation length perpendicular to the plane of the tape
versus m, determined using ND. It also includes a measurement taken after bulk-erasure.
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Figure 6.11: The total noise power 0 (background noise having been subtracted) of a
Co-modified f—Fe2O:i TDK audio tape versus m in the dc-magnetization reversal process
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Figure 6.12: The magnetic correlation length (p of a Co-modified 'y-Fh-iOn TDK audio
tape versus m in the demagnetization reversal process (circles, starting from m = 0.84J
«nd after bulk-erasure (plus).
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Similar to the value of £,, in the BASF video tapes, (p becomes slightly smaller with
increasing \m\ and the value of (v after bulk-erasure is about 30% smaller than that after
dc-demagnetization. Again, (most of) the decrease of (p with \m\ is trivial.

As the particle diameter is not well known, the value of £., can not be calculated. It
will be assumed that the particles of the bulk-erased tape are magnetically uncorrelated
along Z. Then, using .4=10 and cr = 0.42 rad, the value of £p in the bulk-erased tape
yields D = 36 nm, a value which is well within the range of values given in table 6.1.
Consequently, the tapes in the remanent state in the dc-magnetization reversal process
contain weak interparticle correlations along Z. This means that similar as the BASF
tapes, the size along Z of the clusters and switching volumes only slightly exceed the
particle size.

The increase of the total noise power 0 with \m\ is not accompanied by an increase of
(p with \m\. This may be due to the fact that the noise is more sensitive to small clusters
than ND (see section 3.3 of chapter 3). It can also be a result of clusters elongated along
V, which contribute to the noise. The correlation length £p is only slightly affected by
these clusters.

Fig.6.13 gives the quantities £" versus 0 for the m = 0.82 (ft: S) and the m = 0 (dc-
demagnetized) tape. Due to an error in the calibration of the ND instrument the vertical
scale of fig.6.13 is not precisely known and is therefore given in arbitrary units. Both
tapes yield a correlation length £" which, within the error bars, does not dependent on 0
(0 < 1.2 rad). The latter indicates that the tapes contain clusters (tape with m = 0.82)
and switching volumes (tape with m = 0) elongated along Y, with aspect ratios exceeding
10. It is noted that, although little difference is seen between the 0 dependence of (" in
both tapes, the aspect ratios of the magnetic inhomogeneities may still differ strongly.

As angle-dependent measurements on audio tapes are very time-consuming, due to the
narrow width of the tapes, further angle-dependent measurement have been performed on
Co-modified 7—F^Oa video tapes (TDK) in the ac-erased and the bulk-erased state. The
particle size in these tapes is similar to those in the audio tapes, while the squareness is
somewhat smaller (see table 6.1). Fig.6.14 gives the values of (" versus 0 for both tapes.
The curves observed are almost identical in both tapes and decrease with increasing 0
instead of being constant. Fig.6,14 also contains the Q{0)—curves, based on a — 0.57 rad
(corresponding to 5 = 0.75), A = 10 and D = 43 nm. The experimentally determined data
closely resemble the curves expected for magnetically uncorrelated particles. Consequently,
in contrast with the dc-demagnetized tapes, the ac-demagnetized and the bulk-erased tapes
contain switching volumes which approximate to the individual particles.

in the determination of the size of the magnetic inhomogeneities it has been assumed
that the mean magnetization within the inhomogeneities equals the particle spontaneous
magnetization (see section 6.2.2). As in general the latter magnetization exceeds the for-
mer, the size of the clusters and switching volumes will be slightly larger than those indi-
cated in this section.
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Figure 6.13: The £*(/?)-curves of a Co-modified 7-Fe2O:) audio tape. The tape is in the
remanent state after (partially) dc-demagnetization: (a) m = 0.82, (b) m = 0.
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Figure 6.14: The ('(0)- curves of a Co-modified ^-Fe2OK video tape after (a) bulk-erasure
and (b) ac-erasure. The full curves give the values of Q.
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6.5 Summary and conclusions

The results of ND experiments on various particulate recording tapes have been discussed.
The tapes are in the remanent magnetic state either in the dc-magnetization reversal pro-
cess or after bulk-erasure, ac-erasure or thermal annealing. Model calculations have been
made of £ and 7/, assuming that the tapes consist of ellipsoidally shaped magnetic inhomo-
geneities. The latter should be interpreted as switching volumes in the demagnetized tapes
and as clusters of particles in tapes in the state of maximum remanence. Approximately,
( represents the size of the magnetic inhomogeneities along the propagation direction of
the neutron beam while 7/ denotes their mean orientation.

The noise power of a 7—Fe20:i TDK audio tape strongly increases with increasing \m\ in
the dc-magnetization reversal process. This increase can be due to the presence of clusters
of particles.

The magnetic correlation length perpendicular to the plane of the tape, £p, is at most
twice the value expected for magnetically uncorrelated particles in the dc-demagnetized
tapes. In contrast with the behaviour of ( in magnetic pigments, £p slightly decreases with
increasing m. It follows that the tapes contain small clusters of particles containing only a
few particles along the Z—direction (perpendicular to the plane of the tape). Thus these
clusters are much smaller than those found in magnetic pigments (see chapter 5), which is
due to the manufacturing process of the tape. In this process the tape lacquer is milled
among others. The dimension of the switching volumes in dc-demagnetization along the
Z—direction equals that of the clusters. Similar as in magnetic pigments, the switching
volumes in ac- or bulk-erasure are smaller than those in dc-demagnetization. The magnetic
correlation length is smallest in the thermally annealed tapes. The value of (,,, in these tapes
either equals the value expected for magnetically uncorrelated particles or is even slightly
smaller. The latter would indicate the presence of weak negative interparticle correlations
along the Z—direction, corresponding to an anti-parallel orientation of the magnetization
in neighbouring particles along the X— and Z—direction.

From the angle-dependent ND measurements it follows that the switching volumes
and clusters axe elongated along the Y—direction, with aspect ratios generally exceeding
10. In the Philips CrO2 video tapes, the orientation of the clusters is mainly in the YZ-
plane. The switching volumes in ac- or bulk-erased TDK Co-modified 7—FeaO.j video tapes
approximate to the particle volume.

It has been shown that, in spite of the small depolarization effects, ND experiments on
particulate recording tapes in various magnetic states, in which the propagation direction
of the neutron beam is varied, generally yield the mean size and shape of switching volumes
and clusters within the tapes and furthermore information about their mean orientation.
The information deduced can not easily be obtained by other methods.
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Ni containing Kr bubbles studied with
neutron depolarization and small-angle

neutron scattering

Neutron depolarization (ND) and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments on Ni con-
taining solid Kr bubbles are presented and discussed. The aim of the measurements is to study
the effect of the Kr bubbles on the local magnetization. For the first time ND measurements in
relatively large permanent fields (up to 80 kA/m) could be performed. However, the ND results do
not yield information about the Kr bubbles. The SANS patterns at applied fields larger than 400
kA/m are isotropic and are in agreement with a high fraction of small (diameter of about 3) Kr
bubbles. Also a small fraction of larger (diameter larger than about 30 nm) Kr bubbles or other
nuclear inhomogeneities is likely to be present. The magnetic scattering is in agreement with a
local magnetization which is affected by the demagnetization fields of these inhomogeneities.

7.1 Introduction
The behaviour of high concentrations of inert gases trapped in metals has been studied for
many years [1, 2]. Interest in these systems has been recently enhanced by the discovery
of precipitates of heavier inert gases in the solid state ('solid bubbles') [3, 4]. Many stan-
dard techniques, in particular transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (see [5] for a recent
review), have been used to study the latter systems. With one exception the heavier in-
ert gases have been introduced into relatively thin near-surface layers by ion-implantation
techniques. The exception was the production by Whitmell [6] of bulk (1 cm thick) copper
and nickel material produced by a combined sputter-deposition technique containing be-
tween 3 and 5 at.% krypton. This material and its response to annealing has been studied
by Evans and coworkers using primarily TEM, SEM and positron annihilation methods
(e.g. [7]-[10]). The as-formed structure was shown in both Cu-Kr and Ni-Kr to contain a
high concentration of small Kr bubbles which were in the solid state [9].

The Ni-Kr material has been used in the present study to investigate the effect of the Kr
bubbles on the local magnetization of Ni. The Kr bubbles may in principle affect the local
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magnetization through their demagnetization fields and through anisotropy fields induced
by their pressure (magnetostriction). As the bubble pressure can be extremely high, i.e.
up to about 10 GPa, the induced anisotropy fields, which are radially oriented, are large
(up to 600 kA/m). The aim of the measurements presented and discussed in the paper is
to derive information on the local magnetization orientation.

The Kr bubbles with the surrounding Ni atoms whose magnetic moments are affected by
the bubble pressure can be considered as magnetic inhomogeneities, denoted as 'magnetic
bubbles' further on. By determining the size of the magnetic bubbles, and in particular the
decrease of their size with an increasing applied magnetic field, information on the local
magnetization orientation is obtained.

In order to deduce the size of the magnetic bubbles, neutron depolarization (ND)
and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) have been used. In a ND experiment, the
polarization change of a polarized neutron beam during transmission through a magnetic
medium yields the mean size and orientation of the magnetic inhomogeneities. In a SANS
experiment, information about both nuclear and magnetic inhomogeneities is obtained from
the broadening of the neutron beam. SANS has been used before to study He bubbles in
Ni [11, 12].

Section 7.2 presents brief reviews of the ND and the SANS theory. Details about the
samples and the ND and SANS instruments used are given in section 7.3. Section 7.4
contains the experimental results. The latter together with theoretical calculations on the
local magnetization in Ni-Kr and in pure Ni are discussed in section 7.5. Some conclusions
are formulated in section 7.6.

7.2 ND and SANS theory
Brief reviews of the ND and the SANS theory are given in sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, respec-
tively.

7.2.1 Review of the ND theory
In a ND experiment, the polarization change is generally described by a polarization matrix
D. Information about the magnetic inhomogeneities is often expressed by the parameters
£ and 7, (i = x,y,z). When the inhomogeneities are magnetically uncorrelated,

t = 2>. (7-1)

7, = aali (7.2)

with

a t j = e < [ d 3 T f d z ' A B i ( x , y , z ) A B j ( x , y , z ' ) > / < V > (7.3)

Here, V* is the volume of the magnetic inhomogeneity, AB(r) = B(r) - < B > , B(r) is
the local magnetic induction, < B > the mean magnetic induction, <> an average over ail
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inhomogeneities and e the volume fraction of the magnetic inhomogeneities. The propa-
gation direction et> of the neutron beam is along z. The quantity 2f approximates to the
product e < j/(Af?,-)2 >, with v the size of V along e0. Tht quantities 7, give the mean
orientation of AB(r). Roughly speaking, 7, =< n] >, with n the unit vector along AB(r).
When the : magnetization directions of the inhomogeneities are isotropically distributed,
7X = 7U = 1/4 and -yz = 1/2 ('intrinsic anisotropy\ chapter 2). Positive magnetic correla-
tions between ABj(r) of neighbouring inhomogeneities along e^ result in an increase in £
and 7j.

A relation between £ and 7̂  on the one hand and the elements D,j of D on the other
which has general validity can not be given. The depolarization matrix of a magnetic
medium with a mean magnetization < M > along y is given by

DXI = Dzz = cos < £ e - r i >

Dxz = - / ? t x = 8 i n ^ e -

•^yy — e

Dxy = Dvx = Dyz = Dzy = 0 (7.4)

Here, L, is the sample thickness along the neutron transmission direction (e(J along z),
4> = Pu < M > L,TJCX the rotation angle of the polarization vector, c\ = 2.18 x lO2i)X2

m~4T~2 and A the neutron wavelength. In eq.(7.4) it has been taken into account that due
to the precessional motion of the polarization vector no distinction can be made between
7 J and 7* if <f> is in the order of or larger than TT/2. The quantities £, -yy and <j> follow from
eq.(7.4) through

4 = «cton(g" D") (7.7)
uix + Viz

Note that a single ND experiment yields the rotation angle <j> modulo 2TT.
Expressions for { and 7, can also be formulated in Fourier space. For uncorrelated

magnetic inhomogeneities in a magnetic bulk

Is
with

AB(s) =

AM-(P ,S ) = s x [(M(r)- <M>) x s]
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Here, 5 is the reciprocal xy-plane, s = s/|s| and M(r) the local magnetization. For
convenience, the quantity

6 = WfaM.)2 (7.9)
is used instead of ( in this chapter. The quantity S is the magnetic correlation length
of (AB(r))2 (and not of B2(T) !) along e0 based on AB(r) = fiuM,. Here, Ma is the
medium spontaneous magnetization. For magnetically uncorrelated inhomogeneities, 8
approximates to et/.

The expression for AM"(r,s) used in eq.(7.8) slightly differs from that used in the
neutron depolarization theory for particulate media (see eq.(3.7) of chapter 3). However,
eq.(7.8) is valid for media with a volume fraction of the magnetic material of (almost)
1. On the contrary, the volume fraction of single-domain particles in particulate media is
typically 0.4 or lower. For an extensive review of the ND theory the reader is referred to
[13, 14, 15] (chapters 2 and 3).

The magnetic bubbles (Kr bubbles with the surrounding Ni atoms, section 7.1) are the
magnetic inhomogeneities in Ni-Kr. Within the Kr bubbles, AB(r) = jj/i0M,.

7.2.2 Review of the SANS theory

In a SANS experiment, the scattering of a (generally unpolarized) neutron beam around
K = 0 is considered, with K the scattering vector. The scattering may be due to both
magnetic and nuclear inhomogeneities. The scattering pattern yields information on the
size, shape and orientation of these inhomogeneities. With most SANS instruments inho-
mogeneities in the size range between 3 and 100 nm can be studied.

In case of single scattering, the scattering intensity / («) is related to the macroscopic
differential cross-section ^ ( K ) by

I{K) = K%{K)t (7.10)

with K the scattering vector, K a system constant and t the sample thickness. The relation
between ^J(K) and the microscopic structure of the sample is given by

'**/Kr)rflr|a (7-11)

with V", the sample volume and p(r) the scattering amplitude density. The latter may have
a magnetic as well as a nuclear part and is given by

p(r) = n'(r)[6(r) + p(r)(.7-(r).S)] (7.12)

with n'(r) the atomic density, 6(r) the nuclear scattering amplitude, p(r) the magnetic
scattering amplitude, S the spin vector of the neutron (|S| = 1), »7"(r) = k x (rj(r) x k),
k - JC/)JC| and i}(r) the unit vector along the local magnetization. Eq.(7.11) reflects
the general SANS principle that the scattering pattern at small (large) it-values yields
information about large (small) inhomogeneities.
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Often, a two-phase model is used in the interpretation of SANS measurements. In this
model the sample is considered to consist of a bulk with scattering amplitude density px and
of TV inhomogeneities with scattering amplitude density p2 and volume V. Ignoring possible
correlations between the inhomogeneity volume and its location as well as correlations
between different inhomogeneities, eq.(7.11) can be written as (« >

&(K) = n(Ap)2 < V2F*(K) > (7.13)

Here, {Ap)2 = {px — pz)2 is the contrast factor, n the inhomogeneity density, <> an average
over all inhomogeneities and F{K) = ^ J\- e'Kl dAr the inhomogeneity form factor. Obvi-
ously, correlations between inhomogeneities result in deviations in ^ ( K ) from eq.(7.13).
They are generally described by a structure factor S(K) (see chapter 8).

When the neutron beam is unpolarized, the nuclear and magnetic scattering are ad-
ditive. Then the nuclear contrast factor {Apn)

2 is given by the squared difference of the
nuclear scattering amplitude density of the bulk and that of the inhomogeneities

{Ap,,)2 = (pritl - Pni2f (7.14)

The magnetic contrast factor {Apm)2 is given by

2 = Kn'p)^] - (n'p)^2 (7.15)

with the subscripts 1 and 2 referring to the bulk and the inhomogeneities respectively.
When the inhomogeneities are non-magnetic

(Apm)3 = {fi'p)3
1[l-(k-7i1)

2] (7.16)

When the inhomogeneities are due to deviations in the orientation of the local magnetiza-
tion, (n'p)y = (n'p)2 and

(Apm)2 = (n'p)?[l - (ft • (ii, - i|2))
2] (7.17)

The form factor contains information about the average inhomogeneity size, shape and
orientation and can analytically be calculated for some simple inhomogeneity configura-
tions. For ellipsoids with a radial dimension 2a and an axial dimension 26 (axis oriented
along efc)

with

Independent of the inhomogeneity shape, the Guinier expression [16]

(**9<1) (7.19)
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applies, with the Guinier radius Rg given by

2 r f 3 r} ' / 2 (7-20)

If the inhomogeneity shape is known, the inhomogeneity size distribution can in principle
be deduced by a comparison of the calculated F2(K) and the measurements. For nearly
spherical inhomogeneities < F2(K)> is proportional to K~'1 for KR 3>1, a behaviour which
is known as the 'Porod'-behaviour.

From eqs.(7.1), (7.8), (7.9), (7.13) and (7.15) and from n'(r)p(r)7/(r) = ^ - ^ ( J M ( r )
it follows that the magnetic correlation length 8 derived from a ND experiment and the
magnetic differential cross-section % (K) obtained from a SANS experiment are simply
related by

with dSl = £^ d?n (compare eq.(2.38) of chapter 2).
In Ni-Kr, nuclear scattering from the Kr bubbles is expected. Magnetic scattering may

arise from the magnetic bubbles. A more extensive discussion on SANS is given in [16, 17].

7.3 Experimental

The Ni-Kr samples used in the ND and SANS experiments were supplied by J.H.Evans
[18]. The existence of solid bubbles of the size up to a diameter of 3 nm and with a density
of approximately n j = 5 x 1024 m~3 has been shown earlier by TEM measurements [9].
Electron diffraction measurements yield a fee Kr packing density of 3.20 x 1028 m" : i, with
a corresponding bubble pressure in the order of 10 GPa [9] (assuming a bubble diameter
of 3 nm). TEM measurements on the specific Ni-Kr samples used in the ND and SANS
experiments have not been performed.

The (nuclear) scattering amplitude of Kr is bKr = 0.785 x 10"M m. Assuming an
atomic density within the bubbles of 3.20 x 1028 m~3, the (nuclear) scattering amplitude
density of Kr is p K r — 2.51 x 1014 m~2. The nuclear scattering amplitude density of Ni is
p£' = 9.4 x 1011 m~2, following from a nuclear scattering amplitude of bSt = 1.03 x 10""
m and an atomic density of 9.1 x 1028 m"'. The magnetic scattering amplitude of Ni
is p'v* = 0.16 x 10"N m. Hence, the magnetic scattering amplitude density of Ni equals
p*1 = 1.5 x 10" m~*. It follows that the magnetic contrast factor of Ni-Kr, (Apm)2, varies
between 0 and 2.1 x 1028 m~'. The nuclear contrast factor is more than 20 times larger,
i.e. (Apm)2 = 4.7 x 1029 m"'. In bubbles larger than 3 nm, the Kr atomic density will be
somewhat lower than the value quoted above. This will result in a increase of (Ap,,)2.

The SANS measurements have been performed on the instrument PAXY of the Labo-
ntorium Leon Brillioun (Saclay, France)1. The instrument has a two-dimensional (64 x 64
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Figure 7.1: A sketch of the coil system used in the ND experiments (Yo: yoke, PP: polar
pieces, C: coils, S: samples). The arrows give the orientation of the magnetic field.

cm2) position sensitive detector and uses an unpolarized neutron beam . Using a sample-
detector distance of either 4.981 or 6.830 m and a neutron wavelength of 0.8 nm, a /c-range
of 0.06-0.5 nm"1 or 0.05-0.4 nm"1 is covered during a single SANS experiment. Apart from
SANS measurements on Ni-Kr also a few measurements have been performed on pure Ni.
Unfortunately, no Ni sample prepared using the sputtering method with the use of which
the Ni-Kr samples have been produced was available. Magnetic fields up to a maximum of
Ha = 1800 kA/m have been applied along the y—direction (e(, along z). The macroscopic
differential cross-section for the scattering vector parallel and perpendicular to the applied
field has been obtained by averaging over all detector positions between the two lines which
make angles of —9 deg and 6 deg and the two lines which make angles of (90 — 6) deg and
(90 + 0) deg (8 = 20 or 30) with the applied field, respectively. All SANS results presented
in the paper have been corrected for the background scattering and are normalized using
plexiglass and vanadium.

The ND instrument used is KP with a neutron wavelength of X — 0.12 ± 0.01 nm (see
section 2.2 of chapter 2). Up to now, ND measurements have been performed only when
applying magnetic fields smaller than about 1 kA/m. This is because of the sensitivity of
the polarization vector to stray fields arising from coils or magnets producing the fields
needed on the sample. The larger the applied fields are, the larger the stray fields and
the larger the effect on the depolarization. Consequently, high coercive media have always
been studied in the remanent state (e.g. [19, 20, 21], chapters 5 and 6). However, in order
lo substantially affect the magnetic inhomogeneities within the Ni-Kr material permanent
magnetic fields up to 200 kA/m are needed. Therefore, a new coil system has been made in
which ND experiments in the presence of magnetic fields up to 80 kA/m can be performed.

The coil system consists of two almost identical coils (coil constant L = 1.08 x 104 m"1),
4 polar pieces (diameter 20 mm) and a magnetic yoke (fig.7.1). Two samples (2.07 x 7.80 x
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7.70 mm;t and 2.27 x 7.80 x 7.60 mm3) can be sandwiched between the polar pieces, with
their smallest size along z. The induced fields in the coils are anti-parallel (along ±j/-axis).
The maximum field at each sample position is 80 kA/m. In order to have a homogeneous
field over the cross-section of the neutron beam a relatively small diaphragm (diameter 4
mm) has been used. The two anti-parallel coils and two samples were necessary as the
rotation angle due to either a single coil or a single sample can be as high as 110 rad or
75 rad, respectively. Such a large rotation angle is undesirable, as it may cause a strong
additional depolarization for the polarization component perpendicular to H a . A total
sample thickness of 4 mm is needed in order to have a measurable depolarization effect at
large fields.

All experiments have been performed starting from a maximum field (//a=80 kA/m in
the ND and Ha = 1800 kA/m in the SANS uieasurements) 2.

7.4 Experimental results

The results of the ND and the SANS measurements are presented in sections 7.4.1 and
7.4.2 successively.

7.4.1 ND measurements

Fig.7.2a gives the element Dyv of the empty coil system and the coil system containing the
two Ni-Kr samples versus the current / through the coil (starting from /=-0.8 A). The
element Dyy of the empty coil system approximates to 1, while Dvy of the coil system and
the samples is minimum around / = 0 and increases with increasing | / | over the full I-
range. Figs.7.2b and 7.2c give the elements Dxx and Dxz of the empty coil system and the
coil system containing the samples versus / (again starting from /=-0.8 A). For both the
empty coil system and the coil system containing the samples Dxy = Dyx = Dyz = Dzy = 0,
Dls — Dxx and Dzx = —Dxz. In the empty coil system, Dxx and Dxz show an oscillating
behaviour, the amplitude of which slightly decreases with increasing / . The latter indicates
a small depolarization by the induced field. The behaviour of D,j observed in the empty
coil system is consistent with Ha oriented along y. Also the elements Dxx and Dxz of the
coil system containing the samples show an oscillating behaviour. However, the amplitude
of the oscillations increases with increasing |/ | . Both the latter increase and the increase
of Dvu indicates a magnetic correlation length which decreases with increasing applied
magnetic field. The fact that the minimum in Dyy occurs at a value of / which slightly
exceeds zero is mainly due to the hysteresis of the coil system (see fig.7.3). The periodicity
of the oscillations in Dsx and Dxx of the coil system containing the Ni-Kr samples is
maximum at about 7 = 0, corresponding to a maximum change in the mean magnetization.

2The author expresses his thanks to dr.J.H.Evans (Harwell Laboratory, UK) for supplying the Ni-
Kr samples and to dr.W.A.H.M.Vlak (ECN, The Netherlands) for performing some preliminary SANS
measuremeats. Furthermore, the help of dr.A.Brulet (LLB, Saclay, France) is acknowledged.
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Figure 7.2: (a) The elements Dm of (circles) the empty coil system and (triangles) the coil
system with the Ni-Kr samples. Furthermore the elements (circles) Dxx and (triangles)
DIZ of (b) the empty coil system and (c) of the coil system containing the Ni-Kr samples
versus the current I through the coils (starting from I = -0.8 A). The error bars are of
the order of the symbols.
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Figure 7.3: The rotation angle <f)cs of the empty coil system versus I. The error bars are
of the order of the symbols.

Fig.7.3 gives the rotation angle of the polarization vector in the empty coil system,
denoted <j>r,, versus / . The field Ha between the polar pieces has been calculated using
Ha = C20C»- The constant c2 cannot be deduced from fig.7.3, as the unbalance of the coil
system is not exactly known. Instead, c2 has been calculated using the coil constant of a
single coil (L = 1.08 x 104 m"1) and the length of the polar pieces, resulting in c2 = 15.9
kA/m.

Fig.7.4 gives the mean magnetization < M > of the Ni-Kr samples versus Ha. The mean
magnetization has been calculated using

(7.22)

with AL the difference in thickness between the two samples, A$ = (j>, — <£C3 and </>„ the
value of <f> corresponding to the coil system containing the two samples. The coercive field
Hr of Ni-Kr appears to be smaller than 2 kA/m. The spontaneous magnetization of Ni
is M, = 485 kA/m. WitL increasing (decreasing) applied magnetic field, < M > at first
decreases (increases) before increasing (decreasing) at about Ha = 0. This is an artifact
arising from the fact that fig.7.4 represents a difference of the magnetization curves of the
two Ni-Kr samples. Apparently, the fields at the two samples slightly differ, which results
in the distorted shape of the hysteresis curve.

Fig.7.5 gives the quantities det(J9) and Dyy in Ni-Kr versus Ha, determined in an in-
creasing and a decreasing magnetic field. Both quantities have been corrected for the
depolarization by the empty coil system. They are minimum around Ha = 0 and in-
crease with incieasing |J5fo|, corresponding to a decreasing magnetic correlation length.
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Figure 7.5: Tie quantities (a) det(D) and (b) Dm in Ni-Kr versus Ha: (circles) decreasing
Ha, (trimnglcs) increasing Hn.
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The peculiar behaviour of det(D) around Ha\ = 60 kA/m is an artifact, resulting from (a
combination of) a small misalignment of the field orientation, a possible small deviation in
the calibration of the ND instrument, a large rotation angle <j> (<j>mnT ~ 5 rad) and a small
depolarization.

Fig.7.6 gives the quantities 6 and -yv in Ni-Kr versus Hn, determined in an increasing
and a decreasing field. These quantities have been derived from DtJ through eqs.(7.5),
(7.6) and (7.9). The magnetic correlation length 8 is maximum at Ha=0 (1.5 fim) and
decreases with increasing \Ha\. A small hysteresis effect is observed. Large variations are
seen in fy, which is about 0.25 at Ha = 0. In particular at large \Ha\ — values, ~yy cannot be
deduced accurately due to the small depolarization. The oscillations in 8 and "fy directly
follow from those in det(D). At large //,,-values, the quantity 8 = — In Dm/[ci L,(fi,,M,)2}
(fig.7.6c) is likely to be a better measure for 8 as the matrix element Dyy is much less
sensitive to misalignments of the coil systems or small deviations in the calibration of the
instrument than det(D). The quantity 8 smoothly decreases with increasing \Ha\ over the
full field range. The magnetic correlation lengths 8 and 8 are related by 8 — 6(1 — 7w)/2.
It is noticed that 6 and 7U cannot be independently deduced from 8'.

7.4.2 SANS measurements

Fig.7.7 gives the total normalized differential cross-section of Ni-Kr versus the scattering
vector K for some values of //„ with K perpendicular, ;^yr(»s)i and parallel, ^ (/c), to
the applied field (8 = 30 has been used, see section 7.3). Both differential cross-sections
decrease with increasing « over the full K-range. Furthermore, they decrease with increasing
H,, up to a value of Ha of about 400 kA/m. At higher fields, ^(K) is within the error
bars independent of Ha. The scattering at Ha = 4.77 kA/m is anisotropic as ^(K)
is significantly larger than ^y (n). This anisotropy, expressed in the terms of the ratio

MK) — % (• e) /^ r( / e)) decreases with increasing Ha and has disappeared at Ha > 400
kA/m (fig.7.8 gives A(K) for ffa = 1800 kA/m, $ = 20). Apparently, the scattering at fields
equal to or larger than 400 kA/m is mainly nuclear scattering. From the observation that
the magnetic scattering exceeds the nuclear scattering at the smallest field used and from
the fact that the nuclear contrast is much larger than the magnetic contrast (see section
7.3) it follows that the density and/or the volume of the magnetic inhomogeneities is much
larger than that of the nuclear inhomogeneities.

Fig.7.9 gives %\K) and ̂ '(#c) of pure Ni at some field values (6 = 30). The differential
cross-sections are 15 to 30 times smaller than those of Ni-Kr and decrease with increasing
//,, until Ha = 400 kA/m. At higher fields the scattering is again independent of the
applied field. Also the scattering in Ni is anisotropic at Ha < 400 kA/m. However, in
contrast with Ni-Kr, %\K) exceeds $ ^ ( K ) in Ni.
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Figure 7.6: The quantities (a,) «, Cb; 7y and (c) 6' in Ni-Kr versus Hn: (circles) decreasing
Ha, (triangles) increasing Ha.
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0.2

Figure 7.7: The total differential cross-section of Ni-Kr for n (a) perpendicular and (b)
parallel to H a ((O) Ha=4.77, (A) 13.4, (+) 46.3, (x) 231, (O) 1194 kA/m). The error
bars are of the order of the symbols.
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Figure 7.8: The anisotropy A = ^ ' / f T of Ni-Kr at Ha = 1800 kA/m versus K..

7.5 Discussion

Before discussing the ND and SANS results, some model calculations on the local mag-
netization in Ni-Kr and the corresponding ND and SANS are presented in section 7.5.1.
Subsequently, the ND (section 7.5.2) and the SANS (section 7.5.3) results are discussed.

7.5.1 Model calculations on M(r)

Three types of model calculations are presented in this section. At first, in order to
investigate how and to what extent the local Ni magnetization is affected by the presence
of Kr bubbles, the results of numerical calculations on the local magnetization around a
single Kr bubble are presented. Secondly, on the base of a simple model the expectations
for ND and SANS in Ni-Kr are formulated. Thirdly, the expected ND and SANS effects
in pure Ni are dealt with.

In the calculation of M(r) around a single Kr bubble, it is assumed that M(r) is affected
by the external magnetic field H a , the demagnetization field H j of that Kr bubble, the
exchange interaction between neighbouring Ni atoms and a magnetostrictively induced
anisotropy field. The effect of the intrinsic anisotropy is neglected (intrinsic anisotropy
constant Kani = 3.5 x 103 J /m3) . The magnetic energy density related to Ha is given by
Ea(r) = -poM(r)//a cos a, with a the angle between Ha and M(r). The energy density
corresponding to Hd is Ed{r) = -fiuM(r) • Hj(r), with

(7.23)
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Figure 7.9: The total differential cross-section of pure Ni for K (a) perpendicular and
(b) panllel to Ho ((O) Ha=6.76, (/I) 13.4, (+) 33.2, (x) 398 kA/m). The error bars are
of the order of the symbols.
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Here, r,, is the bubble radius and n is a unit vector oriented anti-parallel to <M>. The
large bubble pressure induces pressure gradients outside the bubble along the radial direc-
tions. As the magnetostrictive constant of Ni is negative (Aa = —3.5 x 10"'), the anisotropy
field induced by magnetostriction is radially oriented. The corresponding energy density
is given by Eall,(T) = |A,\P(r)smJ(3, with P(r) the local pressure and f3 the angle between
M(r) and the radial direction. Finally, the exchange interaction density arising from ex-
change interaction between 2 neighbouring Ni atoms is £PJ.,.A(r) = — FcosO, with 9 the
angle between the atoms magnetic moments. With a nearest neighbour distance in Ni of
0.249 nm, F = 3.5 x 10l!l J/m:l has been calculated. As Ni has a fee-structure, each Ni
atom has 12 nearest neighbours.

Using energy minimalization, the local magnetization distribution around Kr bubbles
with different radii r,, has been calculated at certain values of Ha. The local pressure is
given by P(r) = f,i(ro/r)J, with Pu the bubble pressure. The bubble pressure is taken to
be inversely proportional to ru, i.e. P,t = 10/r,, m.Pa. In the calculations M(r) is assumed
to be oriented along H,, at first. Obviously, M(r) is uniaxially distributed around H,,.
This symmetry is important in the ND and the SANS effects.

It follows from the numerical calculations described above that the local magnetization
around Kr bubbles with radii r() smaller than about 20 nm does hardly deviate from < M >
as M(r) is either dominated by the exchange interaction (closely around the bubbles) or
by H,, (r 3> rtt). As a result the magnetic bubble approximates to the Kr bubble and
Kr bubbles with radii smaller than about 20 nm are not expected to affect the local
magnetization of Ni. An increase in rn results in a decrease in the exchange and the
anisotropy energy density. It appears that M(r) around Kr bubbles with radii larger than
about 20 nm is dominated by either the demagnetization field (closely around the bubble)
or by the external field (r S> r,,). Hence, the local magnetization around Kr bubbles with
r,, larger than about 20 nm is expected to deviate from the mean magnetization and these
bubbles with the surrounding Ni atoms may act as magnetic bubbles. As an example,
fig.7.10 gives the calculated local magnetization for ru = 10, 30 and 50 nm at Ha = 4
kA/m (according to section 7.5.3, also bubbles much larger than 3 nm are likely to exist
in the Ni-Kr material). Around a Kr bubble with ru = 10 nm, M(r) hardly deviates from
< M > while closely around a bubble with rci = 30 or 50 nm M(r) significantly deviates
from < M > . This deviation increases with increasing r,, due to a decrease of the exchange
energy density. It follows from the above that irrespective of the Kr bubble radius ru the
bubble pressure P{, hardly affects the local magnetization around the Kr bubble. As a
result, the determination of the size of the magnetic inhomogeneities with ND and SANS
is not likely to yield information about the bubble pressure. As M(r) is affected mainly
by the demagnetization fields of the Kr bubbles, large nuclear inhomogeneities other than
Kr bubbles (a.g. voids) affect M(r) in the same way as the Kr bubbles do.

In the foregoing it has been shown that Kr bubbles with radii larger than about 20 nm
are expected to result in magnetic bubbles mainly through their demagnetization field. In
the next two paragraphs, a simple model will be used in order to calculate the ND and
SANS by these magnetic bubbles. In this model it is assumed that M(r) is parallel to Hn

when Ha exceeds Wj(r) and to Hd(r) when flrf(r) exceeds H,,. Furthermore, the magnetic
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Figure 7.10: The calculated orientation of the magnetization around Kr bubbles with (a)
ru = 10, (b) 30 and (c) 50 nm. The circles are cross-sections of the bubbles. The orientation
of the applied magnetic Reid H a is indicated.

bubble will be approximated by a sphere with a radius r,n (see fig.7.11a). Then rm is
proportional to H~1*3. This dependence of 7-m on Ha is valid only if r rn is significantly
larger than r 0 . However, when rm approximates to ru, ^(K) and S are too small to be
detected.

As a result of the symmetry in the local magnetization around a Kr bubble, only
deviations in iWy(r) from <MV> may result in ND and SANS (fig.7.11b). Consequently,
the magnetic anisotropy A m = ^m(K)/^T

m(K) derived from SANS and the quantity fy

derived from ND are expected to approach 0 and 1 at high fields. Here the subscript „,
refers to magnetic scattering in SANS. Deviations in the symmetry of M ( r ) around a Kr
bubble result in an increase in A m and a decrease in 7H. The magnetic differential cross-
section, ^ ( # e ) , i s given by eq.(7.13), with (Ap)2 =< (1 - cos a ) 2 > {pNtf = O.U(pm)2.
For « r m » 1, F2(K) is proportional to r~\ and, as a result, ^ is proportional to rfn

and therewith to H'*^. The magnetic correlation length 6 derived from a ND experiment
approximates to S = ^Trntr^, < (1 — cos a ) 2 > = 0.59 r^n;, and hence is expected to be
proportional to H'*1*. Note that in case M ( r ) is dominated by magnetostriction, rm is
proportional to H~1'3, and hence ^JK) to H~l and 6 to H~\

In the model discussed above, the influence of the intrinsic anisotropy on M ( r ) has
been neglected. However, the intrinsic anisotropy may give rise to magnetic domains up
to relatively large applied magnetic fields. These domains may cause ND and SANS in
pure Ni. In discussing the influence of the intrinsic anisotropy on the ND and the SANS
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Figure 7.11: (a) Sketch of a magnetic bubble in Ni-Kr with radius r,,, according to the
model used in section 7.5.1. Tbe small arrows denote the orientation of M(r); (b) Sketch
o/"M(r) around • single spherical Kr bubble (the circle is a cross-section of the bubble).
As a result of the symmetry, the contribution of AA/X to $£(*•) equals zero.
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in pure Ni, it is assumed that the anisotropy field is homogeneous within the grains. Then
the mean domain size approximates to the mean grain size. Furthermore, it is assumed
that M(r) is affected by Ha (along y) and the anisotropy field only. Then, M(r) has
an orientation between that of the anisotropy field and that of H a . With increasing Ha,
AB decreases while the domain size remains the same. It can then be calculated from
eq.(7.17) that in approximation ^ m ( ' « ) is proportional to < 1 — {ArjyY > and J § ^ ( K )

to :J < 1 + ( A ^ ) 2 >, with A77 the difference between 7] in the bulk and T) in the domain.
When Ha varies from zero to infinity, (Ar}y)

2 varies from 1/3 to 0 and consequently Am

from 1 to 2. The latter is In agreement with the fact that AB is oriented perpendicular
to H,, for large Ha. From a calculation of Ar}y versus Hn (not shown), it follows that
^ r (rc) is expected to be proportional to H~2. As AB is oriented perpendicular to H(, at
large Ha—values, -yv is expected to approach 0 with increasing Ha. Furthermore, it follows
from eq.(7.21) and from the fact ihat the domain size is assumed to be constant that 8 is
expected to be proportional to H~2.

It is recalled that the above accounts for a rough estimation of ^ ( « ) , Am, 8 and 7y

only. The K—dependence of ^ ( K ) and Am has not been taken into account for example.
With increasing K, the effect of deviations in the symmetry of M(r) around the bubbles
decreases. As a result, Am(it) may increase with increasing K.

In summary, it follows from the above that both the expected //„—dependence of 6
measured by ND and ^ ( « ) measured by SANS and the values of ~/y and Am differ for Ni
containing large nuclear inhomogeneities and pure Ni, respectively.

7.5.2 ND results
The value of 6 = 1.5 /un at about Ha=0 is in the range of a common domain structure.
At Ha = 80 kA/m, the depolarization is still dominated by the local magnetization and
not by the Kr bubbles themselves, a conclusion which is based on two observations. In the
first place, S is still increasing with increasing magnetic field at Ha = 80 kA/m. Secondly,
bubble radii of 1.5 nm and 40 nm and bubble densities of 5 x 1021 m~:i and 2 x 101!) m~'!

respectively (see section 7.5.3) result in values of 8 of 0.1 nm and 0.2 nm. These values for
b are much smaller than those observed.

In order to analyze the dependence of 8 on Ha, the dimensionless quantities log(<5/nm)
and log(6/nm) are plotted versus log(|//n|/(A/m)) in fig.7.12. The slope of the observed
curves increase from -0.2 ± 0.1 at small Hn up to about - 5 ± 2 at Ha = 80 kA/m. The
latter slope exceeds both that expected for a domain structure which is dominated by
demagnetization fields of nuclear inhomogeneities and the value expected for a common
domain structure (see section 7.5.1). As a result, the dependence of 8 and 5' on Ha does
not yield information whether or not the local magnetization is affected by the Kr bubbles.
The uncertainties in the value of ~iu at large Ha are such that the iy{Ha) curve derived
from NO does not yield relevant information.

In conclusion, the results of ND in Ni-Kr give no clear evidence whether or not the
tat*] magnetization is affected by the Kr bubbles. Additional ND measurements on pure
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log(|ffa|/(A/m))

Figure 7.12: The quantities (a) log(6/nm) and (b) \og(6'/nm) for Ni-Kr versus
log(\Ha\/(A/m)): (circles) Ha > 0, (triangles) H,, < 0.
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Ni may yield relevant new information.

7.5.3 SANS results

The decrease of both ^ (K) and ̂ {K) with increasing H,, shows the existence of magnetic
inhomogeneities and their decrease with increasing Ha. From the observation that Am-l
and ^ ( K ) is independent of Ha at Ha > 400 kA/m, it follows that nuclear scattering
dominates in this field region. Fig.7.13a gives the 'Guimer'-plot of the scattering at Ha =
1800 kA/m. For K > 0.3 nm"1, ln(^(K.).m) is almost independent of n1. The scattering
in this K—region is in good agreement with nuclear scattering from Kr bubbles with a
diameter of about 3 nm and a density of 5 x 1021 m"3 (see section 7.3). At K < 0.3 nm"1,
additional (nuclear) scattering is observed which does not satisfy the Guinier relation.
Fig.7.13b gives the 'PorW-plot of the differential cross-section at Ha = 1800 kA/m. At
K < 0.2 nm"1, ̂ ( K ) is proportional to K~4, the so-called Pcrod-behaviour. The latter
indicates the existence of large nuclear inhomogeneities. The mean size and density of these
inhomogeneities cannot be independently deduced from fig.7.13. However, their diameter
exceeds about 30 nm. The kind of nuclear inhomogeneities does not follow from fig.7.13.
The scattering may be due to the presence of large Kr bubbles. If the latter is the case and
the mean radius of these large bubbles is assumed to be 40 nm, then the corresponding
bubble density is in the order of 2 x 10'9 m~'. Consequently, a low concentration of large
Kr bubbles may already account for the additional nuclear scattering observed. Obviously,
such a low concentration of large Kr bubbles as mentioned above is difficult to observe
with TEM. Nevertheless, Kr bubbles in Ni-Kr much larger than 3 nm have been observed
using TEM [22].

Fig.7.14 gives the quantities log(^[n .m) of Ni-Kr versus log(«.nm) for some values of
Ha. The magnetic differential cross-section j ^ (*s) has been obtained by subtracting the
scattering pattern at Hn = 1800 kA/m from the scattering patterns obtained at lower Hn

values. For K < 0.2 nm"1, the curves approximate to straight lines with slopes between -5
and -6.5. Uncorrelated inhomogeneities result in a slope of maximum -4. In order to see
whether multiple scattering can account for the observed slopes, the multiple scattering
by spheres with radius R has been calculated (fig.7.15). However, multiple scattering does
not affect the slope of the scattering curve in the Porod region. Most likely the scattering
patterns are affected by magnetic correlations between the inhomogeneities.

Fig.7.16 gjves A,,,(«&) of Ni-Kr at three different values of Ha. The magnetic anisotropy
Am is smaller than 1 over the full K—range used and only slightly depends on Ha. This
is in agreement with a local magnetization which is strongly affected by the presence of
large nuclear inhomogeneities and certainly in disagreement with the presence of a common
domain structure.

Fig.7.17 gives the ratio of the magnetic and the nuclear scattering, G - ^m / ^ versus
the scattering vector it, for two values of Ha. Here., ^ n is the nuclear differential cross-
section determined at Ha = 1800 kA/m. If the magnetic scattering would be mainly from
uncorrelated magnetic bubbles, then the ratio of the magnetic and the nuclear scattering
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Figure 7.13: (a) A Guinier and (b) a Porod plot of the scattering by Ni-Kr at Ha = 1800
kA/m. The dotted line in fig.b has a slope of -4.
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Figure 7.14: Porod plots of magnetic scattering patterns of Ni-Kr with K J_ Ha ((Q)
Ha=6.76, (A) 20.0, (+) 46.3, (x) 85.9, (O) 165, ($) 271 kA/m). The slope of the dotted
line is -6.3.
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Figure 7.15: Porod plot of the differential cross-section due to multiple scattering by
spheres.
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Figure 7.16: The magnetic anisotropy Am{K)=^'m{K) /%r
m(n) of Ni-Kr ((O) Ha=6.76,

(A) 46.3, (+) 85.9 kA/m).

K (nm

Figure 7.17: The ratio of the magnetic and nuclear scattering in Ni-Kr, denoted G, versus
K ((circles) Ha=4.77, (triangles) 46.3 kA/m).
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Figure 7.18: The quantity l o g ( ^ .m) of Ni-Kr versus log(Ha/(A/m)) ((a) n=0.0632nm~],
(b) 0.190 nm~'). The dotted lines in iig.a give the slope at small and large Ha.

would be given by

G =
(F(K)VAp)m

[(F(K)VAp)n

,rm{Ap)m 2
l J (7.24)

It then follows that G is independent of K and Ha, which is clearly not seen. The observed
dependence of G on n and Ha results from the fact that ^(K) does not correspond to
uncorrelated magnetic inhomogeneities. As a result it is difficult to determine a single value
for the quotient rm/ru from fig.7.17. If a mean value < G >= 0.5 is used, then eq.(7.24)
results in rm/j"o % 12.

Fig.7.18 gives the quantity l o g ( ^ .m) of Ni-Kr versus log(#a/(A/m)) for K = 0.0632
nm"1 and K = 0.190 nm"1. It appears that for Ha > 50 kA/m, jfn|n('e) is proportional to
H~', with a = 1.3 ± 0.2 for K = 0.0632 nm-'and s = 0.65 ± 0.20 for K, = 0.190 nm"1. The
latter value equals the value expected for a local magnetization which is highly affected by
the demagnetization fields of large inhomogeneities (s = 0.67). Similar as in fig.7.12, the
initial slope (on absolr'.e scale) in fig.7.18 is smaller, which may be due to the influence of
the intrinsic crystalline anisotropy. As a result of the crystalline anisotropy, a minimum
value of Ha may be needed in order to substantially affect M(r). As ^ (K) covers a
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Figure 7.19: Porod plots of magnetic scattering patterns of pure Ni with K _L Hn ((Q)
Ha=6.76, (A) 33.2 , (+) 85.9 , (x) 205 kA/m). The slope of the dotted line is -5.3.
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Figure 7.20: The magnetic anisotropy Am(K,) of Ni ((circles) Ha=6.76 kA/m, (triangles)
13.4 kA/m).

relatively small /t-range only, a comparison between the ND and the SANS results using
eq.(7.21) is not possible.

The magnetic scattering is 15-30 times smaller than that in Ni-Kr, indicating the exis-
tence of more or more pronounced magnetic inhomogeneities in the Ni-Kr material. The
observation that ^ ( K ) of the Ni sample is independent of Ha for Ha > 400 kA/m and
that A = 1 in this field region, indicates that also the Ni contains nuclear inhomogeneities.
By subtracting the scattering pattern measured at Ha = 1200 kA/m from the scattering
patterns obtained at lower Ha—values, ^ r n ( « ) is obtained. Fig.7.19 gives log(^^ .m) ver-
sus log(«.nm). Approximately straight lines with a slope between -4 and -6 are observed.
For scattering by large uncorrelated domains, a slope of -4 is expected. Similarly to the
scattering by Ni-Kr, the observed larger slopes may be due to magnetic correlation effects.

Fig.7.20 gives Am(n) for pure Ni at two different Ha-values. Although the accuracy
of Am(it) is modest, it can be concluded that Am(n) exceeds 1 at « < 1 nm"1, which is
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Figure 7.21: The quantity l o g ( | ^ .m) of pure Ni versus log(Ha/(A/m)) (K=0.0632 nm-').
The dotted line gives the slope at small and large Ha.

in agreement with expectations (see section 7.5.1, the accuracy at larger values of n is too
low to determine A accurately). Fig.7.21 gives l o g ( ^ .m) of Ni versus log(#a/(A/m))
for K = 0.0632 nm"1. The curve is similar to the curves observed for Ni-Kr. For Ha > 100
kA/m, the slope of the curve is -1.8 ± 0.4. This value is not significantly larger than the
corresponding value observed in Ni-Kr.

From the above, it follows that the main differences between the magnetic scattering
by Ni-Kr and by pure Ni is that the magnetic scattering by Ni-Kr highly exceeds that by
Ni and that Am < 1 for Ni-Kr and Am > 1 for pure Ni. The observation that Am < 1
for scattering by Ni-Kr is in agreement with a local magnetization which is dominated by
large nuclear inhomogeneities. These inhomogeneities may be large Kr bubbles.

7.6 Conclusions

It appeared possible to perform three-dimensional ND experiments on Ni-Kr in relatively
large fields, i.e. up to 80 kA/m, by using a coil system consisting of two anti-parallel coils
and two Ni-Kr samples. The observed depolarization can not be accounted for by the
Kr bubbles. Furthermore, the ND results give no clear evidence whether or not the local
magnetization is affected by the Kr bubbles.

The scattering pattern of SANS measured in Ni-Kr in the presence of a magnetic field
of 1800 kA/m is in agreement with the presence of a high concentration of Kr bubbles
with a diameter of about 3 nm. In addition a small fraction nuclear inhomogeneities larger
than 30 nm is likely to be present, which may be associated with large Kr bubbles. Follow-
ing from numerical calculations, the local magnetization is hardly affected by Kr bubbles
with diameters smaller than about 40 nm. Larger bubbles or other kind of large nuclear
inhomogeneities affect the local magnetization through their demagnetization fields. Irre-
spective of the bubble radius, the bubble pressure is not likely to influence the local Ni
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magnetization. The magnetic scattering by Ni-Kr highly exceeds the magnetic scattering
by Ni. Furthermore, the magnetic anisotropy Am is smaller than 1 in Ni-Kr, while Am

exceeds 1 in Ni. Both observations are in agreement with a local magnetization in Ni-Kr
which is affected by the demagnetization fields of large nuclear inhomogeneities.
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Interparticle correlations in
ferrofluids studied with small-angle

neutron scattering

Aggregation in sterically stabilized Fe:iO| ferrofluids is studied with small-angle neutron scat-
tering. The influence on the aggregation of the particle volume fraction, varying between 0.02
and 7 vol% Fe.jOi, and an applied magnetic field is examined. The scattering by particles and
surfactants has been measured independently by means of contrast variation. The particle size
distribution derived from neutron scattering is in good agreement with the results obtained from
the field dependence of the magnetization and the optical anisotropy. Small chain-like aggregates,
oriented parallel to the field direction, are present in all fluids with volume fractions below 1 vol%
Fe;)O.| which are subjected to a magnetic field of 80 kA/m, applied perpendicular to the neutron
beam. The latter is derived from the anisotropy in the neutron scattering patterns in case the
scattering vector is either perpendicular or parallel to the magnetic field. Three-dimensional
aggregates arise at higher volume fractions, in particular in the applied field. The interparticle
distance within .̂n aggregate corresponds to surface-to-surface contact of the surfactant coatings.

8.1 Introduction
Ferrofluids are stable suspensions of small single-domain particles (typical diameter 10
nm) in a carrier fluid. Aggregation of the particles due to dipole-dipole interactions is
in general (partially) prevented by adding surfactants to the fluid, which adhere to the
surface of the particles and form a non-magnetic coating. The thickness of the coating sets
a minimum interparticle distance. A measure for the strength of the particle interactions
is the dimensionless parameter u, which gives the ratio between the magnetic energy of a
particle due to its interaction with a second particle at the minimum interparticle distance
Rmtn and the thermal energy (dipole approximation)

(8.1)
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The quantity fi is the magnetic moment of a particle. The parameter v 's about, 1 or
smaller for stable fluids.

Ferrofiuids are studied intensively jl] because of their industrial applications (most of
which are based on the possibility of controlling the position of a fluid with magnetic field
gradients) and their interesting physical properties. One of these properties is aggregation
in a magnetic field due to dipole-dipole interactions, which has been predicted theoretically
[2, 3] and seen experimentally [4, 5]. The size and shape of the aggregates is strongly
dependent on the kind of fluid and the specific experimental circumstances. Ferrofluids are
mostly studied with (magneto-) optical techniques, such as light scattering experiments and
optical birefringence and dichroism measurements, or with magnetic techniques, such as
magnetization and susceptibility measurements. The use of small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) in studying ferrofluids is increasing the last few years (e.g. [6, 7]). SANS, in
which the particle size and information about interparticle correlations is deduced from
the broadening of the neutron beam, is the only experimental method which can yield
information about both the magnetic and spatial size and structure of possible aggregates.

This chapter deals with interparticle correlations in sterically stabilized Fe.jOi ferroflu-
ids, studied with SANS. The influence of the particle volume fraction (varied over almost
three decades) and the presence of a magnetic field on the correlations is examined. In
the next section a brief review of the SANS theory is given. Information about the fluids
and the SANS instrument used is dealt with in section 8.3. The experimental results, a
discussion and the main conclusions are presented in sections 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6, successively.

8.2 Review of the SANS theory
In a SANS experiment, the scattering of a (generally unpolarized) neutron beam by mag-
netic and/or nuclear inhomogeneities around K=0 (K: scattering vector) is considered. In
case of single scattering, the scattering intensity / ( K ) is related to the macroscopic differ-
ential cross-section ^y(«) by

I{K) = K%{K)t (8.2)

with K the scattering vector, A' a system constant and t the sample thickness. The relation
between %(*•) and the microscopic structure of the sample is given by

with V. the sample volume and p(r) the scattering amplitude density. The latter may have
a magnetic as well as a nuclear part and is given by

/.(r) = n'(r)[6(p) + p(r)(i|-(p).S)] (8.4)

with n'(r) the atomic density, 6(r) the nuclear scattering amplitude, p(r) the magnetic
scattering amplitude, S the spin vector of the neutron (jS| = 1), ij'(r) = 0. x (>?(r) x «),
K = «/|ie| and »j(r) the unit vector along the local magnetization.
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Often, a two-phase model is used in the interpretation of the results of SANS measure-
ments. In this model the sample is considered to consist of a bulk with scattering amplitude
density px and N homogeneous particles with scattering amplitude density p2 and volume
V. Neglecting possible correlations between the particle volume and its position, eq.(8.3)
can be written as (n >

*J(#c) = n(A,)a[< W ( i e ) > + < V f ( « ) > 2 n I (g(r) - l)elKt d:ir] (8.5)

In this equation, (Ap)2 = (pt — p2)
2 is the contrast factor, n the particle density, <> an

average over all particles,

±^M-'<pT (8.6)

the particle form factor and <;(r) the pair correlation function describing the probability
to find a neighbouring particle at a distance r (lim,.^^ g{r) = 1).

In case of an unpolarized neutron beam, nuclear and magnetic scattering are additive.
Then the nuclear contrast factor (Apn)

2 is given by the squared difference of the nuclear
scattering amplitude density of the bulk and that of the particles

- Pn,2f (8.7)

In case of a non-magnetic bulk, the magnetic contrast factor (Apm)2 is given by

r -(k.r}r} (8.8)

with (n'p)2 the product of the atomic density and the magnetic scattering amplitude of
the particles. In case of identical isotropic particles, eq.(8.5) can be written as

(«)5(K) (8.9)

with P(K) = F2{K) the scattering function and

S(K) = l+nj [5(r) - l}e'KTd3r (8.10)

the structure factor. Often, eqs.(8.9) and (8.10) are used also for non-isotropic or non-
identical particles, with V2P(K) replaced by < V2P(K) >. However, an error in S(K) is
introduced now as it is implicitly assumed that < V2F2(K) > equals < VF(K) >'2 .

The scattering function contains information about the average particle size, shape and
orientation. It can easily be calculated for different particle configurations. Often, the
Guinier expression [8]

<F2(K)>= e-"'"^' (KRg < 1) (8.11)

is used, with the Guinier radius Rg given by

2 3 ' / 2 (8.12)
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If the particle shape is known the particle size distribution can be deduced from a com-
parison between the calculated and the experimentally determined values of P(/e). The
particles whose scattering is described in P{K) do not have to be single particles but may
be 'constituted' particles. Then P{K) contains information about the individual parts of
the constituted particle and about the (concentration independent) correlations between
them.

The structure factor contains information about interparticle correlations. In principle,
the pair correlation function g(r) can be deduced from S(K) by taking the inverse Fourier
transform. For this, however, S(K) should be determined over a relatively large K-range,
which can generally not be done as P(n) strongly decreases with increasing n. It can easily
be seen from eq.(8.10) that if a certain interparticle distance r0 dominates, S(K) shows
an oscillating character with period 27r/|ru| for K parallel to r0. The amplitude of the
oscillations approaches zero for large K-values in case of a spread in interparticle distances.
The larger this spread, the stronger the damping of the oscillations. The value of S(0)
extrapolated from S(*e) for K > 27r/(V3)5 is related to the osmotic compressibility \T =

( f >7' by
lim S{K) = x,kHT (8.13)

-u

The quantity II is the excess osmotic pressure in the fluid owing to the presence of the
particles. A more extensive discussion on SANS is given in [8, 9].

The problem of separating the nuclear and magnetic scattering can be tackled in two
ways, if an unpolarized neutron beam is used in a SANS experiment. At first, contrast
variation can be used by changing the value of the scattering amplitude density of the
bulk. For example, this value may be chosen such that either the nuclear or the magnetic
scattering equals zero. A second method is to use the fact that only the component of
the local magnetization perpendicular to the scattering vector contributes to the magnetic
scattering (see eq.(8.8)). The differential cross-section of a sample magnetized to saturation
has a magnetic and a nuclear part for K perpendicular and a nuclear part only for K parallel
to the magnetization (see chapter 7). A disadvantage of this method is that the magnetizing
field influences the state of the fluid. Furthermore, this method is valid only in case of
isotropic nuclear scattering. If a SANS experiment on a magnetized system is performed
with a polarized neutron beam, the nuclear and magnetic scattering may in principle be
separated by measuring the scattering in case the polarization vector of the beam is parallel
and anti-parallel to the magnetization direction, respectively. However, a polarized neutron
beam is used in only a few SANS instruments so far.

8.3 Experimental

Most SANS measurements have been performed on sterically stabilized Fe3O | ferrofluids
with H20 or D20 as the carrier fluid and particle volume fractions varying from 0.02
to 7 vol% Fe;,O.|. These have been prepared from a commercial 0.02 vol% Fe:)04 H2O-
based ferrofluid, purchased from Ferrofluidics Corporation [10J. The H2O-based fluids
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have been obtained from the starting fluid by the addition or evaporation of H2O. The
D2O-based fluids have been obtained by replacing the H2O in the starting fluid by D2O by
means of repeated addition of D2O followed by partial evaporation of the H2O-D2O mix-
ture. According to optical and magnetization measurements (see below) this process does
not seem to influence the properties of the fluids. The final H20-contamination in the
D2O-based fluids is calculated to be less than 1%. As only H2O and D2O are added or
evaporated, the ratio of the volume fraction of Fe3Oj and that of the surfactant is expected
to be independent of the volume fraction in both kind of fluids.

The contrast factors of the particles and surfactants in H20 and D20 follow from
eqs.(8.7) and (8.8) and from (n'fc) , ,^ =6.95x10" m -* , (n'p),,ri<h =2.4x10" m"2, (n'b),h(<
=-0.55x10" m~2 and (n'b)i>.ja-6.34x 10" m~2. The scattering amplitude density of the
surfactants is not exactly known, due to the lack of precise information concerning their
chemical structure1. However, as the surfactants are hydrogenated, the scattering ampli-
tude density will have a value close to 0 m~2. It follows that the nuclear contrast factor
between particles and H2O and D2O equals 56xl028 m~' and OAxlO28 m~', respectively.
The nuclear contrast factor between surfactants and H2O is around 0 m~' and that between
surfactants and D2O about 40xl028 m~'. The magnetic contrast factor between particles
and the (non-magnetic) solvent varies from 0 to 5.8xlO28 m"1, depending on the magnetic
state of the fluid. Note that as the hydrophilous tails of the polymer chains favour to
be surrounded by H2O or D2O molecules, the coating may contain a significant amount
of H2O or D2O. The latter hardly changes the value of the contrast factor between the
coating and the fluid in the H2O-based fluids while it decreases the corresponding value in
the D2O-based fluids. It follows that almost only nuclear scattering by the Fe3O4 particles
is expected in the H2O-based fluids and, as both the volume and the contrast factor of the
surfactants are larger than those of the particle, mainly nuclear scattering by the surfactant
coating in the D2O-based fluids (see fig.8.1).

The manufacturer of the original fluid gives a log-normal size distribution with a mean
particle diameter around 10 nm and a surfactant size between 2 and 4 nm [11], which is
confirmed by authors that have examined similar fluids [12, 13]. The probability function
describing the radius R of particles following a log-normal size distribution is given by

with \n(R) the mean value and a the standard deviation of \n{R). A more precise size
distribution in these fluids has been deduced from the field dependence of the magnetization
and the optical anisotropy of the fluids.

When subjected to a magnetic field, the permanent magnetic moment of a particle
tends to align along the direction of the field. The mean magnetization < M > and
the birefringence Am of a fluid containing independent, monodisperse, spherical particles

'Proprietary information [11].
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Figure 8.1: The scattering amplitude densities (Rgs.a, c and e) and the contrast factors
(figs.b, d and f) of (P) particle, (S) surfactant coating and (F) fluid. The fluid is H-2O in
figs.a and b and D2O in figs.b and d. Figs.a-d refer to nuclear scattering and figs.e and f
to magnetic scattering. All values art- given in arbitrary units.
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Figure 8.2: Electron micrographs of the Fe,)O| particies.

subjected to a magnetic field H are related to the particle radius R by

and [14]

with

= cMJcothx ]
x'

. c ., 3coth x i
Am = e 6m (1 1 )

x x2

(8.15)

(8.16)

(8.17)

The quantities Sm and A/, are the birefringence and the spontaneous magnetization of
a single particle. The quantity e is the particle volume fraction (e = n < V >). The
same field dependence as in eq.(8.16) is exhibited by the transmission of light through a
sample placed between crossed polarizers, which is the result of birefringence and dichro-
ism simultaneously [15]. Assuming spherical (fig.8.2) particles following a log-normal size
distribution, the field dependence of the optical anisotropy (fig.8.3) yields R—A.6 nm and
<r=0.3, that of the magnetization (fig.8.4) 72=5.7 nm and <r=0.3 (see also [16]). These
values are in good agreement with each other, with TEM pictures of the particles (fig.8.2)
and with the information from the manufacturer. Fig.8.5 gives the size distribution of the
particles. Although typical for these fluids, the half width of the size distribution is fairly
large, resulting in a smoothing of the phenomena observed. The magnetization turns out
to be proportional to e for all values of e, indicating that the particle interactions are small
as compared to the interaction between the particles and the magnetic field. This is in
agreement with the fact that the fluid is known to be stable and the value i/=0.5 (eq.(8.1)),
calculated from a particle radius of 5 nm, a surfactant thickness of 4 nm and a spontaneous
magnetization of 4.8x10' A/m.
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(kA/m)

Figure 8.3: The field dependence of the transmitted (optical) intensity for a dilute H20-
based fluid placed between crossed polarizers. The smooth line is a fit of the function
(I - •lc"r

thl -f - i ) (see eq.(8.16)), averaged over a log-normal size distribution described by
R - 4.6 nm and a = 0.3.
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Figure 8.4: The field dependence of the reduced magnetization of H2O-based fluids. The
dots are the experimental points ((open circles) e = 2.2, (crosses) 0.85, (closed triangles)
0.038 vol% Fe.iO.4), the line a least square fit based on spherical particles following a log-
normal size distribution described by R = 5.7 nm and <r = 0.3.
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Figure 8.5: The size distribution according to (1) the field dependence of the optical
transmission, (2) the reduced magnetization and (3) the neutron scattering pattern of the
0.081 vol% Fe3O.i H2O-based fluid in zero field (see discussion and fig.8.12).

To obtain qualitative information about field-induced aggregation in the fluids, H2O-
based fluids with particle volume fractions between 0.02 and 7 vol% Fe.jO.4 were magnetized
to saturation with a magnetic field of 160 kA/m, after which a He-Ne laser beam was sent
through them. No diffraction patterns were observed, indicating that the size of possible
aggregates is much smaller than the wavelength of the laser beam (A=633 nm) [17]. The
volume fraction Fe3O,i in the fluids has been derived from the saturation magnetizetion of
the fluids (see fig.8.4, M,=4.8xlOs A/m has been used).

The SANS experiments have been carried out on LOQ at the neutron spallation source
ISIS of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (Didcot, UK) 2. The instrument has a two-
dimensional (64 x 64 cm2) position sensitive detector at a fixed sample-detector distance of
4.330 m. The value of the scattering vector of the scattered neutrons is determined by their
scattering angle and their wavelength, the latter being deduced from the time-of-flight of
the neutrons. A K-range of 0.05-2 nm"' is covered during a single measurement by using
neutrons with wavelengths between 0.2 and 1.0 nm. Measurements have been performed
in zero field and in a field of 80 kA/m, applied perpendicular to the neutron beam. In
the latter case, the macroscopic differential cross-section for the scattering vector parallel
and perpendicular to the applied field has been obtained by averaging over all detector
positions between the two lines which make angles of —30 and 30 deg and the two lines
which make angles of 60 and 120 deg with the applied field, respectively.

2The measurements have been made possible by the financial support of the Dutch Research Foundation
N.W.O. (doss.no 67-59).
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8.4 Results

Fig.8.6 gives j^ («) of various H2O-based fluids (volume fractions varying between 0.03
and 6.6 vol% Fe.jOi) normalized on 1 vol% Fe.(Oi versus the scattering vector « for the
HvO-based fluids in zero field and a field of 80 kA/m. As the (normalized) curves are only
slightly dependent of the particle volume fraction e for e < 1 vol% Fe:)04, the quantity
^( / t ) i s proportional to e at these concentrations. Deviations from linearity are found at
higher volume fractions. Then the normalized differential cross-section at low re-values not
only decreases with increasing e, but a peak in ^ ( K ) arises also. Application of the field
enhances this behaviour. The ̂ ( /c) curves for the DjO-based fluids, again normalized on
1 vol% Fe : )0|, are given in fig.8.7. No peaks are observed here but a broad shoulder is
observed at s-values around 0.35 nm"1,

Figs.8.8 and 8.9 show the non-isotropy of ^ ( K ) for H2O- and D2O-based fluids sub-
jected to a magnetic field of 80 kA/m, expressed by the anisotropy parameter A. The
latter is defined as

with I and r referring to n paralle/ and perpendicular to the applied field, respectively. For
both types of fluid the anisotropy is only slightly dependent on the particle volume fraction
and its mean value varies between 0.4 and 0.5 for the H2O-based fluids and between 0.3 and
0.4 for the D2O-based fluids. Particularly in the D2O-based fluids, it shows an oscillating
behaviour with a period of 0.3 nm~'.

Figs.8.10 and 8.11 give the structure factor S(n) for the H2O- and D2O-based fluids.
This function has been obtained for each magnetic environment, by dividing the normalized
~(K) curves by the curve of the 0.081 vol% Fe;lO, (H2O-based fluids) or the 0.064 vol%
Fe.,O| (DjO-based fluids) fluids. In both fluids, S(K) is close to 1 for volume fractions
below 1 vol% Fe;10.|. For higher volume fractions S(K) is decreasing with increasing e at
low K-values and a broad maximum arises at K in the range 0.22-0.28 nm~' for the H2O-
based fluids and at about K=0 .40 nm"1 for the D2O-based fluids. The application of a field
results in an increase of the peak height at about the same K-value in the H2O-based fluids.
No broad maximum is found in S(K) of the D2O-based fluids at the highest two volume
fractions. The structure factors for K parallel and perpendicular to the applied field are
not significantly different.

Note that the anisotropy and the structure factor of the D2O-based fluids can be de-
termined over a larger K-range than the corresponding quantities of the H^O-based fluids.
This is due to the scattering function of the H2O-based fluids, which decreases more rapidly
with increasing n than the scattering function of the D2O-based fluids.

8.5 Discussion

The scattering curves of the fluids with particle volume fractions below and above 1 vol%
Fe.,04 wiU be discussed separately. The former will be analyzed using the scattering func-
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0.6

Figure 8.6: The macroscopic differential cross-section, normalized on 1 vol% Fe.jO,, versus
K for H2O-based Quids in (a) zero field and a Reid of 80 kA/m with n (b) parallel and (c)
perpendicular to the Held ((1) e = 6.6, (2) 3.5, (3) 2.2, (4) 1.1, (5) 0.73, (6) 0.24, (7) 0.081,
(8) 0.026 vol%
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0.6

Figure 8.7: The macroscopic differential cross-section, normalized on 1 vol% Fe:iOA, versus
it for DjO-based fluids in (a) zero field and a Held of 80 kA/m with n (b) parallel and (c)
perpendicular to the field ((1) e = 5.2, (2) 4.1, (3) 1.7, (4) 1.2, (5) 0.57, (6) 0.19, (7) 0.064,
(8) 0.021 vol% F O )
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I 1 1 1

Figure 8.10: The structure factor S versus K for H2O-based Buids in (a) zero field and
a Held of 80 kA/m with K (b) parallel and (c) perpendicular to the field ((1) e = 6.6, (2)
3.5, (3) 2.2, (4) 1.1, (5) 0.73, (6) 0.24, (7) 0.081, (8) 0.026 vol% FetO>).
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Figure 8.11: The structure /actor 5 versus K for D2O-based fluids in (a) zero field and
a field of 80 kA/m with K (b) parallel and (c) perpendicular to the field ((1) e = 5 2 (2)
4.1, (3) 1.7, (4) 1.2, (5) 0.57, (6) 0.19, (7) 0.064, (8) 0.021 vol% Fe3O,).
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Figure 8.12: The macroscopic differential cross-section of the 0.081 vol% Fe3O.i H2O-based
fluid in zero field (normalized on 1 vol% Fe^O.\) versus K. The dots are the experimentai
points, the line a best fit based on a contrast factor (Ap)2 = 6 x 10JS m~A and spherical
particles following a log-normal size distribution with R = 5.6 nm and <r — 0.40.

tion of the fluids and the anisotropy A(K), the latter mainly using the structure factor
S(K). The scattering functions, the anisotropy and the structure factors will be dealt with
in sections 8.5.1, 8.5.2 and 8.5.3, successively.

8.5.1 The scattering functions
As jfj('s) of the H2O- and D2O-based fluids is proportional to the particle volume fraction
for e < 1 vol% Fe3O4, the scattering is presumably the sum of the scattering by the
individual particles (S(K) = 1). As a result, the particle size distribution can be calculated
from the scattering curves, which are directly proportional to the scattering function of a
single particle (see eq.(8.9)). Assuming a log-normal size distribution (eq.8.14) of spherical
particles and using the scattering function (see eq.(8.6)) for spherical particles

(8.19)

the %J(K) curve of the 0.081 vol% Fe3O., H2O-based fluid in zero field yields R = 5.6 nm,
<r=0.40 and (Ap)*=60xl028 m"1 (fig.8.12). These values are in good agreement with the
calculated contrast (see section 8.3) and the values of R and <r following from the measured
field dependence of the magnetization and the optical anisotropy (see figs.8.3-8.5).

The scattering by the D2O-based fluids is mainly nuclear scattering by the surfactant
coatings for the following reasons. At first, the absolute value of %{K) of the D2O-based flu-
ids is more than ten times higher than expected on the basis of magnetic scattering (see
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section 8.3). Secondly, the ratio between the scattering with H2O and D2O as the carrier
fluid for Fe:)0.| is at the lowest particle volume fractions between 5 and 10 times higher
than the corresponding ratio measured in electrostatically stabilized 7 — Fe2O.i suspensions
in D2O and H2O ( ( n ' t ^ - F ^ H ^ ^ x l O 1 4 m"2 and (n'p).,_,.>.,o,=2xlO" m~'2). No surfac-
tants are present in these fluids (no further discussion on these measurements will be given
in this chapter). Thirdly, the observed values of A(K) are much smaller than expected
in case of pure magnetic scattering. Finally, the shape of the scattering curves of the
DjO-based fluids and especially the broad shoulder observed around re=0.35 nm~' at all
volume fractions indicates scattering by a (surfactant) coating. The shoulder is attributed
to interference of the scattering from different sides of the coating. Taking a hollow sphere
with inner radius R and outer radius R + A as a model for the surfactant coating, the
corresponding scattering function is calculated to be

(K(R + A)) COS((K(R + A) j + (KR) cos(itR)\y (8.20)

The scattering functions for hollow spheres with different wall thickness A are shown in
fig.8.13. From these results it follows that a A value of about 4-5 nm is reasonably close
to the measurements. The absolute value of the scattering in the D2O-based fluids does
not yield information about the coating thickness, as the surfactant density within the
coating is unknown. From the transmission of the D2O-based fluids it follows that the
ratio between the volume fraction of the surfactants and the Fe:)O.| particles equals 6,
independent of e. Note that a close fit of the data with eq.(8.20) is of little meaning due
to the uncertainty in the spread of A and in the exact shape of the coating.

8.5.2 The anisotropy

As magnetic scattering can be neglected both in the H2O- and D2O-based fluids, the
anisotropy observed in the scattering patterns of all H2O- and D2O-based fluids subjected
to the applied magnetic field (figs.8.8 and 8.9) is related to spatial correlations between
particles, which apparently differ for *e parallel and K perpendicular to the field. As
the reduced magnetization corresponding to a magnetic field of 80 kA/m equals 0.9 (see
fig.8.4), the magnetic moments of the particles are almost fully oriented along the magnetic
field. Chain-like aggregates oriented along the field direction are expected, as the particles
attract each other along and repel each other perpendicular to the field direction. In
principle the particle interactions can be calculated, resulting in theoretical predictions
for the anisotropy. However, a detailed quantitative analysis of the anisotropy is of little
significance because of the large spread in the particle size and the uncertainty in the
coating thickness. In the next two paragraphs the anisotropy will be discussed on the basis
of a simple model in which the aggregates are taken as linear chains oriented along the
field direction, consisting of N identical particles at a fixed interparticle distance r,. This
model is valid only for the fluids with particle volume fractions below 1 vol% Fe30.,, as the
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Figure 8.13: The calculated scattering function (normalized on the volume fraction surfac-
tant) for a hollow sphere with inner radius R and outer radius (R + A). The inner radius
follows a log-normal size distribution with R = 5 nm and <r equal to (a) 0.1 and (b) 0.4.
The quantity A is (1) 2, (2) 4, (3) 6 (3), (4) 8 nm.
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aggregates existing in fluids with higher volume fractions appear to be three-dimensional
(see section 8.5.3).

In this model, the anisotropy of the scattering by an aggregate is given by

_ [(7Vl)cos(«r,) + (iV2)cos(2Kr,) + + cos((7Vl)/cr1)] (8.21)

Eq.(8.21) shows a periodic behaviour with minima (A = 0) at n = k2ir/r, (k integer). The
larger N, the larger the mean value of A is and the sharper the minima are. According to
the model the period of the oscillations in the anisotropy of the H2O- and D2O-based fluids
with e < 1 vol% Fe.iO.i corresponds to a mean interparticle distance along the field direction
of 20 nm. This value is close to the minimum possible interparticle distance (based on a
mean particle radius of 5 nm and a mean coating thickness of 4 nm), corresponding to
surface-to-surface contact of the coatings. The mean value of A(K) indicates that mainly
dimers are present in the fluids. It should be mentioned, however, that this value may
be influenced by a spread in the orientation of interparticle vectors within an aggregate.
Assuming that a fraction x of the number of particles is monomer (iV = 1) and a fraction
(1 — x) is present as dimer (N — 2) the anisotropy of the fluid is given by

A = ^ l l - cos(Kr,)} (8.22)

The mean value of A observed for the H20-based fluids with e < 1 vol% Fe.tO, then
corresponds to a fluid in which 0-30% of the particles are monomers and 100-70% of
the particles dimers. The mean value of A for the D2O-based fluids with e < 1 vol%
Fe:)01 indicates that to 30-60% of the particles are monomers and 40-70% of the particles
are present as dimers. The difference between the value of x derived from the anisotropy
in the H2O-based and the D2O-based fluids has no real physical meaning, as the magnetic
properties of the fluids should be the same (see section 8.3). It may be due to scattering in
the D2O-based fluids by free surfactants, which are not part of the coating. This scattering
is isotropic, as a result of which the total anisotropy decreases.

From the analysis given above most of the particles in aggregates appear to have surface-
to-surface contact at the coatings. This should be in agreement with the strength of the
magnetic interaction. As only two-particle interactions have to be taken into account, the
function g'(r) at low particle volume fractions, describing the distribution of the interpar-
ticle distances along the field and magnetization direction within the aggregates, is given
by [18]

g'(r) = e-W**7 (8.23)

with U(r) the two particle interaction energy. If both the aggregates and the spontaneous
magnetic induction of the particles are parallel to the external field, U{r) is given by
(point-dipole approximation)

(r<2(R + A))
(r > 2(R + A))
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Note that the use of the point-dipole approximation results in a value of \U(r)\ which is
somewhat too low. In case of non-magnetic particles, g'(r) is given by (hard-core potential)

I (r < 2{R
(r > 2{R + A))

Eq.(8.25) is valid independent of the orientation of the aggregates, as a result of which
no anisotropy would be observed. Fig.8.14 gives g'(r) for several values of R and A
(M,,=4.8xlO5 A/m has been used). The distribution function g'(r) is strongly dependent
on both R and A. For the smallest particles present in the H2O- and DzO-based fluids
g'{r) hardly differs from eq.(8.25) (e.g. R = 3 nm, A > 3 nm), which means isotropic scat-
tering. With increasing values of R, however, the deviations of g'(r) from eq.(8.25) rapidly
increase, resulting in a g'{r) which approximates to the delta-function 6(r - 2{R + A))
(surface-to-surface contact at the coatings, e.g. R = 8 nm, A = 3 nm). From fig.8.14 no
conclusion can be drawn concerning the particle size above which particles are expected to
have surface-to-surface contact in aggregates. However, it follows that the strength of the
magnetic interaction between the larger particles present in the H^O- and D-^O-based fluids
is in agreement with the conclusion that particles are present at surface-to-surface contact
in aggregates, while the magnetic interaction between the smallest particles in the fluids
is most likely too weak to form aggregates. As a result, the aggregates deduced from the
measurements are likely to consist particularly of the larger particles. The latter, together
with the fact that ^ ( « ) is proportional to the square of the particle volume, has not been
taken into account in the derivation of the fraction of particles present as dimer. Therefore,
this fraction will be somewhat lower than the number given earlier.

Small aggregates may also exist in zero field. However, precise information about
aggregation in zero field at particle volume fractions below 1 vol% Fe3O4 cannot be derived
from the scattering curves, due to the relatively large width of the particle size distribution.

8.5.3 The structure factors
Interparticle correlations in the fluids with volume fractions below 1 vol% Fe3O| are in-
cluded in the scattering function P(K) (see eqs.(8.9) and 8.10)). As a result, the structure
factor S(K) and the pair correlation function g(r) at e > 1 vol% FeaO.) describe correlations
between both single particles and (permanent) aggregates already existing at lower parti-
cle volume fractions. The pair correlations function g(r), which can be obtained from the
Fourier transform of (S(K) — l)/n and compared to theoretical predictions as formulated
in [19, 20], will not be so precise in this case due to due to the limited /t-range over which
5 is covered and the limited accuracy of S(K). Therefore, g(r) will not be discussed, but
instead some some general conclusions will be drawn from S{K).

From the K-value at which S(K) has a maximum for e > 1 vol% Fe^O-i, it follows
that both in zero field and in an applied field of 80 kA/m the mean distance between
the aggregates already present at the lower particle volume fractions equals 22 to 29 nm
for the H2O-based fluids and 16±3 nm for the D2O-based fluids. The difference in these
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values may be due to the assumption that < VF(K) >2 is taken equal to < V2F(KY >
(see section 8.2), as the systematic error introduced by this assumption is different for
scattering by spheres (H2O-based fluids) and scattering by (surfactant) coatings (D^O-
based fluids). These values are in the order of the minimum possible interparticle distance,
which indicates that for e > 1 vol% Fe3O.) relatively large aggregates are seen. As S(K) for
K parallel and for K perpendicular to the applied field do not essentially differ, it follows that
even in the presence of a magnetic field the aggregates are three-dimensional formations
instead of one-dimensional chains. The mean aggregate size along the field direction is
about twice that in the direction perpendicular to the field, following from the mean value
of the anisotropy. In particular in the H-jO-based fluids, the maximum in S(K) is higher in
the presence of the magnetic field than in zero field, indicating that the aggregates existing
in the presence of the magnetic field are larger than those present in zero field. It is not
clear why no broad maximum is observed in S(K) of the DaO-based fluids with the two
highest Fe.(O| concentrations. It may be due to smoothing effects.

The observed maxima in the structure factor of the fluids with e > lvol% Fe.iOi in
zero field may also be due to hard-core repulsion of the coatings (excluded volume effects)
(see [21, 22]). If so, aggregates do not necessarily exist in these fluids. Hardcore-repulsion
cannot account for the maxima in S(K) of the fluids subjected to the applied field of 80
kA/m for the following reasons. In the first place, hard-core repulsion does not result in an
anisotropy in the scattering patterns. Secondly, the structure factor of the H^O-based fluids
in zero field differs from that of the H2O-based fluids subjected to the applied field, which
would not be the case when the scattering is dominated by hard-core repulsion.

The presence of three-dimensional aggregates in the presence of an applied magnetic
field of 80 kA/m at particle volume fractions above 1 vol% Fe-jO.i, as discussed above, may
seem remarkable as in general an orientation of particles in the direction perpendicular to
the field, while their magnetic moments are oriented parallel to the field, is energetically
unfavourable. However, in an orientation of particles as schematically given in fig.8.15 the
resulting force of particles 1 and 2 on particle 3 is attractive if a > 57deg. This can be the
case if particle 3 (including coating) is smaller than particle 1 and 2. The relatively large
width of the size distribution present in the fluids investigated makes such an orientation
and therewith the presence of three-dimensional aggregates possible.

The aggregates are not necessarily stationary: a thermal equilibrium in which particles
can either be added to or released from the aggregates is expected to exist. With increasing
concentration this equilibrium moves to larger aggregate sizes. The particles within the
aggregates are loose'y bound and can respond to a magnetic field almost as if they were
completely free. This may explain why the existence of aggregates is not revealed in the
magnetization measurements (section 8.3). The size of the aggregates, which are smaller
than 600 nm (section 8.3), cannot be deduced from the SANS measurements.

The strong decrease of lim«^oS(K) with increasing e for e > 1 vol% Fe:>0., indicates a
strong decrease of the osmotic compressibility (see eq.(8.13)).

It is recalled that more accurate measurements are necessary in order to yield more de-
tailed information about the structure of the fluids at high concentrations. Furthermore,
in the measurements described here the relatively large width of the size distribution com-
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e x t

Figure 8.15: Fe:iOt particles (including coating) in an applied magnetic field. The small
arrows give the direction of the spontaneous magnetization, the large arrow that of the
applied magnetic field. The resulting force of particles 1 and 2 on particle 3 is attractive
if a > 57 deg.

plicates the quantitative analysis of the measurements (an extensive study on the effect of
polydispersity on 5(/e) is given in [23]). Therefore additional SANS measurements on Co
fluids in C7HH and in CyDs were planned. The Co particles have a narrow Gaussian size
distribution with a mean radius of 50 nm and a standard deviation of about 5 nm (the size
distribution of the particles is even smaller as those presented in [24]). The fluids are nice
modelling systems for which theoretical predictions exist for the pair correlation function
g(r) [19, 20]. The intention was to deduce g(r) from S(K) and to compare it with the theo-
retical function. Furthermore, by using both CTHH and CTDR as carrier fluids the magnetic
scattering can be separated from the nuclear scattering. Although measuring time at Dll
of the ILL (France) has been allocated, these measurements could not be performed due
to circumstances beyond our control.

8.6 Conclusions

The scattering by the Fe3O.| particles and the surfactant coatings could be measured in-
dependently by means of contrast variation. In case of electrostatically stabilized fluids or
deuterated surfactants, contrast variation is a method to separate the nuclear and magnetic
scattering by the particles.

In the ferrofluids investigated with SANS small chain like aggregates are found in the
presence of an applied field of 80 kA/m at all particle volume fractions below 1 vol% Fe3O.(.
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The scattering patterns of these fluids correspond to an assembly of mainly monomers and
dimers, the latter oriented along the field direction. Larger, three-dimensional, aggregates
are found at higher volume fractions, oriented along the applied magnetic field. The
interparticle distance within an aggregate is about the minimum interparticle distance.
The structure factor of the fluids in zero field shows either the presence of three-dimensional
aggregates or effects due to hard-core repulsion.

The size distribution of the particles derived from the neutron scattering experiments
is in good agreement with the size distribution following from the field dependence of the
magnetization and the optical anisotropy of the fluids. The relatively large width of the
size distribution complicates a quantitative analysis of the measurements.
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9

General conclusions

In the chapters 2 to 4 of the thesis, the theory of neutron depolarization has been im-
proved and extended. It has been improved by the development of a ND theory which
has general validity. In addition the long standing dispute whether or not the Larmor and
the scattering approach in the general ND theory are equivalent has been settled and the
concept of the intrinsic a.nisotropy, which is poorly understood in the literature, has been
fully explained. The extension of the ND theory involves the introduction of a correlation
matrix that can be related to parameters describing the micro-magnetic state of particu-
late media. It has been used in the interpretation of the results of ND measurements on
a variety of particulate media. As the theory formulated has general validity, it can also
be used to interpret the results of ND measurements on media containing magnetic inho-
mogeneities different from particulate media, as e.g. thin film magnetic recording media or
superconductors in which magnetic fluxlines are present.

Also much progress has been made in the study of particulate media. For the first time
the micro-magnetic state of these media, the knowledge of which is of importance in order
to understand their behaviour, has been studied using ND. The usefulness of this neutron
method in studying the micro-magnetic state of particulate media has been demonstrated
by deducing information about the particle stacking, particle orientational correlations,
density variations and the effect of particle interactions on the local magnetization from the
ND experiments. The information obtained is quantitative and cannot easily be obtained
by other methods. Moreover, a variety of particulate media, i.e. particulate recording tapes,
magnetic pigments and various compacts, has been investigated and new information about
the size, shape and orientation of switching volumes and clusters of particles in these media
has been obtained.

Anti-ferromagnets can give rise to neutron depolarization, which has been shown both
experimentally and theoretically.

Solid Ni containing Kr precipitates has been investigated with both ND and SANS. In
addition to the presence of Kr bubbles with a diameter of about 3 nm, the presence of
much larger nuclear inhomogeneities has been deduced. The latter, which may be large Kr
bubbles, affect the local magnetization.

SANS measurements on Fe30j ferrofluids revealed that even in the most dilute fluids
subjected to a magnetic field, most of the particles are present as dimers. Larger, three-
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dimensional, aggregates arise at high volume fractions, in particular in an applied magnetic
field.



Summary

Materials containing magnetic single-domain particles, referred to as 'particulate media1,
have been studied using neutron depolarization (ND) and small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS). In a ND experiment the polarization vector of a polarized neutron beam is ana-
lyzed after transmission through a magnetic medium. Such an analysis in general yields
the correlation length of variations in the magnetic induction along the neutron path (de-
noted 'magnetic correlation length'), the mean orientation of these variations and the mean
magnetic induction. In a SANS experiment, information about nuclear and magnetic in-
homogeneities in the medium is derived from the broadening of a generally unpolarized
neutron beam due to scattering by these inhomogeneities. The spatial and magnetic micro-
structure of a variety of particulate media have been studied using ND and/or SANS, by
determination of the magnetic or nuclear correlation length in these media in various mag-
netic states.

In the first part of the thesis, the ND theory and its application to particulate media
are dealt with. Thereafter, ND and SANS experiments on a variety of particulate media
are discussed. In the following the content of the chapters is summarized.

Chapter 1 gives a general introduction. The scope of the thesis is indicated, particulate
media, ND and SANS are introduced and the different chapters are briefly summarized.

Chapter 2 at first introduces the principles of a ND experiment and the ND instru-
ments used. Thereafter, the general ND theory according to the Larmor and the scatter-
ing approach is discussed. The former approach is based on the Larmor precession of the
polarization vector of a polarized neutron beam in magnetic inhomogeneities, the latter
on small-angle neutron scattering by these inhomogeneities. The Larmor approach is ex-
tended by incorporating the consequences of the Maxwell law V-B(r) = 0 in the theory.
It is shown that the extended Larmor and the scattering approach are fully equivalent,
provided that all scattered neutrons enter the analyzer. This equivalence was disputed
for many years. The intrinsic depolarization anisotropy, which is the phenomenon that
for magnetically isotropic media the depolarization is still dependent on the orientation of
the polarization vector with respect to the propagation direction of the neutron beam, is
discussed furthermore. It is shown that this phenomenon is caused by local demagneti-
zation fields around magnetic inhomogeneities as well as by possible correlations between
the shape of these inhomogeneities and the orientation of the local magnetization.

The general ND theory formulated in chapter 2 is extended in order to apply it to
particulate media in chapter 3. The relations between the correlation matrix u>, derived
from a neutron depolarization experiment, and parameters describing several features of
the micro-magnetic state of a particulate medium are derived and discussed extensively.
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The latter embrace the individual particles, magnetic interparticle correlations as a result
of particle interactions, particle orientational correlations and density variations within
the medium and variations in the neutron transmission length over the cross-section of
the neutron beam. It is shown that ND experiments on a particulate medium in different
magnetic states may yield useful quantitative information about the micro-magnetic state
of the medium.

Using the scattering approach, chapter 4 discusses the ND theory for ensembles of
anti-ferromagnetic particles. The magnetic inhomogeneities in the ensembles are the fer-
romagnetic planes of the particles. These may result in depolarization in principle in two
ways. In the first place by Bragg scattering. However, as the Bragg angles generally ex-
ceed the aperture of the analyzer, Bragg scattering can contribute to the depolarization
in exceptional cases only. Secondly, planes at the surface of the particles with a mean
magnetization which is not compensated by that of a neighbouring plane, can contribute
to the depolarization. Such 'uncompensated' planes scatter at small angles. The theory is
compared to the results of ND measurements on compacts of a—Fe-jO.i and Cr particles.
The results of the ND measurements on the Cr compact, interpreted in terms of the theory
formulated, can not be explained with the structure of Cr indicated in the literature, i.e.
a common anti-ferromagnetic structure on which a incommensurate spin-density wave is
superimposed.

ND measurements on a ferroxdure compact and slurry, several magnetic pigments and
compacts of micron-size Ni and Fe particles in different remanent magnetic states are
discussed in chapter 5. The pigments pertain to CrO2, Co-modified 7 —Fe2O,,, CoZn-ferrite,
Fe and mixtures of p wt% Co-modified 7-Fe2O : i and (100-p) wt% a-Fe.,0., (1 < p < 100).
Information about the magnetic entities in the magnetization reversal process, referred to
as 'switching volumes', particle orientational correlations and density variations within the
media is deduced from the dependence of the depolarization on the magnetic state of
the medium and the propagation direction of the neutron beam. At most weak particle
orientational correlations and density variations exist in the ferroxdure compact, while the
size of the switching volumes perpendicular to the applied field approximates to the particle
size. The ferroxdure slurry contains large clusters of particles elongated along the applied
field. The magnetization reversal process in the slurry takes place by a coherent rotation
of groups of particles. The magnetic correlation length in the virgin pigments, £,',', is in
agreement with the presence of magnetically uncorrelated particles. Its value in the state
of maximum remanence, £„,, is up to forty times £'.', being due to clusters of particles with
a size of a few micron. The mean particle orientation and/or density within the clusters
differs from the mean particle orientation and density within the pigments. The dependence
of Cm on p in the Co-modified 7-Fe20. t/a-Fe20. ( mixtures shows that the Co-modified
7 —Fe-jO.i and the a—Fe2O3 particles are far from being well dispersed. The magnetic
correlation length in the compacts of micron-size Ni and Fe particles is in agreement with
the presence of magnetically uncorrelated (quasi) single-domain particles. The maximum
value of the remanent reduced magnetization of the compacts is relatively low. This is a
consequence of the fact that the demagnetizing field of a particle magnetized to saturation
highly exceeds the coercive field of these relatively soft materials. From ND measurements
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on the pigments after dc- or ac-demagnetization it follows that most of the switching
volumes are elongated along the direction of the applied field. The switching volumes
in the dc-demagnetization process are much larger than those in the ac-demagnetization
process. The latter only slightly exceed the particle volume.

Chapter 6 deals with ND measurements on commercially available particulate recording
tapes. The tapes are in the remanent magnetic state either during the dc-magnetization
reversal process or after bulk-erasure, ac-erasure or thermal annealing. The size and shape
of clusters and switching volumes in the tapes have been deduced by determining the
magnetic correlation length along several directions in tapes in different remanent magnetic
states. The magnetic correlation length ( measured along the direction perpendicular to
the plane of the tape (Z-direction) is at most twice the value expected for magnetically
uncorrelated particles in the dc-(de)magnetized tapes, showing the existence of clusters
and switching volumes containing only a few particles along Z. The size along Z of
switching volumes during bulk- or ac-erasure is smaller than that of switching volumes
during dc-demagnetization. After thermal annealing a weak anti-parallel orientation of
the magnetization in neighbouring particles in the A'- and Z-direction is likely to exist
(length direction of the tape is along the Y'-direction). The switching volumes and clusters
are generally elongated along Y with aspect ratios larger than 10, following from ND
experiments in which the direction of the neutron beam is varied in the VZ-plane. The
clusters in Philips CrCs video tapes have an orientation varying mainly in the FZ-plane.
The switching volumes approximate to the particle volume in ac- or bulk-erased TDK
Co-modified 7-Fe2O:) video tapes.

ND and SANS experiments on Ni containing solid Kr bubbles are presented and dis-
cussed in chapter 7. The aim of the measurements is to study the effect of the Kr bubbles on
the local magnetization. ND measurements in relatively large fields (up to 80 kA/m) could
be performed for the first time. However, the ND results do not yield information about
the Ki bubbles. The SANS patterns at applied fields larger than 400 kA/m are isotropic
and in agreement with the presence of a high fraction of small (diameter approximately 3
nm) Kr bubbles. Also a small fraction of larger (diameter larger than about 30 nm) Kr
bubbles or other nuclear inhomogeneities is likely to be present. The magnetic scattering
is in agreement with a local magnetization which is affected by the demagnetization fields
of the latter inhomogeneities.

Chapter 8 deals with aggregation in sterically stabilized Fe:)Oj ferrofluids, studied using
SANS. The dependence of the aggregation on the particle volume fraction, varying between
0.02 and 7 vol% Fe,jO(, and an applied magnetic field is examined. The scattering of
particles and surfactants could be measured independently by means of contrast variation.
The particle size distribution derived from the scattering is in good agreement with the
field dependence of the magnetization and the optical anisotropy. Most of the particles
in fluids with volume fractions below 1 vol% Fe:)0, subjected to a magnetic field of 80
kA/m are part of small chain-like aggregates oriented parallel to the field direction. The
latter follows from the anisotropy in the neutron scattering patterns in case the scattering
vector is parallel or perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. Larger, three-dimensional,
aggregates arise at higher volume fractions, in particular in the applied magnetic field. The
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interparticle distance within an aggregate corresponds to surface-to-surface contact of the
surfactant coatings in the direction both parallel and perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field.

Some general conclusions and remarks are given in chapter 9.



Samenvatting

(summary in Dutch)

Media die bestaan uit magnetische één-domein deeltjes zijn bestudeerd met behulp van
neutronen-depolarisatie (ND) en kleine hoek neutronenverstrooiing (SANS). Deze media
zijn te beschouwen als media met magnetische inhomogeniteiten.

In een ND experiment wordt de polarisatievector van een gepolariseerde neutronenbun-
del geanalyseerd na transmissie door een magnetisch medium. Deze analyse levert in het
algemeen de gemiddelde lengte langs het neutronenpad van magnetische inhomogeniteiten,
hieronder aangeduid met de 'magnetische correlatielengte1, de gemiddelde oriëntatie van
deze inhomogeniteiten en de gemiddelde magnetische inductie op. In een SANS expe-
riment wordt informatie over nucleaire en magnetische inhomogeniteiten in een medium
verkregen uit de verbreding van een (in het algemeen niet-gepolariseerde) neutronenbundel
ten gevolge van verstrooiing aan deze inhomogeniteiten. Met behulp van ND en SANS is
de ruimtelijke en magnetische micro-structuur van een verscheidenheid aan deeltjesmedia
bestudeerd. In het bijzonder is de magnetische correlatielengte in deze media bij verschil-
lende magnetische toestanden bepaald.

In het eerste gedeelte van het proefschrift wordt de ND theorie en de toepassing daarvan
op deeltjesmedia behandeld. Vervolgens worden ND en SANS metingen aan verschillende
soorten deeltjesmedia bediscussieerd. Hieronder volgt in het kort de inhoud van de ver-
schillende hoofdstukken.

Hoofdstuk 1 bevat een algemene inleiding. Het doel van het proefschrift wordt aange-
geven en de verschillende hoofdstukken worden ingeleid.

In hoofdstuk 2 komen eerst de principes van een ND experiment en de ND opstellingen
gebruikt in de experimenten aan de orde. Vervolgens wordt de algemene ND theorie vol-
gens de 'larmorbenadering'' en de ''verstrooiingsbenadering'' behandeld. Eerstgenoemde be-
nadering is gebaseerd op de larmorprecessie van de polarisatievector van een gepolariseerde
neutronenbundel rond magnetische inhomogeniteiten, laatstgenoemde op kleine hoek neu-
tronenverstrooiing aan deze inhomogeniteiten. De larmorbenadering wordt uitgebreid door
de Maxwell wet V-B(r) = 0 in de theorie mee te nemen. Er wordt aangetoond dat de 'uitge-
breide larmorbenadering' en de verstrooiingsbenadering identiek zijn, mits alle verstrooiing
plaatsvindt bij hoeken kleiner dan de openingshoek van de analysator. Deze identiteit werd
vele jaren betwist. Hoofdstuk 2 verklaart tevens de 'intrinsieke anisotropie' in ND. De in-
trinsieke anisotropie is het verschijnsel dat voor magnetisch isotrope media de depolarisatie
nog wel afhangt van de oriëntatie van de polarisatievector t.o.v. de voortplantingsrichting
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van de neutronenbundel. Er wordt aangetoond dat dit verschijnsel veroorzaakt wordt door
zowel demagnetisatievelden rond magnetische inhomogeniteiten als door mogelijke corre-
laties tussen de vorm van de magnetische inhomogeniteiten en de oriëntatie van de locale
magnetisatie.

De algemene ND theorie geformuleerd in hoofdstuk 2 wordt in hoofdstuk 3 uitgebreid
om de theorie toe te passen op deeltjesmedia. Uit de depolarisatie matrix wordt een
correlatiematrix <2> afgeleid. De relaties tussen <i> en verschillende parameters gerelateerd
aan de micro-magnetische toestand van het medium worden uitgebreid behandeld. Deze
parameters beschrijven de intrinsieke deeltjeseigenschappen, magnetische correlaties ten
gevolge van deeltjesinteracties, correlaties tussen de deeltjesorientaties en dichtheidsvari-
aties in het medium en variaties in de neutronen transmissielengte over de doorsnede van
de neutronenbundel. Er wordt theoretisch aangetoond dat ND metingen aan deeltjes-
media in verschillende magnetische toestanden nuttige kwantitatieve informatie over de
micro-magnetische toestand kunnen opleveren.

Met behulp van de verstrooiingsbenadering wordt in hoofdstuk 4 de theorie van ND in
ensembles van anti-ferromagnetische deeltjes behandeld. De magnetische inhomogeniteiten
in de ensembles zijn de ferromagnetische vlakken van de deeltjes. Deze kunnen in principe
op twee manieren tot depolarisatie leiden. In de eerste plaats kan dit door middel van
braggverstrooiing. Aangezien echter de bragghoeken in het algemeen groter zijn dan de
openingshoek van de analysator draagt braggverstrooiing slechts in uitzonderlijke gevallen
bij tot de depolarisatie. Ten tweede kunnen die ferromagnetische vlakken waarvan de mag-
netisatie niet gecompenseerd wordt door die van een nabuurvlak tot depolarisatie leiden.
Verstrooiing aan deze 'niet-gecompenseerde' vlakken vindt plaats bij kleine hoeken. De
geformuleerde theorie wordt vergeleken met de resultaten van ND metingen aan compacts
van hematiet (a-Fe-jOn) en chroom (Cr) deeltjes. De resultaten van de ND metingen
aan de chroom compact kunnen niet verklaard worden met de magnetische structuur van
chroom aangeduid in de literatuur.

Hoofdstuk 5 bevat de resultaten van ND metingen aan ferroxdure compact en slurrie,
magnetische pigmenten en compacts van micron Ni en Fe deeltjes in verschillende mag-
netische toestanden. Verscheidene pigmenten zijn gebruikt in de experimenten, nl. CrO2,
Co-gemodificeerd -y — Fe-jOn, CoZn-ferriet, Fe en mengsels van p wt% Co-gemodificeerd
7-Fe2O : ) en (100 - p) wt% a -Fe 2 O t (1 < p < 100). De afhankelijkheid van de depo-
larisatie van de magnetische toestand van de media en van de voortplantingsrichting van
de neutronenbundel levert informatie op over de 'switching volumes', correlaties tussen
de deeltjesorientatie en dicht heidsvariaties in de media. Switching volumes zijn de mag-
netische eenheden betrokken in het magnetisatie omkeerproces. In de ferroxdure compact
bestaan slechts zwakke correlaties tussen de deeltjesorientaties en kleine dichtheidsvariaties.
De grootte van de switching volumes loodrecht op het aangelegde magneetveld benadert de
deeltjesgrootte. Grote clusters van deeltjes, langgerekt langs de veldrichting, zijn aange-
toond in de ferroxdure slurrie. Ommagnetisatie in de slurrie vindt plaats door middel
van een coherente rotatie van groepen van deeltjes. De correlatielengte in de maagdelijke
pigmenten, £'.', is in overeenstemming met magnetisch ongecorreleerde deeltjes. De mag-
netische correlatielengte in de toestand van maximale remanentie, £m, is tien tot veertig
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keer groter als een gevolg van de aanwezigheid van clusters van deeltjes. De grootte van
deze clusters is een paar micron. De gemiddelde deeltjesorientatie en/of deeltjesdichtheid
in de clusters verschilt van de gemiddelde oriëntatie en dichtheid in de pigmenten. Uit de
afhankelijkheid van („, van p in de Co-gemodificeerde 7 —Fe^On/a—Fe2O;j mengsels volgt
dat de Co-gemodificeerde 7—FejOj en de a—Fe2O:t deeltjes niet goed gedispergeerd zijn.
De magnetische correlatielengtes in de Ni en Fe compacts duiden op magnetisch ongecor-
releerde (quasi) één-domein deeltjes. De maximum waarde van de gereduceerde remanente
magnetisatie in de compacts is laag, doordat de demagnetisatievelden van de volledig ge-
magnetiseerde deeltjes veel groter zijn dan de coercitief velden van deze relatief zachte
materialen. Uit ND metingen aan de pigmenten na ac- en dc-demagnetisatie volgt dat de
switching volumes in het algemeen langgerekt langs de veldrichting zijn. De switching vol-
umes gedurende dc-demagnetisatie zijn veel groter dan die gedurende ac-demagnetisatie.
Laatstgenoemde switching volumes zijn slechts weinig groter dan de deeltjes.

ND metingen aan commerciële recording tapes komen aan de orde in hoofdstuk 6. De
tapes zijn in de remanente toestand hetzij gedurende het dc-demagnetisatie proces, het-
zij na bulk-demagnetisatie, ac-demagnetisatie of thermisch annealen. De bepaling van de
magnetische correlatielengte langs verschillende richtingen in tapes in verscheidene mag-
netische toestanden levert de grootte en vorm van de switching volumes op. De magnetische
correlatielengte £ in de dc-ge(de)magnetiseerde tapes bepaald langs de Z —richting (lood-
recht op vlak van de tape) is hoogstens het dubbele van de waarde van ( verwacht voor
magnetisch ongecorreleerde deeltjes. Dit duidt op het bestaan van clusters van deeltjes
en switching volumes met ten hoogste een paar deeltjes langs Z. De grootte langs Z
van de switching volumes gedurende ac- of bulk-demagnetisatie is kleiner dan de grootte
van switching volumes gedurende dc-demagnetisatie. Na thermisch annealen bestaat er
waarschijnlijk een anti-parallelle oriëntatie van de magnetisatie van nabuurdeeltjes in de
A'— en Z—richting (lengte as tape is langs Y). De switching volumes zijn langgerekt langs
}' met lengte/breedte verhoudingen groter dan 10. Dit volgt uit ND metingen waarin
de richting van de neutronen in het FZ-vlak gevarieerd is. De clusters in de Philips
CrOa videotapes liggen voornamelijk in het YZ-vlak. In ac- of bulk-gedemagetiseerde
TDK Co-gemodificeerde 7—FeaO.i videotapes zijn de switching volumes practisch gelijk
aan de deeltjes.

ND en SANS metingen aan bulk Ni dat Kr bellen bevat worden behandeld in hoofdstuk
7. Het doel van de metingen is om het effect van de Kr bellen op de locale magnetisatie in
Ni te bestuderen. Voor de eerste keer konden ND metingen in relatief hoge magneetvelden
(tot 80 kA/m) uitgevoerd worden. De ND metingen leveren echter geen informatie over de
Kr bellen op. De SANS patronen in magneetvelden groter dan 400 kA/m zijn isotroop en in
overeenstemming met de aanwezigheid van een hoge fractie van kleine Kr bellen (diameter
ongeveer 3 nra). Ook een kleine fractie van veel grotere (diameter groter dan 30 nm) Kr
bellen is aangetoond. De magnetische verstrooiing is consistent met een locale magnetisatie
welke beïnvloed wordt door de demagnetisatievelden van laatstgenoemde bellen.

Hoofdstuk 8 bevat een SANS studie naar aggregatie in sterisch gestabiliseerde Fe:!O 4 fer-
rofluids. De invloed van de volumefractie van de deeltjes (gevarieerd van 0.02 tot 7 vol%
F«jO|) en een magneetveld op de aggregatie is onderzocht. Door middel van contrastvari-
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atie kon de verstrooiing van de deeltjes en de surfactanten onafhankelijk gemeten worden.
De deeltjesgrootte verdeling bepaald uit de verstrooiing is in goede overeenstemming met
de veldafhankelijkheid van de magnetisatie en de optische anisotropie. In de aanwezigheid
van een magneetveld van 80 kA/m bestaan de vloeistoffen met volumefracties lager dan
1 vol% Fe:i0i voornamelijk uit kleine langwerpige aggregaten vvelke langs de veldrichting
georiënteerd zijn. Dit, laatste volgt uit de anisotropie in de verstrooiing. Grotere, drie-
dimensionale, aggregaten zijn waargenomen bij hogere volumefracties, met name in de
aanwezigheid van een magneetveld. De afstand tussen de deeltjes binnen de aggregaten
correspondeert met oppervlakte-oppervlakte contact van de surfactantcoatings, zowel lood-
recht op als parallel aan de veldrichting.

Hoofstuk 9 bevat enkele algemene conclusies en opmerkingen.
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